Come to life
where America came to life.
Dockside ... Charleston's luxury waterfront
condominium . Spacious one-, two- , and threebedroom residences, each with its own large
private terrace. Dockside • . . the carefree life
style only condominium ownership can bring.

To one side, Dockside's private yacht docks
and the Harbor of History; to the other, the
famous peninsular Holy City-three centuries
of America, perfectly preserved for al I to enjoy.
Covered parking. Saunas. Exercise room.
Club rooms. A beautifully-landscaped, heated
indoor swimming pool and sun deck ...
extending out over the harbor. All completely
surrounded by 24.:hour security. Dockside.
Probably the most luxurious harborfront
condominium Charleston will ever have.
Assuredly the perfect place to come to life.
Shown 10 a.m . -5 p.m. daily; or
by private appointment.

330 Concord Street
Charleston, South Carolina 29402
Telephone (803) 577-9665
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Price Aquatech, South Carolina's prestige pool builder,
proudly shows a crowning achievement in pool
design. Built on Hilton Head, the multisided, meandering pool fits perfectly into
~
• the lush environment which is so typical
of South Carolina. Common
right angles are completely eliminated, affording an unusual and visually pleasant concept in pool design.

Whether basking on the hexagon shaped deck, or gazing at the automatic f ountain which extends from the pool's floor, or enjoying the lavish cabana only a
step away, one is promised an unforgettable aquatic experience in the
Price Aquatech design.
Beauty of design. Only one of the many outstanding benefits of a Price Aquatech
pool. Top quality construction, unparalleled service, and uncompromised workmanship are additional features gained in the ownership of
•
a Price Aquatech pool.
~flCe ~
~
Price Aquatech. Building more than pools .••Price Aquatech
will build you a thing of beauty.

@CQ]illJ@L1®[LJ LJ

1401 Pecan Street• Florence, South Carolina 29501 • Phone: (803) 662•8733
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We're helping
put South Carolinians
on wheels.

Over 21h million people live in towns
like this one across our state. And all
of us need transportation. That's why
more than 1 million cars are bought
and sold here every year.
When you stop and think about it,
that's a lot of automobiles. We know.
We're Southern Bank. And we've

made thousands of car loans over
the years.
So if you need a new car, come
see Southern Bank for a car loan.
Because we like
saying "yes" ..
all over
South Carolina.
I SOUTHERN

r--\ Cl)
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BANK
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I AND TRUST co.,,>

SOUTHERN BANK I
We like saying yes to car loans.
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readers'
coTI1n1 en ts
What ideas, opm1ons and comments do you have about this issue of
your magazine? We're anxious to
hear what you think, so this column is
all yours - please drop us a line.

Here's a new subscription to replace the
one you wrote about in Endpiece (March
1977) for my sister in Winston-Salem
who has been wishing for one. Both
Sandlapper and South Carolina have
changed for the better, in my opinion and all of my forebears have lived here
since before the Revolution. The February story on Dirty Bucket (South
Carolina Heritage: From Sevier to Dirty
Bucket) was of special interest to my
stepfather since he survived both Camp
Sevier and the Hindenburg Line; and the
profile on Matthew Perry by Jack Bass in
March gave background in depth to reveal quality of performance by a South
Carolinian we should all know more
about. Doubtless there will be occasional
malcontents; but your broad perspective
inoculates us against lapses into provincialism, for which this check (and subscription) is tangible applause.
Alice Cabaniss
Mount Pleasant
Please start my subscription for
Sandlapper. Also enclosed is $2.50 for
two issues of the February 1977 issues.
I'm especially interested in the article
about Mark Verhaeghe and his mini
horses.
Mary E. Pedersen
Bessemer, Ala.
Especial thanks for the February issue of
Sandlapper. I bought an extra copy to
send to my brother who is in Mississippi.
The reason why it is so special to us is
credited to your feature writer, James B.
Agnew. Our home in Greenville was located about five miles from Camp
Sevier. Since I was born in 1916 I cannot
actually recall it. However, I do know
that our parents entertained the soldiers
and welcomed them to our home. There
4

was dancing and band playing on the
landing of the staircase. We are grateful
to Mr. Agnew for his writing and to you
for the publishing.
Katherine T. Cleland
Columbia

that in examining a roster of all soldiers
decorated in the division that I must have
referred to the address of a soldier above
or below Sgt. Hall's listing on the roster
and read "Florence" instead of "Fort
Mill." My sincere apologies for my error.

I have been sick, heart attack, and have
let my subscription to Sandlapper lapse.
Please renew my subscription beginning
with the February issue. I believe this is
the copy that has the article by Colonel
Agnew on the breaking of the Hindenberg Line by the Old Hickory Division. I
was right smack dab in the midst of that
caper and especially want that copy. Also
I want the March copy if that is the one
that has the story of Napolean' s Marshall
"Bravest of the Brave" who escaped
from the British, came to America, taught
school in the Carolinas and designed the
seal of Davidson College. My father believed in that story and wrote it up in the
Charlotte Observer about 65 or 70 years
ago. I believe that Col. Agnew's story is
well done in spite of several minor errors,
such as saying that Tom Hall was a native
of Florence, using the wrong map. Also,
the 30th Division fought under British
command supported by British artillery.
During this attack I was Scout Officer,
S-2 of the 118th Infantry Regiment,
commanding a detachment of 90 picked
and especially trained men with 3
lieutenants, all expert riflemen, superalert, most of them college athletes. We
were the Avant Garde (advance guard)
and furnished the front line observers,
the snipers and the scouts, supposedly
dangerous work, but very interesting and
at times highly exciting. We furnished the
maps, marked with battle lines, and issued them to attacking American troops.
I hope that you publish more of these
articles, especially when they tell of
South Carolina's part in the founding
and development of our country, as in
the winning of the American Revolutionary War. Thank you for listening to
my harangue and also thanks for your
improvement of the Sandlapper.

I am not in the habit of writing letters to
the editor. This is my first sojourn into
that addictive realm. Always before I
have relegated that social function to
frustrated old men whose vital juices
have become too drained for other,
more valuable pursuits and have started
a passionate love affair with the editorial
pages of their local newspaper.
Even now, the article to which I address myself really gives me no hard
reason for complaint. "Je Suis Ney Marechal De France" was so well done
that I have no quibble with the material
as presented.
However, I do express mild surprise at
the exclusion of one portion of the story.
You see, I have been fascinated with
the story of Ney' s alleged escape since I
first came across it while I was still in
junior high school in Roanoke, Va. It is
the sort of story which appeals to anyone
with a romantic nature, a personality
component to which I cheerfully admit.
Tales and legends of hairbreadth, mysterious, 11th-hour escapes by famous
figures who then drop out of sight forever
are soul-stirring things to us romantics.
Almost any time a famous personality
dies, the aftermath of rumors conjure up
wild, gymnastic displays of crippled logic
which deny the mortality of the dead and
say they survive somewhere. Add a
closed coffin at the funeral and you have
enough fuel to keep the pulps selling for
years.
One man found it so plausible that
Martin Bormann, Hitler's appointments
secretary, could have gotten through the
Soviet lines surrounding Berlin in 1945
that he decided an Argentine businessman was Bormann and badgered the
poor man to get him to admit he was the
F. M. Mack, Col. A.M.S. Ret.)
Nazi. That has all, unhappily for the inFort Mill
vestigator, been laid to rest with the discovery in Berlin of a skull which a dentist
has identified as Bormann' s by painstakCol. Agnew replies:
ingly checking filling by filling, crown by
You are quite correct in your assertion crown the teeth in the skull.
that Sgt. Hall was born and entered
There are many legends surrounding
military service from Fort Mill, S. C. and Der Fuhrer' s escape. Perhaps the most
not Florence, as the article stated. I have complicated is the now-famous series
rechecked serveral official documents to
verify that I was in error. I can only state
(Please tum to page 6)
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oe Harris was born in Birmingham,
Alabama, grew up there while attending the public schools and
graduated from Birmingham-Southern
College. After a short stint in Industrial
Engineering he went to New Orleans "to
do the Faulkner thing and write The
Great American Novel." While living off
the compassion of friends, he was issued
an invitation by the U. S. Army, where
he spent four years, the time about
equally divided between Canada and
India.
Returning to Birmingham, he married
Rosa Mary Stewart, a musician and
teacher, and they have two children, a
married daughter, Lynne Rachal, an artist, who lives in Denver, and a son,
Stewart, a working songwriter and entertainer whose album will soon be released
by Mercury Records in Nashville.
After doing graduate work at the University of Alabama and FairleighDickinson University, he decided on the
academic life and joined the faculty of
Birmingham University School, where
he served first as a teacher and then as
headmaster. From Birmingham Harris
came to Aiken as headmaster of the
Episcopal school, Mead Hall. He began
his 20th year in this position in October,
and currently serves as a board member
of the National Association of Episcopal
Schools.
Harris' poetry and fiction have appeared in The Literary Review, Fantasy
and Science Fiction, The South Carolina
Review, The Christian Science Monitor
and the Saturday Evening Post. A
novelette, The Transmogrification of
Ridgely P. Winters, was serialized in a
now-defunct California magazine.
" 'Foxfire' was written some time
ago," Harris said. "and while it's not
exactly 'nostalgia' it doesn't fit what
some people, are calling 'the New
South.' It's a realistic piece that existed at
the time. The sharecropper and his
family aren't black, and while it took
place in southern Alabama, it could have
happened anywhere in the South."

J
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Smith

f you've noticed our spiffy recipe
photography in the last few issues,
you' ve also noticed the name of the
wizard behind the lens, Robin Smith.
While this kind of photography is one of
Robin's delights - the setting up, the
special care needed in keeping the food
appealing throughout a long shooting
session - Robert M. Smith, Jr. is a pretty
diversified craftsman. His work for Columbia advertising agencies has set him
squarely in the fields of fashion, aerial,
architectural, industrial and public relations.
Robin began to dabble in photography during a stint with the army in Germany, when he realized that as an armored division private, "I couldn't go
downtown and drink beer every night."
He returned to Columbia and went to
work for the S. C. Educational Television Network, both illustrating and filming animated productions. While there
he worked on the "Job Man Caravan"
series, which received an Emmy Award
nomination. At ETV he also got'the
chance to have his photographs
critiqued by various colleagues. "What I
thought were great photos - well,
they' d tear them into little pieces of confetti. But I was able to listen to constructive criticism - or at least I hope I was
able to listen - for that was how I was
going to grow." The head of the

cinematography department at ETV, Ed
Garrigues, was Robin's biggest·critic and
strongest helping hand. "Instead of tearing up my pictures, he challenged me."
As far as Robin is concerned, Garrigues
ranks right up there with Ansel Adams.
After seven years at ETV, Robin
formed his own company which,
through the years, has become Photo
Vision, a commercial photography
studio with over 50 clients. Working with
Columbia advertising agencies, Robin
has garnered a number of local advertising awards. He has also done a lot of
work with the National Trust for Historic
Preservation. That organization has used
Robin's work on a number of its publication covers.
The key to Robin's art of photography
is "patience and craftsmanship." He is
an artist, he says, and what he practices is
much broader than photojournalism.
"There's a huge difference between a
snapshot and a photograph. What I do is
photographic illustration. That's the ability to capture the mood of something.
You've got to get the mood into the
photograph. And a lot of times you can
do that better in black and white than in
color.
" Anybody can count F-stops and
push the little buttons. But how do you
portray the mood and feeling?"

I
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OUTRAGEOUS
GOOD LOOKS
FROM RACKES
AND WHITIEN.
With all sorts of separates,
Rackes and Whitten has
the best looks for summer
The whit4jocket is $50.
The front-p leat skirt is $34.
The now. shirt is $28. You
put it together any way
you like.

At the special shop tor
women.

"Hitler Is Alive" done by the Police
Gazette in the early 1950s which
"proved" Hitler escaped by U-boat to
Antarctica. Of course, the Gazette did
not have any Soviet photos of the hasty
cremation.
And yes, even Napoleon is not immune from the romance of fantastic escape. There is the story that the
''Scourge of Europe'' was to flee the rock
of St. Helena by crude submarine. Napoleon died, it is said, before the craft was
completed.
However, none of these tales are as
plausible and therefore tantalizing as the
story of Ney' s escape from the firing
squad in the Luxembourg Gardens.
It is easy to want to believe Wellington
was so chivalrously disposed toward his
old enemy as to allow himself to be exposed to the danger of intrigue necessary
to bribe or otherwise neutralize a firing
squad. This stqry speaks, declaims,
shouts of respect between professional
peers even when they have faced each
othei· in bitter, protracted and deadly
disputes.
To the point. I am mildly surprised
your author did not explore the unusual
Christian name of the schoolteacher.
Ney' s Christian name was Michel. The
teacher's name was Peter. There was no
doubt the teacher was a French immigrant; he gave that information freely.
Now the question is, why, if he was
indeed Ney, did he choose an anglicized
Christian name? If he dared not use
Michel or even Michael, why Peter? Instead why not Pierre, a good solid
French name? This, I believe, is the
reason:
All through history, generals have
been given nicknames which have become as famous if not more so than their
own.
"The Desert Fox," " Blackjack,"
" Stonewall," "Old Hick'ry," "The
Swamp Fox," "The Black Prince" and
of course, "The Iron Duke" and "The
Little Corporal" are examples which
spring to mind without much prodding.
When considering the schoolteacher's
deathbed claim to being duke of Elchigen, prince of Moscow and marshal of
France, perhaps one should keep in
mind a rather more humble title bestowed upon the gallant soldier who led
the last French charge at Waterloo. It was
a title not bestowed upon him by the
Emperor of France, but by his soldiers:
"Red Peter."
Bob Craft
Sumter

6
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fro1n behind
the palmettos
April showers bring May flowers, as our cover attests, and we have a pretty
fair garden of journalistic delights of our own.
Plains, Ga. is possibly the most famous village in America these days. This
newly shining glory of small towns prompted Lawrence Earley to journey from
his usual Chapel Hill, N. C. territory and explore South Carolina's small-towns
main streets. After we received the fruits of his travels, we showed the photos to
Bernie Dunlap, who rushed to his typewriter and produced a breathlessly
lyrical ode to Main Street, S. C.
The countryside figures prominently in Joseph Harris' tale of initiation into
manhood, Foxfire. When 15-year-old Joey runs through the wisps of a stormy
summer night, he wanders into foxfire, a strange tale told by a drunkard and
catches a glance at how the other half "lives."
The Citadel' s historic sense of purpose, military duty and martial protocol is
highly famed, but in 1898 a small breech of discipline led to the dishorr6rable
discharge of all but five of the graduating class. The fracas involved former
Confederate colonel Asbury Coward, about 30 Charleston policemen and one
decidedly unpopular Cadet sergeant major. Sally Graham tells the woeful story
of the class which did not graduate.
In other military matters, those who follow closely the NBC-TV series BaaBaa Black Sheep might be interested to know that one of the Black Sheep's
very own has found life in Beaufort very satisfactory, although friends and
neighbors ask about the rather tawdry reputation which television bestows
upon the aviator squadron. Martha Ann Moussatos talked with Lt. Col. Don
Fisher, who clears the air around the Black Sheeps' notoriety. Fisher is the
subject of one of our "Palmetto Profiles," the other of which is S. C. State
College President Maceo Nance, who has pulled himself up by both his
bootstraps and mortar board tassels.
And during this merry month of May you might want to cast your roving eyes
over a few books of particular interest, in which case we have, naturally,
provided enlightening commentary and incisive insight into recent fiction,
non-fiction, cookery, history and other offerings of the book production industry. Book publishers have been quite busy lately. Of course, we'll have more
books, especially for younger readers, next month.
That's about it - for this page. You've got over 70 more pages in this issue,
so get going. . ..
Cover: This little fellow is either so

industrious or so intoxicated by the
aroma of this daylily that he is totally oblivious to the intruding lens
of the photographer's Canon.
Photograph by John Rowntree.
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Hotne ltnprovetnent?
See us for the tnoney.
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If you've been thinking of making
improvements around your home,
., .. . . . _.,.,r,, now could be a good time to do it.
With home maintenance
· · · ·}· ..1' costs going higher every day,
putting money into your home~~ · ., . \r
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now can make it more valuable later.
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a do-it-yourself paint job or a new swim- \~·--':··
·?fP·
ming pool, Standard Savings can help :· ... ,. . .'''. ::zFJ
0
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with a convenient home improvement loan.''.···· .·
So ?ecide on your home improven:ient ;. / :· tg;: ·
proJect an~ come talk to us about 1t.
Remember, we can ;;.;.. .

help in more ways
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than just providing .. ;•
the money.
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STANDARD SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOC IATION

•C.ck'. . : ,,, ·'

COLUMBIA

NEWBERRY

ORANGEBURG

Main at Washington
1117 Boyce Street S02 Russell St.
Trenholm Plaza
Orangeburg Mall
SUMTER
Dutch Square Mall
3227 Millwood Ave.
201 North Main St.
7040 Sumter Highway
MYRTLE BEACH
CHARLESTON
S07 21st Ave ., North
Northwoods Mall

At home and on the go with sandlapper.
dining out

the gardener

of peacocl~sd. l·l·
an 11es

Clema's Mexicana Restaurant
'
Achtung, Amigos: He from Bremen,
Germany, She from Puebla, Mexico.
The twain met in Hamburg, West Germany, married eight years later and this
past October created Clema' s Mexicana
Restaurant in Batesburg.
Stenciled below the official name are
the words "Mexican and German food."
Rainer and Clementina Kronenfeld are
the ones we can thank for a diversified,
and perhaps even unique, menu in
South Carolina.
To find tamales with chili and/or
wiener schnitzel under one roof, one
must journey to 2 Oak Street, the main
street in Batesburg. Hours are from 11
a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sunday.
They are. closed Monday.
For lunch you can choose from
huevos rancheros (Mexican eggs laid by
American chickens who speak Spanish
and specially prepared by Clema); a
German club sandwich; tostadas (three
open face tacos); taco con came (beef
taco); or the aforementioned tamales
with chili.
The dinner menu offers such specialties as milanese (cube steak); polio con
vino (chicken prepared with wine);
wiener schnitzel (veal cutlet); bistec con
jamon (steak and ham casserole mit
mushrooms); or rollos de came a la
alemana, which is known as German
rouladen (beef rolled up, fried and filled
with special ingredients). The everexpanding continental menu now includes Hungarian goulash.
To compliment these dishes you have
your choice of two items from a to f. May
I suggest (A) vegetales con crema and (E)
pure de manzana? However, you may
decide on (B) ensalada de papa (potato
salad); (C) aroz (rice); (D) chicharos
(peas) or (F) colagria (sauerkraut). By
the way, (A) is a scrumptious vegetable
casserole and (E), a tangy applesauce.
The beverage list ranges from iced tea,
soft drinks, white Mosel wine at $2.50
per pint, to imported Mexican and German beer at $1.10.
You are requested to ask for their daily
fresh made German cakes and pastries.
You won't be sorry.

Lawn Luxury
Your grass will not look better all season than it does right now, so make the
most of it. This is done by keeping it well
fed, so the crowns of grasses that spread
will spread out, and the roots of those
that creep, will creep. Then you must
keep the grass mowed to a height of one
and one half to two inches so that the
productive part of the blade will provide

Three cheers for excellence
For many years now I have been going
to the beach. Not just in South Carolina,
since I have been fortunate to have
lived in a number of states which have
beaches or are near beaches. But I have
seldom enjoyed myself as much on the
beach as I have on the beaches of South
Carolina. Beaches are pretty much alike,
one might say: the water, the sand, the
sun, the ocean breezes. But that's not
really true.
Now, before anyone jumps to the
conclusion that old Buck has done gone
and sold out to the developers or PRT or
the Chamber of Commerce or anybody
else, let me just say "That not only ain't
so, it's not going to be." I do believe in
giving the devil his due, and if praise is ·
warranted and deserved then it should
be given.
I recently ran across a full-page photograph in one of the Florida magazines of
an aerial shot of Miami Beach, that narrow strip of sand between the ocean and
the inland waterway where the houseboats are parked. That narrow strip of
beach has been saturated with tall concrete and marble and stone luxury
hotels, jam packed together until it has
become an absolute monstrosity, a
beach resort with little or no beach which
the aerial photograph pointed up so
clearly. Having traveled to Miami Beach I
already knew what it was, but it took the
photograph to really bring it home to me.
How awful it is in contrast to what the
developers have done in the coastal
areas of South Carolina.
Oh, I know that the controversy still
rages with regard to Kiawah Island and
the "sand dunes" thing a couple of years
ago, and frankly, I prefer not to get involved in either one of them. I have
never been to Kiawah Island and I understand it was a beautiful and unspoiled
place before it was sold off to be developed. And although I don't know
what the value of a sand dune is, I think
they should be preserved if possible. I
hope that we never develop this stillbeautiful land of ours to a point that
would destroy our wild life, flora and
fauna. To paraphrase James Michener in
his book of essays called The Quality of

(Please tum to page 64)

(Please tum to page 64)

(Please tum to page 66)
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As both month and verb, May is a
permissive word. You can make what
you will of either. It is now solid spring;
Nature offers us much to be admired,
and it is a trial for us to meet our spring
gardening program on schedule. Especially the planting timetable must be met.
The secret of transplanting is to preserve
the plant's ability to take up and use soil
moisture without interruption. Apply
anything that will serve that end speed, rough handling, even planting by
moonlight if necessary - because those
roots must not be allowed to dry out. On
the other hand, keep in mind that too
much moisture around roots may be
harmful since it tends to keep out air and
induce rot.
Get small seedlings into the soil at
once and firm soil quickly around the
roots. Make sure leafy plants started indoors have become accustomed to outdoor temperatures before setting in the
open ground. Move all biennial and perennial plants with a solid clump of soil
around the roots. Prune back tops of
trees and shrubs one fourth to one third
to compensate for estimated damage to
roots caused by transplanting, or by time
spent out of the ground. Buy or transplant all evergreens, except the smallest
seedlings, with a ball of earth burlapped
around the roots. Never lift a plant by its
top or branches when there is soil around
the roots; lift from the bottom. It will pay
to spray or shade these types to prevent
evaporation.
"Heeling in" is your relief valve. It
helps keep roots from drying out Just as
soon as shipments arrive, lay the roots
and clumps in shaded trenches and
cover with moist soil until you can carry
out permanent planting. All leafy plants
must be left with tops free.
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$1,000 minimum - 4-year maturity*

at Home Federal
Rock Hill

Some financial institutions have lowered their
interest rates or raised their minimums on Savings Certificates. However, we still pay 7%% on
4-year Certificates with $1,000 minimum.
We've been in business since 1903 ... one of
the oldest Associations in the State. We understand how much our customers appreciate our

friendly, knowledgeable, confidential service ...
and our high rate of return.
If you're not receiving this high rate of return,
call or write. We'll transfer your funds at no
charge ... safely and easily. Ask about our other
high yield savings plans. We look forward to having you as a friend ... and a customer.

*Federal Regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal. Earnings on
withdrawals prior to maturity are computed at passbook rate less 90 days interest.

HOME FEDEAAL SAVINGS
& Loan Association

George W. Dunlap, President
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Hags, Haints and Hoaxes
ost coastal Carolina ghosts do no
harm; they search, warn, or just appear because love for their earthly
homes endures beyond the grave. Some
spirits are up to no good, and local folk
have methods of discouraging them, or,
at least avoiding encounter. Nonbelievers scoff and invent explanations
for supernatural visitations.
Along Highway 1 7, from Georgetown
to Mount Pleasant, few, if any, of the
small whitewashed cottages of a generation ago remain. Most of them had two
dormer windows, and all window and
door sills were painted blue. This lovely
color was made by adding ordinary
laundry bluing to the whitewash. No evil
spirits dared cross over anything painted
blue. A few of the houses had a strange
design painted on the chimney as an
added protection against the plat-eye,
that most dreaded of haints. The plat-eye
usually took the form of a misshapen
animal or a nebulous blob. Although
protecting buried treasure was its main
function, the plat-eye occasionally
roamed at will. Sometimes it grabbed an
unsuspecting victim, and caused not
only mortal fear but severe abdominal
pains.
In 1950 a Mr. Collins, his daughter
and two friends spent a pleasant evening
at a Murrell' s Inlet oyster roast. As they
returned home on Route 544, they saw a
ball of white light rush from the underbrush near the free woods. It resembled
a large misshapen dog. The driver
braked, believing he had hit the thing.
There was neither crunch of bones nor
jerk of impact. When the men investigated, they found nothing, not even
tracks in the road. The thing, probably a
wandering plat-eye, had vanished without leaving a trace. Because the car's
license plates were predominately blue,
the plat-eye left the travelers alone.
A farmer had two tobacco fields near
Green Sea, separated by a dense stand
of virgin timber. The obvious route from
one field to the other was through the
woods, but the hired men avoided the
forest because it was haunted. When it
was necessary for the farmer to send a
message quickly to the workers in the far
field, he urged a trusted employee to
take the short route. As the man reached
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the depths of the forest he felt a hot
breath blowing down the back of his
neck. Rub and shake it as he would, the
breath continued. So he did what anyone would do when approached from
the rear by the supernatural. His feet
made tracks until he reached the safety
of the far field. Children who gathered
flowers in the haunted forest never experienced the hot breath. Apparently the
Green Sea ghost annoyed adults only.
When you've had a restless night, and
wake up tired and with a backache, the
Old Hag has been riding you. Her nocturnal visits are just for the fun of making
her victims miserable. During the day,
however, she may quietly occupy the
body of your next-door neighbor. Before
starting on an adventure the Old Hag
removes her skin. If the skin can be
found and hidden from her, her identity
is revealed and the Hag is powerless. A
preventative measure is sprinkling
quicksilver around the bedroom floor,
especially in the corners. The mercury
from a broken fever thermometer is
enough to keep the Old Hag absorbed in
watching this strange liquid metal for
hours. Daylight and time for her departure come before she has had time to ride
her victim.
When Lue Joseph became ill with
what the family doctor diagnosed as a
kidney ailment, she firmly believed that a
friend had cast a spell on her because of a
misunderstanding. Lue took the prescribed medicine, but refused to be hospitalized for tests. She died, believing
that no doctor nor hospital could remove
the spell with which she was afflicted.
That dreams are omens is recorded in
scripture. One morning a young housewife was rearranging her wedding china.
She dropped and broke an expensive
bowl. While picking up the fragments,
the woman she had employed for day
work came in. The distressed young
woman poured out the story of her loss.
Her sympathetic employee remarked
with conviction, "I knowed sumpin'
gwine happen. Las' night I dream Ole
Snake 'e in de gyarden takin' apsom
salts! Oat a sho sign of trouble."
When Conway had wooden sidewalks, the Main Street block between
Fifth and Sixth Avenues was patrolled by

the No-Head Calf, who also kept watch
over the graves in the Methodist churchyard. A child who wandered from home
after dark risked a weird walk with the
sepulchral animal.
After livestock was prohibited in Conway's city limits, Aunt Bess sent 15year-old Mary to the nearby bank to cash
a $10 check. She took the short cut
through the Methodist cemetery. Upon
returning home, Mary realized the
money was gone. She quickly retraced
her steps, and saw, to her utter amazement, a large cow standing by a molding
marble monument. The cow was chewing something that looked like paper
money.
A scant three years ago, at the very
terminus of the No-Head Calfs beat,
there was a commotion to which the city
police were summoned. A farm truck
was transporting a cow, and she·jumped
out. First she ran towards Mary's former
home, then skirted the cemetery. Finally
she was caught and taken unwillingly to
her destination. Could these bovines,
each observed a generation apart, have
any kinship?
Many stories of the supernatural
include mysterious lights. These
phenomena interest the non-believer.
Occasionally a hoax is uncovered, but
more often, there is no explanation for
the eerie lights.
Bailey's Light used to hover over a
field near Gallivant's Ferry, often before
a storm. One night some hunters saw it,
especially large and bright. A daring
young man fired a shotgun into the apparition. Immediately it disappeared,
never to return. Some say it was a cluster
of fireflies, others declare Bailey's Light
had no natural cause.
Lakewood Avenue in Conway curves
gently as it approaches the entrance to
Lakeside Cemetery. For years teenagers
have delighted in scaring their uninitiated
comrades by pointing out the shimmering tombstone. As a car rounds the curve
at night, one large rectangular
tombstone lights up momentarily,
shimmers, then disappears. A daylight
inspection has not yet revealed the identity of the stone. It is certain, however,
that the shimmer is the reflection of the
car's headlights on the polished granite
11
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surface of a headstone.
The Adrian Lights are still somewhat
of a mystery. Tum off Highway 701
below Loris, and drive a short distance.
Many trustworthy people have reported
having seen a light similar to the headlamp of a locomotive coming toward
them. It usually follows the Seaboard
Coast Line track. Neither noise nor
trembling earth accompany it. Occasionally it hovers over nearby Maple
churchyard. There is no evidence that it
presages or follows misfortune. It just
comes, then goes. Although there is
some evidence that the Adrian Light is a
hoax, all believers in the supernatural are
convinced it is without natural causes.
In rural Colleton County there was an
Indian burial mound. If a person went to
it on the dark of the moon and addressed
thus, "Red Man, Red Man, what did they
kill you for?"
In the stygian stillness the Indian said,
"Nothing at all."
This is a true story. Of course the Red
Man said nothing at all from his grave.
Dead men don't talk.
Annette E. Reesor is a free-lance writer
from Conway and a frequent contributor
to Sandlapper.

QUALITY
Included throughout, from your spacious room, to our unique
restaurant and lounge.
SERVICE
Charlotte's only full service motor inn, including valet and free
limousine service.
CONVENIENCE
Everything is planned for your comfort...and only five minutes
from Douglas Airport in South Charlotte.
Rodeway Inn Woodlawn 1-77 and Woodlawn Rd.
Call 800 228-2000 for toll free reservations.
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Yaraens
by Claude Marchant
he doctor was talking to John
Grimke Drayton plainly, honestly.
He told the owner of Magnolia Plantation, "If you want to live, John, you
must go out on your plantation and dig in
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the soil with your hands. Stay out of
doors all day long. Plant some flowers
- or anything you like to keep you busy
in God's good clean air."
Drayton would have to give up the

13
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ministry and keep a distance from his
wife and family. After a while, he decided
to do something about following doctor's
orders. The plantation slaves were surprised to see their master out in the yard,
digging in the soil, refurbishing and renovating the 160-year-old gardens. After
some time, John Drayton began planting
what he liked - camellias imported from
France and England, azaleas imported
from Asia. It was slow work - so slow in
fact that when visitors began psalms of
praise to the grounds of the plantation,
Drayton almost had to take a second
look. The angular lines of the more formal gardens of years past were
smoothed into curving, gentle, natural
pathways. Rather than rule nature, as the
more formal landscape architects had
done, John Grimke Drayton worked
with nature. Mother Nature, in turn apparently took an instant liking to the industrious Drayton. It was a mutually
beneficial partnership. Drayton, by
1848, had sufficiently recovered from
tuberculosis to resume his ministerial
career among his neighbors - and
among the slave population.
When war came, the Drayton family
exiled itself to Flat Rock, N. C. John
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Drayton expected to come back to ruins
- and his dismal expectation was confirmed when he finally reached Magnolia. The Georgian mansion there had
been plundered and burned, but the
gardens remained. Drayton rebuilt the
large house - on a lighter, more informal scale - and forthwith continued his
work in both the garden of nature and
the garden of the Lord.
But up North, a new publication, Pictureseque America, was getting ready to
roll off the presses. Editor William Cullen
Bryant sent Oliver B. Bunce, writer, and
Harry Fenn, artist, to do a piece on Magnolia Plantation. The resulting article intrigued a number of horticulturalists
around the country, and Drayton was
beseiged by requests for admission onto
the grounds. With regret, he opened his
gardens. The sacrilege he feared,
though, did not come to pass. The revenues from the admission fees, plus
money from the sale of some 1,500 acres
of Magnolia land to a phosphate company, put the Drayton family back on its
fiscal feet. John Grimke Drayton died in
1891, at his mountain retreat in Flat
Rock.
A thesaurus is quite a useless thing
when called upon to furnish adjectives
for Magnolia Plantation and Gardens. So
are photographs and the sullen mechanics of color separations and fitful fourcolor presses. John Drayton' s slave,
Adam Bennet, who had done much of
the work restoring the gardens himself,
thought that the grounds would give the
Garden of Eden some stiff competition.
Author John Galsworthy thought that
"nothing so free and gracious, or lovely
wistful, so richly colored, yet so ghostlike, exists." "Other-worldly," "enchanted," "a delicious feeling of unreality," - these are the kinds of words
used. They all seem to append a sort of
deja-vu perception of the gardens, as if
the writers had beheld the gardens before in a mystical other life. They all seem
to confirm Adam Bennett's subjective,
but apparently accurate, belief in Magnolia's relationship to Eden. While the
Rev. John Grimke Drayton would no
doubt approve of the Biblical injunction
to Adam that he and his descendants
would be rulers and masters of the earth,
the good Episcopal divine proved the
worth of working with nature instead of
trying to rule it.
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Foxfire

by Jos e ph Harris

hen a boy is 15 strange things sometimes happen to him, or so it seemed
to Joey Watson as he ran along the
country road trying to beat the first
shadows of darkness. Especially when it
happens to be ),is 15th birthday.
At the top of a small knoll Joey
stopped and leaned against the scrubby
bark of a pine tree. I' ue got to slow down,
he told himself out loud. There's no need
to run so fast. I'll get there in time and
everything will be all right. If they were to
see me running like this, they would say I
was scared. They would probably laugh,
since I had insisted on going to get help
and pretended I wasn't afraid to go
alone. If I slow down now, I can still get
there before dark.
Joey could feel the sticky sweat
in his tennis shoes, and he bent
over and loosened the laces a
little and rolled up his trousers' legs another turn.
Somewhere in the
distance beyond the
next hollow an
owl hooted.
Why does it
sound so different
out here in the cou ntry, he thought.
He kicked the trunk
of the tree and knocked
a clump of red clay from his
shoe. If only it wouldn't rain again
before he reached his uncle's
house. The rain had caused all
the trouble in the first place, had
made his father run off the little
cot.tntry road into the
ditch. But he knew he
couldn't stand there
saying if to himself while his

W

mother, father and two sisters were back
there waiting on him, depending on him
to get help.
He kicked a pine cone and followed it
down into a hollow, skipping across the
muddy ruts of the road. Their car had
been the last one to drive over this road
and he tried to remember some of the
landmarks they had passed, but it was no
use because to a city boy like him
it all looked alike, just a big
woods of pine and oak. His
thoughts had been about
death, particularly about his
mother and how she was
grieving for his grandmotherwho had just
been buried.

He remembered the rain at the cemetery and that he hadn't thought much
about his grandmother through the
whole ceremony until they had walked
away from the grave. He was beside his
Aunt Lucy just behind his mother and
father, and his mother was sobbing with
her face in her handkerchief while his
father comforted her. He remembered his mother had
said only for his father to
hear: "Look, Walter" - he
could still see her holding out
her hand to the rain - "tears
of heaven for Mama." And
for some strange

Illustration by Lynn Cansler
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reason that had almost made him cry,
even though he had promised himself he
wouldn't do that no matter what happened. Something in the way she said it
had made him want to reach out and
touch her and tell her how much he
loved her, but he knew at 15 a boy didn't
tell his mother that
Joey ran through the little hollow,
jumping agilely here and there over a
mud hole. He wondered just how far it
was to Greenbrier, the little village where
his grandmother was buried. His father
had estimated three miles, but Joey
knew it was farther than that and
darkness would catch him now before he
reached his uncle's house.
At the bottom of the hollow he walked
carefully over the rotting boards that
bridged a muddy stream, and then he
jumped to a safe footing on the other
side. He watched a rabbit dart from the
bushes, zig-zag indecisively in the road
and disappear again into the bushes. He
ran playfully after the frightened creature
until it was out of sight.
Leaning forward and pushing down
on his knees, he made the muddy ascent
to the next knoll. At the top he stopped
again to get his breath. He remembered
seeing a few houses along the way, but
so far he had not passed any.
The rain started again, a cloudburst
followed by a distant rumble of thunder
and a streak of lightning that lighted up
the surroundings like a photographic
negative. He had never been afraid of
thunder and lightning, but here in the
woods these things, like the owl, took on
a new dimension and for a fleeting
instant fear seized him. What if the storm
prevented his reaching his uncle's
house? He thought of his mother and
father back at the car, and his two
younger sisters playing on the back seat
as if it were all an exciting game. He
stat:ted to run again, the cold raindrops
pricking his strong young body like
needles.
He slipped and, falling forward,
caught himself quickly on one knee. Pulling himself up, he wiped the red mud
from his trousers and flung it from his
hand. He cursed to keep from crying. At
this rate, he thought bitterly, he would
never get there. He went on against the
increasing rain.
When he could no longer see his way
through the rain and darkness, he ran to
shelter under a huge oak tree. There he
waited, panting and lonely, filled with
growing fear. He knew the only way
back to the village was to follow the road;
but how much farther must he go?
18

A burning streak of lightning flashed, lyzed, unable to move forward or
followed quickly by a splitting crash not backward, full of shame and fear, and
far away. In his imagination he could see every minute made it harder for him to
a large oak like the one he was under rent go on. He clenched his fists, and then as
by the blast. He shivered a little, remem- if directing his voice to a living thing there
bering all the admonitions of his child- at the bottom of the hollow, he shouted,
hood against lightning. Stay away from "I'm not afraid of you, dammit, I'm not
trees and windows and don't open an afraid . .. "
umbrella in the house, he could still hear
His tense, young body strained
his mother warning. Yet with all these forward as he ran toward the bottom of
warnings ringing in his ears, he knew he the hollow and the mysterious glowing
could not leave the shelter of the protect- light. His mouth gulped air hungrily to
ing oak until the storm cleared. As he increase his speed, and his feet were
stood there he whispered a prayer that surprisingly sure in the slippery sand and
he would be spared death by lightning. clay. Only once did he stumble when his
When the storm was over and the rain foot struck a limb that had fallen across
had finally stopped, Joey moved out the road. He caught himself quickly and
again into the muddy road. A crescent moved on, looking neither to the right
moon peeked out occasionally from nor left, until he was climbing again the
behind gray-dark, gossamer clouds and other side of the hollow. Only then did he
lighted his way a little better. He moved pause to look back and wonder at the
quickly, slipping now and then as he glowing wall through which he had just
run. No hands had clutched him, no
snares had trapped his feet, and the light
was still there shimmering like some
prankish ghost. Fear began to drain out
of him and he felt like laughing and
As he strained to see
crying at the same time. A kind of
through the misty
exaltation filled him, and he knew now
that whatever happened he would not
darkness he knew terbe
afraid like that again. When he passed
ror for the first time.
through that barrier of light he felt
something in him pass beyond the
barrier of his fear.
The night breeze grew cold after the
made his way forward with greater long rain, chilling his wet skin with the
determination than ever. When he stinging sharpness of the cold. He
reached the next ridge he saw in the climbed to the top of the ridge and there
distance what he took to be the light from he could see across a small meadow a
a small farmhouse. He hurried toward it. farm house with smoke rising from its
He stopped suddenly when he saw at single chimney. Hurriedly he followed a
the bottom of the next hollow a light, narrow trail cutting through high weeds
rippling like a wavering ribbon from one to the house. As he drew closer he saw a
side of the road to the other, filling the shack sagging on short columns of stone
hollow with a ghostly glow. As he with a dog-trot in the middle. He hadn't
strained to see through the misty seen such a place since he had gone one
darkness he knew terror for the first time. summer afternoon long ago with his
The light seemed to assume one shape uncle to get a Negro woman to stay with
and then another and he stood there in his sick aunt. For a moment he stood in
trembling expectation, knowing that he the sandy yard looking at the weathered
must not tum back but afraid to go on. shack, patched with tar paper,
He felt his heart pounding in his throat. undecided whether he should knock. He
Never before had he seen anything like could hear faint sounds from within as of
this. What could this unearthly glow be? a child singing, and the dim light of a
How was he to get past it?
lamp or a fire shone through the window.
The frogs and cicadas were louder He took out his handkerchief and
now. He could feel the tears welling muffled a sneeze. A large gray cat
again, and he wondered why he had appeared silently from beneath the
ever been so foolish as to undertake this house, looked idly at him, and turned
miserable journey in the dark. Where slowly back to its lair beneath the sagging
was his bravery now? Where was the city floor.
Joey went up the rickety steps and
boy so eager to show his parents and his
sisters his sense of responsibility and knocked on the door. The sounds within
courage? For a moment he felt para- stopped and the following silence almost
Sandlapper

hurt his ears. He knocked again and
waited. When he was about to turn
away, the door opened slightly and a
gaunt, whiskered face peered
questioningly at him. In the dim light of
the moon, Joey could see it was not a
friendly face and he quickly said: "I'm
sorry to bother you, mister, but I wonder
if you could tell me how far it is to
Greenbrier." Then he blurted out the
story as to why he was headed there.
The man opened the door a little wider
and Joey could see the stock of a gun
protruding from behind the door. He
waited while the man looked him up and
down.
"This here's Greenbrier," the man
said.
''I was going to my uncle's place-Mr.
Jim Hawley. Maybe you know him."
Again the man looked him over as if he
had all the time in the world before he
answered. "You Clara Hawley's young
' un.?''
"Yes, sir." He thought it strange to
hear his mother called by her maiden
name.
Suddenly Joey found himself looking
into the tired face of a woman in a shapeless gingham dress. She put a blunt
leathery hand on the door and pushed it
open. "It's just a boy, Brock," she said
impatiently. "Don't stand there lettin'
him freeze to death." She turned to Joey
and then stepped back to let him enter.
'"Come on in, boy."
When Joey hesitated she reached out
and pulled him inside. "Land sakes,
you're soaked clear through to the skin.
You git yerself over to this here fire 'fore
you catch yer death o' cold. What kind o'
folks 'ud let a young'un out on a night
like this?"
This reference to his parents stung
Joey, and once again he told of their
plight while the woman dragged him to
the fire. It was a large fireplace- the kind
settlers used in Colonial times to cook
over and to warm themselves-and two
pine logs simmered out their welcome
warmth. The woman routed a pubescent
girl from her place by the fire where she
was warming her bare feet. The girl grinned sheepishly at Joey and stood back at
one end of the fireplace. Then for the first
time Joey noticed the other children,
four of them sitting in stair-step fashion
on a narrow cot drawn close to the fire.
Joey smiled at them and the youngest, a
little boy of no more than two, looked up
at him with wide wondering eyes and
grinned. The others merely stared as if he
were not quite human. Joey saw the man
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stand the shotgun in the comer and pad
his way on bare feet across the room to a
crude, pine table from which he took
what looked like a jelly glass of wine. He
wore only a pair of dirty overalls. He sat
down in the only chair in the room, a
rocker, and looked at Joey as if he were
the strangest thing he had ever seen.
Joey felt more uncomfortable than
ever when the woman ordered him to
take off his shirt so she could dry it. He
knew it was useless to protest, and so he
began to remove it while his audience on
the cot looked on with unblinking interest. He was glad his mother had made
him wear an undershirt.
The woman took the shirt and hung it
from the mantel in front of the fire. "It
oughta dry out in no time." She put on
another log and poked at the fire. When
she straightened up she looked at his
mud-smeared trousers, and for a moment Joey was terrified she would ask for
these, too. Instead, she looked at the girl
leaning against the mantel shyly watching Joey. "Carrie Sue" -her voice was
quiet but firm-"go fix this boy some
sassafras tea." And when the lethargic
girl made only a feeble move, the
woman added sharply, "and I mean
right now, girl." With that the girl did go,
but not quickly.
"I surely do thank you, m'am," Joey
said, "but I'm not thirsty."
"You need somethin' to warm you
up," she said, feeling the drying shirt.
"It'll help keep the cold outa you." Then
she turned to the children on the cot.
"You young' uns git to bed now, and
don'tcha wake up Billy, hear me?"
When the two oldest children, both girls,
frowned in protest, she flung out a hand
menacingly. "Git now, 'fore I wale you.
I'll come tuck you in."
Joey smiled and said good-night to the
reluctant foursome, but only the little boy
responded with his captivating grin.
They looked like healthy children, he
thought, to be so poor. He watched them
go to the far comer of the room and
climb into a big brass-postered bed next
to a small wooden crib. In the flickering
firelight, their little bodies cast large
shadows against the dim wall of the
comer as they settled dowh in the bed. A
little pang of shame stung Joey when he
thought of his own private room and the
rooms of his sisters that they all took for
granted.
As he looked about the room he
realized their only light except the fire
was a kerosene lamp sitting on a small
table. The man was still there, slumped in
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his chair, staring at him. Joey quickly
looked away at the streaked wallpaper,
on which there hung a gaudy calendar
advertising a bright-red can of snuff. Was
this man, Joey wondered, one of that
almost extinct breed of sharecroppers he
had heard his uncle talk about?
In the dim light of the corner he could
see the woman bent over the children in
the bed while they said their prayers.
What, he wondered, could they have to
be thankful for? He felt a draught of cold
air and saw Carrie Sue coming into the
room. She was holding a steaming
enameled tin cup, and her eyes were
fixed on it as if to avoid spilling a drop.
She came over to Joey and, holding the
cup by the handle, presented it to him.
The hot metal burned his fingers, but
he did not flinch. 'Thanks."
The girl grinned and backed up to the
fire beside him without a word.
Joey wondered if she had some affliction and couldn't speak, or whether she
was simply not very bright. From the
corner of his eye he could see her small
breasts like two knobby pears beneath
the shapeless dress, and could feel the
slight brush of her dress against his leg.
Excitement and fear stirred vaguely in
him and he wanted to move away from
her, but he didn't move. He put the cup
to his lips and sipped the hot bitter liquid.
The taste was awful, but he knew he
would drink all of it He smiled at the girl.
"It tastes good. Thanks."
"Want some sugar in it?" she said.
She can talk, Joey thought, hoping his
surprise didn't show. He shook his head.
" No, thanks."
"Ma says it's better for you without no
sugar."
He nodded agreement, hoping she
wasn't warming up to a lot of talk now.
"You go to school?" she asked.
He nodded. "You?"
"Don't go now the crops are in," she
said, a new eagerness in her voice, "but
s'posed to go back next month if Pa'll let
me."
"You like it?"
Her dull look brightened quickly.
"Sure do. You?"
"Not very."
She gave a little laugh. "Guess you go
to one of them fancy city schools-not
like ours. "
"It's not so fancy, " Joey said. "Just
like other schools."
"One day I'm gonna go-" But. the
girl didn' t finish when she saw her
mother standing in front of them. She
moved away from Joey back to her place
at the edge of the fireplace.
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"I sure do thank you for the tea," Joey
said, smiling at the woman as he took
another burning gulp in an effort to finish
it. "I'd better be getting on to my uncle's."
The woman reached out and crumpled the shirt in her fist, feeling it from top
to bottom. "It'll be dry in 'notherminute.
No good to put it on 'lessen it's plumb
dry."
"How far is it to Uncle Jim's?" Joey
asked.
"It's nigh on to a mile from here," the
woman said, gazing into the fire as if in
great thought. "Hate to see a young'un
like you traipse out again in this."
"I'll be fine now-"
'"Course Brock oughta be the one to
go," she said, nodding her head slightly
in the man's direction, "but when he's
like that he ain't fittin' fer nothin'."
" Please, ma'm, " Joey said, . " I'd
rather-I'm .not scared, and you've been
mighty nice to me already."

"Ask your Ma if she
remembers
what
happened in Foxfire
Hollow."
"Let the boy be, Wilma," the man's
voice droned out as he rose from the
chair and padded drunkenly toward
them. He stopped in front of Joey and
grinned. ''Can't you see this here's Clara
Hawley's boy, and they' s folks too fancy
fer the likes of us."
Joey was startled by this turn of
events; he had expected nothing from
the man but stares. He could feel the
woman's embarrassment in the awkward silence that followed the remark.
He watched her take the shirt, feel it
thoroughly and hand it to him. He took
it, smiling his gratitude into her drawn,
expressionless face. He put it on and
stuffed it in his trousers without loosening
his belt.
But the man was blocking his way and
snickering as if at some private joke. His
dirty feet spraddled on the rough planks
of the floor as he leaned toward Joey.
"Your ma was allus a fancy one, boy.
Too fancy fer Greenbrier. So I guess you
come by it natural.'' He wiped his mouth
with the back of his hand. "You ask your
ma if she remembers Brock Hardee" and here he paused and gave a blearyeyed wink at Joey - "and that time
down in Foxfire Hollow." With two un-

steady fingers he nudged Joey's shoulder. "You ask your ma about Foxfire
Hollow, boy. You hear me now, boy.
Ask your ma if she remembers what
happened in Foxfire Hollow."
Joey grew tense with fear and anger;
he wanted to drive his fist into the man's
face for talking about his mother like that.
Then he saw the woman's tired eyes
suddenly blaze with fire.
"You hold your devil tongue, Brock
Hardee," she shouted.
The man's grin faded as he turned to
her. "You shut yer damn mouth, woman. This here's between me and the
boy." He nudged Joey's shoulder with
two fingers again. "Tell yer ma Brock
Hardee still remembers Foxfire Hollow.
You hear me, boy?"
Joey moved quickly past the man to
the door, fighting back both tears and a
growing compulsion 10 strike out at him.
The woman was at his heels and the girl
followed her. He tried to close his ears to
the final taunting shout from the man,
and when he reached the door he felt the
woman's hand on his arm. He turned to
her, hoping his eyes were not too red.
Her hand felt warm and pleading on his
arm.
"Now listen, boy," she said, forcing
him to look at her, "Brock ain't allus bad.
Jest when he's drunk, and then he
makes up all sorts of bad things to say.
You understan d?" She shook him
slightly. "He don't know what he's sayin'
when he's like that, and there ain't one
speck o' truth in what he says about yer
ma. You understand, boy?"
Joey nodded and pulled gently from
her. "Thank you-for everything you
did for me." He reached in his pocket
and drew out two crumpled dollar bills,
his birthday money, and held them out
to her. "I'd like you to take this for-" He
was thinking of the four children in one
bed.
The woman looked at him, a kind of
hurt in her eyes, and then something like
a smile came over her face. She stared at
the bills and shook her head. "That's
mighty fine of you, but you jes put that
back in yer pocket." And when she put
her hand on his arm this time he could
feel the tenderness in her touch, as if she
didn't want to let him go.
" Now remember what I tole you,
boy," she said, as he walked on to the
porch, "don't you fret one mite about
what Brock says. That's jes the devil
talking in him when he's likkered up. He
allus says mean things 'bout his betters."
Joey looked back at her standing there
in the doorway and at the girl standing
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behind her with a hopeless look on her
face. For a moment all his hurt and anger
seemed to disolve into pity. "Goodbye,"
he said, and went quickly down the
steps.
Joey hurried along the weeded path,
ducked under a dripping chinaberry tree,
and started down the muddy road. He
didn't look back. The cold air struck his
body, but its sharpness was not so bitter
now. The sharpness he felt was inside,
still smarting from the man's words. He
knew he could never forget those words
from the ugly mouth of the man no
matter how hard he tried, and he knew
he would never ask his mother about
Foxfire Hollow and what the mijn meant.
That was something he would have to
keep to himself, a deep secret, and
f!laybe someday he would understand.
The thought filled him with sadness, but
he knew it was all he could do, because
he loved his mother and father more
than anything and nobody could touch
them, especially no dirty-mouthed old
man like Brock Hardee.
Now that the rain had stopped and the
moon was not behind clouds, he could
see his way clearly in the night. He began
to run, his feet steadier now in the sand
and clay of the road, and in a few
minutes he was knocking on his uncle's
door.
As the big truck rattled along the road,
Joey sat between his uncle, a big,
cheerful man with red hair, and a wiry
little man with sleep still in his eyes, the
only mechanic in Greenbrier. It seemed
to Joey his uncle was driving very fast,
but he tried to settle back in the knowledge that Jim Hawley knew the road, as
he would say, like the back of his hand.
"Well, Joey," his uncle said, with a
laugh, "I guess this'll teach your papa to
get himself a good car. I told him that old
wreck he drives wasn't any good."
"I hope he'll get a new one," Joey
said, catching some of the infection of his
uncle's cheerfulness. "Boy, I sure hope
so. "
"You still with us, Sid?" Jim Hawley
looked over at the man beside Joey and
grinned.
"Right with you, Jim." He rolled down
the window and spat out. "Can't say as
I'm right happy about it though."
Jim laughed, loud and full.
"look, Uncle Jim," Joey said
suddenly, leaning forward as he peered
through the windshield as the truck
started a steep down grade, "what's that
- that glowing down there?"
"Foxfire, Joey." He looked a little sur-
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prised and slapped his nephew's knee.
"Don't they teach you city kids
anything? Haven't you seen foxfire
before?"
"Is this Foxfire Hollow?" Joey asked,
remembering the terror he had felt when
he came through.
"Sure is." And then Jim Hawley broke
into another lusty laugh. "Can't hardly
pass through here without thinking of
your mama."
Joey's heart sank as he heard again
the taunting words of the drunken man.
Why was his uncle laughing about this?
Did he laugh at everything?
Jim Hawley slowed the truck to a crawl
through the bottom of the hollow and
threw it into low for the slow climb.
"Don't think I ever saw your mother as
scared as she was that time. They was
both pretty sick looking for that matter."
"They-" Joey looked up at his uncle,
half-hoping that he wouldn't reply.
"Your papa." Jim gave Joey another
of those surprised looks. "You mean
they never told you about that?"
Joey shook his head, completely
puzzled now.
"You city folks are a strange breed,
Joey. Don't your folks talk to you - I
mean tell you about when they was
young?"
"Not much."
Jim Hawley shook his head. "Well,
like I say, your mama and papa were two
of the sickest looking people I ever saw."
He gave a little chuckle and went on.
''You see, they thought they were pulling
a fast one by slipping off to get married.
Both families wanted them to wait till
your papa finished school, but no, they
decided to go on and get married and
surprise everybody" - he paused to
laugh again at that long-ago event "and they got as far as Foxfire Hollow
and their car broke down. It was your
papa's first car, brand-new, and he
looked like the world had just come to
the end for him."
Something in Joey grew lighter as his
uncle talked, and he could feel the old
pain dying now as he joined in the
laughter. He braced himself against the
dashboard as the gears were shifted and
the truck stretched out on the last lap of
the journey. He looked at the man
beside him who had fallen asleep with his
chin on his chest and was snoring noisily.
"Yes, sir," Jim Hawley went on in his
same ebullient manner, "they'd probably be sitting there yet if Brock Hardee
hadn't come along and brought 'em in."
He glanced at Joey and jerked his head
back slightly. "We passed his house back

there a piece."
Joey said nothing, but stared ahead at
the onrushing road.
"Brock was mighty stuck on your
mama back then," his uncle continued,
''but she wouldn't even give him the time
of day. That's back before he got so noaccount. Now he's nothing but an old
likker-head. Not worth the powder 'n
lead it'd take to shoot him."
Joey felt as if something inside had
been pulled out and hewasfillingupwith
joy and relief, and he knew if he didn't
shout out his joy he would have a hard
time holding back the tears. But he was
15 now, and he knew he would behave
like a grown-up and not like a child any
more. So much had happened to him on
this day he could never take it all in, and
he would go on thinking about these
things for a long time, about the poor
kind woman who had befriended him,
and all those children. Even Brock
Hardee seemed somehow harder to hate
now. He was also thinking about Foxfire
Hollow and the ghostly light he had seen,
and he knew he would never be afraid
like that again. It had been a day he was
sure he would never forget.
"Wake up, Sid." His uncle' s
command to the mechanic shook Joey
from his reverie. "We're almost there. I
brought along an extra tow-chain just in
case."
There was a snorting, startled sound as
the man lifted his head and blinked.
"Must of dozed off."
"Sounded like a threshing machine
about to break down," Jim Hawley
laughed. "Well there they are, God bless
'em. They look mighty glad to see us."
Straight ahead in the long piercing
beams of the headlights Joey could see
the figure of a man, dimly at first, but as
the truck approached he saw it was his
father looking very weary as he held up a
hand to the approaching vehicle. Joey's
heart beat fast as the truck slowed to a
stop.
Impatiently Joey waited until his uncle
and the mechanic got out of the truck,
and then he crawled out. As soon as he
was on the ground he saw his mother
running toward him with arms outstretched to welcome him back after the
long ordeal. Caught in her embrace, he
no longer felt like the boy who had left
them hours before. Something had
happened, and he knew deep within
himself he had crossed some shadow
line.
Joe Harris is headmaster of Mead Hall
Episcopal School in Aiken.
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eaufort City Councilman Don Fisher
hasn't watched very many episodes
of NBC-TVs Baa Baa Black Sheep,
but he knows more about Marine Corps
Air Squadron 214 than most regular
viewers of the program. He flew as one
of the "Black Sheep" in World War II.
" 'Pappy' Boyington was, without a
doubt, the best fighter pilot I've ever
seen. He could lead a group in formation
and everyone was put into position for a
shot."
Fisher describes Gregory Boyington in
glowing terms, saying that he "was and is
a colorful character." Boyington, a Congressional Medal of Honor winner and
the number one Marine ace of World
War II with 28 Zeros downed, is an outstanding figure in Marine Corps history.
Fisher is also an ace (six confirmed kills
and three "probables") and has had a
distinguished career of 25 years in the
Marines. Boyington, in his autobiography, refers to Fisher as a "born flyer."
"There were fifteen of us brand-new
lieutenants in a pool of fighter pilots as
replacements to augment the squadrons
already in action," Fisher says. "There
were also ten or so pilots who had experience in the pool. The pool was organized into a squadron and its highest
ranking officer, Major Boyington, became the commanding officer.''
In the short time the Black Sheep flew,
September, 1943 to January, 1944, they
ran up the enviable record of 1,766 individual missions totaling nearly 4,200
hours. They shot down 95 Japanese
fighter planes and one bomber in aerial
combat and scored an additional 34
"probables." They destroyed 21
Japanese planes on the ground as well as
a number of barges and supply and
transport ships. They paid the price of 12
Black Sheep killed in action. With this
kind of record and this kind of heroism
during the war and their accomplishments in civilian and military life after the
war, the surviving Black Sheep feel they
don't deserve being labeled "outcasts"
and "misfits."
Robert Conrad, the actor who portrays Boyington in the series, has stated
that the Black Sheep "failed in everything they'd ever done" and "couldn't
make it anyplace else." This, Fisher contends, was just a statement Conrad read
which was concocted by the publicity
department for the series. "Nobody was
ever near a court martial," Fisher states.
"One guy got into a little disciplinary difficulty, but he ended up getting the Navy
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Don Fisher: Black Sheep
Cross."
The Black Sheep were so named only
after flying several missions. They were
originally to be called Boyington' s Bastards (a name thought up by some of the
pilots themselves), but Capt. Jack De
Chant, a Marine Corps combat correspondent, said that this name could not
be printed. Therefore, De Chant
suggested an alternative, Boyington' s
Black Sheep.
"A lot of squadrons were using Disney
characters and other animals in their insignias. After the name Black Sheep was
suggested by De Chant, it was accepted
by a consensus of opinion of the majority
of the squadron. It didn't mean we were
all misfits any more than a squadron
using Donald Duck in its insignia would
mean all its members Were hot-tempered
and grouchy."
Fisher is not offended by the series,
but he believes that the public should
realize that it is fiction and not fact and
that "the squadron is being used as a
vehicle for the program.'' Boyington, he
says, is the only character with the real
name of a Black Sheep member in the
series. For example, there is no character

named Lt. Don (or "Moe," as he was
known then) Fisher. The series shows
nurses, telephone booths and frame
buildings on the island of Espiritu Santo
where the squadron was based. There
were no nurses within 2,000 miles,
Fisher says, no telephone booths, and all
"buildings" on the island were tents.
"The only time we saw any of these three
things," he says, "was when we went on
leave in Australia."
Fisher, modest about his contributions
to the Black Sheep and the publicity he
has received because of the series, says
he doesn't seek publicity and that he
feels that all the attention he has been
getting lately makes him feel he is riding
on the coattails of others.
"I don't have any sea stories," he says.
"We fought and we won. That's the
main thing."
He has spoken to Beaufort Rotary and
Sertoma Clubs recently and says he receives letters from autograph seekers
and people interested in World War II
and the old Corsairs flown by the Black
Sheep. He is surprised at the number of
children interested in the series and the
famous "bent-wing birds." Nostalgia
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over the beautifully designed Corsairs is
a big drawing card in the popularity of
the Black Sheep series, he says.
Fisher is originally from Miami and attended the University of Miami. He later
took courses at the University of Maryland in his moves with the Marine Corps
and received his degree in political science from George Washington University. As a civilian prior to World War II, he
had a private license to fly which he received under a federal program to encourage civilian flying in the 1930s. He
joined the Marines at the outset of World
War II and served through the years in
the South Pacific, China, Korea and Japan, at the Air Command and Staff
School with the Air Force, and on the
staff of the Marine Corps Schools in
Quantico, Va. His last station before retiring as lieutenant colonel was the
Beaufort Marine Corps Air Station.
The mayor of Beaufort at the time of
Fisher's tour was a golfing companion
and told him of a job opening for the
position of Beaufort city manager. Fisher
was selected for the position, firming his
decision to retire in the Beaufort area. He
served five years as city manager of
Beaufort and now is a member of the
Beaufort City Council. He and his wife,
Bette, live in the Spanish Point section of
Beaufort and have three grown children,
Earl, Ray and Beth, and one grandson.
Three years ago, Fisher and several
other former Black Sheep had a minireunion on Hilton Head Island and decided to try to find the rest of the squadron and hold a big reunion in Hawaii.
The 214' s former intelligence officer,
Frank E. "Waldo" Walton, conducted a
two-and-a-half year search and finally
located all 34 surviving members of the
original 51 Black Sheep. The 19 who
attended the reunion in November included attorneys, engineers, airline
pilots, a college professor, an architect, a
stock broker, the chairman of the board
of a bank, businessmen and several
career Marines. Their achievements
make it difficult to believe that these men
were the "misfits" which the TV series
implies that the Black Sheep were.
The city council meets on Tuesday
nights, when Baa Baa Black Sheep airs.
Consequently, Fisher has only seen the
program two or three times. He thinks
the footage of actual World War II guncamera film shown is excellent. Of the
program overall, though, he says, "It was
amusing, but-M*A*S*H is funnier. "
Martha Ann .Tyree Moussatos is a freelance writer from Burton.
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Maceo Nance:
College President
here are still a number of faculty
members at South Carolina State
College who remember M. Maceo
Nance Jr. when he was their student.
They have watched for more than two
decades his rise from the position of what
he calls " flunkie in the college
bookstore," to president of the institution. The intervening years have been a
time of progress not only for Nance, but
for the college as well.
Having completed his B.A. degree at
the school in 1949, Nance stayed on to
work as a clerk in the bookstore and as
military property custodian in the ROTC
program before leaving to pursue an advanced degree in educational administration at New York University.
He returned to Orangeburg in 1953
when he was asked to assist in forming a
plan for a new student union at South
Carolina State. Upon completion of this
facility, Nance was asked to fill the position of director of the student center. One
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year later he was called by the board of
trustees to be assistant business manager
of the college.
Recognizing his ability in business affairs, the board promoted him the following year to department head where he
stayed until 1967. This was a banner
year for Nance as he moved from business manager to the newly created position of vice-president for business and
finance. Before the year was over, however, then-president Dr. Benner C.
Turner resigned and Nance was appointed acting president by the board, to
serve until a successor to the former pres~
ident could be chosen. That choice was
made exactly a year later, when the
board voted to make the position a permanent one for Nance.
"I have been very fortunate - some
would say lucky - but I like to think that
hard work played some part in my accomplishments," he said.
Nance credits Dr. Turner with helping
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to prepare him for the job of top administrator at the college. While Nance was
chief financial officer, Turner often urged
him to attend many educational and professional meetings not usually attended
by financial officers. At the same time he
was being assigned to work on committees within the college not directly related
to finance.
This, Nance says, served to broaden
his experience and prepare him for the
position he now holds as top executive at
the institution.
Through the past decade Nance has
guided the college through sometimes
difficult periods of change and established it as a leader in many areas. Although still viewed by many as a "black"
institution (the enrollment is presently
ten percent white) Nance feels that the
label is not a negative one.
"I can't speak for all, but I feel that
there is a desire for these institutions to
remain in the manner in which they are
presently structured. We are not referring to developing a black island unto
ourselves, when I talk about structure. I
am merely referring to the black
background of these institutions. I refer
to the reason and purpose they were
established in the first place. "
Nance explained that South Carolina
State College was established in 1896 to
allow South Carolina blacks to pursue a
baccalaureate degree at a state-related
institution. "Basically," he observed,
"that mission and responsibility has not
changed, although we are an equalopportunity institution today."
As for the future of the traditionally
black college, Nance feels that the need
still exists and will continue for the
foreseeable future because of the "expertise coupled with a genuine sensitivity
and understanding of the young people
to whom we are exposed," he said.
"It is a kind of expertise and sensitivity
that the other institutions - traditionally
white - have not developed and cannot
develop overnight. There is no such
thing as instant black," he noted.
During his tenure as president of
South Carolina State College, enrollment at the institution has almost doubled. Many innovative programs have
been developed under his leadership,
such as the one which allows high school
seniors from the Orangeburg area to attend classes at the college, thereby getting a head start on their college degrees.
It becomes quite apparent that
Nance's foremost concern is eclucation
for all the people of South Carolina black and white.
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Nance's abilities as both educator and honorary doctorate by the University of
administrator have been recognized far South Carolina.
and wide. He became the first black per"All human beings are proud. No one
son to deliver the commissioning address wants another to know that he can't read
of a nuclear attack submarine, the U.S.S. or write. But the fact remains that twelve
Sea Devil, at Newport News, Va. He has percent of our state's people can't read
been invited to speak on numerous oc- or write. Everything this state wishes to
casions both at home and abroad, on accomplish is predicated on an educated
one occasion traveling to Africa to lec- citizenry. You tell me where the priorities
ture.
lie."
But of all the honors he has received to
date, the one he feels has been the
greatest was when he recently became Gary Dickey is a free-lance writer from
the first black in history to be granted an Lexington.
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-Ill
In Billings, Montana, it's a

workshops and community
programs. It's just one example
of how old buildings are
getting a new lease on life.
Before all the historic and
architecturally significant
buildings in your community
are gone, get involved in
bringing them back to life with
imaginative, adaptive uses.
That's what historic
preservation is all about.

real pleasure for fine artists to
wind up injail because the
town's old jail house is now
The Yellowstone Art Center.
The two-story brick
structure dates back to 1884,
but in 1961 the little redjail
barely escaped the hands of the
wrecking crew when art-loving
citizens of Billings persuaded
the county to remodel the old
jail as an art center . .. and
business and labor leaders
backed the effort.
Today the Center
continues to serve the
community with year-round
exhibits, lectures, classes,

For more information, write: National Trust for Historic Preservation,
Department 0609, 740 Jackson Place, NW, Washington, DC 20006.

sandslapper experiment
Your Wife

and
Tennis

I

f he is to indulge himself freely in his
pastime, the good sportsman must
interest his wife in his sport. If he is to
be a fisherman, he should buy her some
hip boots and a subscription to Field and
Stream. If he is to be a golfer, he should
buy her some attractive two-tone golf
shoes (clubs are not usually necessary)
and a ticket to the Masters Tournament
where she will be struck by the beauty of
the azaleas and Gary Player. This much
accomplished, the sportsman can come
in from work on Friday afternoon, announce to his wife that he has a Saturday
fishing trip set up for just before daybreak
or a 4 a. m. tee-off time, and then invite
his wife to join him. Because she doesn't
particularly care to look for golf balls in
the dark or drink beer in a small boat
before sun-up, she will suggest that she is
going to be busy shopping on Saturday
and that he go ahead on his own. Late
that afternoon they can clean fish together or hold hands while they watch an
American Sportsman re-run on television and all will be well on the domestic
scene - the husband happy at his game,
his wife pleased not to have been
excluded.
Tennis, though, is not so easy to
handle. Women are drawn to the sport
the way they are drawn to a factory outlet
store, and it's very hard to interest them
in the game without making them actually want to get on the court. They not
only like the elegance of tennis fashions,
the style of expensive rackets and the
grace of Evonne Goolagong Cawley;
they really love head-on combat, the
thump of a new ball on gut, the flinging of
a good racket into the grandstand after
victory, the firm hand-shake at the net
and the stroll off the court. So you may
be running a great risk if you try to interest her in tennis; your pride and your
cash are at stake, and it may be that you
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should heed my sad tale.
There was a time when I was a terrible
husband and a low-80s golfer. I played
almost constantly, out of the house for
days at the time, losing money hand over
fist (most of it my wife's since employment had been irregular for me). Then
one Sunday morning, as I was getting
ready for an early tee time, I discovered a
vacancy in my closet. Quick-witted as I
am, I realized that my clubs were gone,
sold by my wife at the D. A R. garage
sale. That wasn't the end of my torture.
She packed me off to church where she
introduced me around as the husband
she had been telling everyone about. I
discovered that the altar flowers had
been given in my memory. My penance,
of course, was no more golf.
I moped about it for several months,
took to cutting the grass and cleaning
gutters on weekends. Finally, at the urging of some neighbors who thought my
complexion was going sallow, I decided
to take up tennis. This time the scene was
going to be different, yours truly being a
much more clever lad than he once was.
I did not go with the normal ploy of tennis
players I had known; that is, I did not tell
my wife about how inexpensive and undemanding tennis was, about what good
exercise it could be and how it might
stretch my life expectancy by several
years. Rather, I simply went to a discount
store, bought her one of those tennis sets
(three balls, a racket and two sweat
bands all together in one plastic bag) and
arranged for her to have some group
lessons at the YWCA
She took the bait like a starving red
snapper. She whipped through the lessons in nothing flat and was occasionally
beating the instructor by summer's end.
Her muscles firmed up, she dropped out
of Weight Watchers, she tanned beautifully, and she looked great in the outfits
that I was paying off in easy monthly
installments. By Father's Day the next
year, she was more than ready for the
composite racket she gave herself for the
occasion. Tennis obsessed her; before
any holiday - Christmas, Hanukkah,
Columbus Day, Bastille Day, to mention
only the more conspicuous ones usually while cleaning the house I would
find clues to what she expected by way of
gifts, clues that would make those on
Dragnet look subtle. One time it would

be a sweaty sneaker, exhausted by toedrag, left on the washing machine.
Another time it would be a brochure,
from a Mexican tennis camp, stuffed in
the handle of the vacuum cleaner. Still
another time it would be a newspaper,
folded back to an ad suggesting a gift
certificate to a local tennis shop, on top of
the dishwasher.
Meanwhile, I was getting adept at taking care of the children and I was getting
a little irritated at being left at home alone
so much. I nagged her a good bit about
letting me play but it did no good. When
she discovered that the cooking sherry
was going more quickly than usual, she
simply quit buying it. It was only when r
threatened to go into group therapy with
some golf widows that she agreed to let
me buy some shorts and sneakers and
use the racket and balls I had bought her
originally. The only shirt I had to wear to
the courts was an old Stayprest job with a
button-down collar, but that didn't seem
to bother her. She claimed the exercise
would be good for me and that it didn't
really matter how I looked.
Well, I played hard and she was fairly
patient, but it turned out that tennis was
not my calling. I never hit a ball on the
strings, leading her to suggest that I trade
my racket for a ping-pong paddle. I could
not learn to keep score, and she said I
was wrecking her concentration when I
asked, ''Is it fifteen-thirty or are we on the
ad side?" She would cover her face
when I knocked balls onto adjacent
courts, scream in disgust if I caught a ball
with my hand instead of my racket, and
threaten to leave me if I hit myself in the
shin on another backhand Job. Her favorite apres-tennis comment to her friends
was, "The only two-handed shot he's
mastered is the service toss."
She did give me one last chance to
prove myself, though. When the city
tournament struck, she entered every division: She played singles and doubles in
the under-35s and in the over-35s. She
coached one of our kids enough to get
her into the parent-child division. Besides all that she umpired everything she
did not play in. But she did skip the
mixed doubles, an event which required
that the members of each team belong to
the same immediate family. Every year
she complained about not being able to
play in that division. So as a surprise for
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her, I took some secret lessons, read a
book about meditation and tennis,
bought a tennis shirt and offered myself
as her partner.
She took me up on it, either because
she is soft-hearted or because she could
not bear to miss the competition another
year. I played sincerely and miserably.
She won our first game with some good
serves, the second one by making me
stand behind her while she received service in both courts. Her good intentions
buckled when I served. I hit her in the
back twice during my first double-fault;
her comment was, "Just get it in." After
the second double-fault, she said grittily,
"Cool it." And after the third, she retrieved the balls from the net, slammed
one against the backstop and then broke
my glasses with the other ("The best
half-volley I ever hit," she boasts now).
That, of course, ended the match; I could
hardly see to get off the court. We forfeited, I went home to the kids and she
speaks to me only rarely, usually on days
when she is getting her serve in.
But she did, in fact, speak to me today;
early this morning I woke up as she was
slipping out of the house, shoes and racket in hand. "What's up?" I foolishly
asked. " Heavy match at ten," she whispered. "Have to get in a little practice. "
"But what about me?" I asked. "Your
cereal is where it always is," she responded. And then she left, with this
conciliatory remark, "If you can get a
sitter, maybe I can take you out for dinner tonight."
The same thing can happen to you,
and my only advice is that you profit by
my mistakes. Do not try to sell her on
tennis; she will buy it, and you will become lackey to a serve-and-volley player
who will not tolerate your interference.
The old barefoot and pregnant routine is
as ragged as the tennis racket my wife lets
me play with. So maybe you should,
groan a little as you put on your sneakers
on Saturday morning, insist on watching
old Audie Murphy films when tennis is on
another channel, hide your magazines,
take her to an antique auction when Rod
Laver plays an exhibition in your town,
give her a gift certificate to a factory outlet
the week before the city tournament
starts, or insist that she looks pale in
white. Whatever it takes, never let her
think you enjoy the game, never let her
near a racket.
Bill Koon, associate prbfessor of English
at Clemson University, has taken up
amateur roller derby skating.
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For the most brilliant blooms, daylilies
should be planted where they will receive full sunlight throughout the day.
They will grow quite well, however, if
they receive only morning sun and are
partially shaded in the afternoon. Light
shade from a distant tree or mottled sunlight such as found in open woodland is
ideal. The light yellow, pink and red varieties will do well in semi-shade.
If necessary, daylilies can be divided
and planted successfully any month the
soil is not frozen. Planting daylilies in late
summer or early fall gives the new plants
a chance to establish roots before cold
weather and helps to prevent winter loss.
Once the soil has been prepared to a
depth of 12 to 28 inches, dig a hole larger
than the root mass, leaving a mound on
which to set the plant. With the plant in
place, spread the roots over the mound
and cover with soil. Always set the plants
only as deep as they orginally grew. The
original depth can be determined by the
white leaf bases which indicate the parts
of the plant that were underground.
Firm the soil well and water. When all
the water is soaked in, fill with soil, leav~
ing a slight depression around the plant.
Because daylilies multiply very rapidly,
they should be spaced at least two feet
apart.
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The daylily's thick root system can
store great amounts of water which can
protect the plants from damage during
dry seasons. Therefore, natural rainfall
usually provides the plants with sufficient
moisture. During dry periods, however,
daylilies will benefit from a thorough
soaking of the soil to a depth of at least
ten inches.
Daylilies respond well to phosphorus
and potash. Excessive amounts of nitrogen will cause yellowish foliage in early
spring, later becoming coarse and lush
green. It also reduces the number of
scapes (buds); those that do develop will
be coarse and rank, bearing a few inferior flowers. All colors will be less brilliant, expecially red and pink shades, and
the flowers may lack the necessary substance to withstand the mid-day sun.
Fertilize the daylily lightly, especially if
your garden soil is fertile and has been
prepared well; excesses of fertilizer can
be harmful. In extremely poor soils, several light applications of a good, complete fertilizer, such as 5-10-10, may be
made in spring and early summer. Keep
the fertilizer off the foliage and water it
well.

Farewell to
the Florida pa

No one knows how many
Florida panthers are still
alive. Perhaps fewer than
100. If these mountain
lions die, another creature
will be gone from the earth
forever ... the victim, first,
of predator elimination programs, and more recently,
of ever-shrinking habitat.
. .. ···>.
But we don't have to bid fare<:"·':,,::··.·.·... well to the Florida panther.
.. "-:::_··.,:::,.. ···:, Jhe·National Wildlife Federation
·. ' ::_. ·h<JS ·awarded a grant to researchers
. . • . ,,.·:-. · ._to sti.ldY. the panther and its future ...
''"···'"···
and to draw up a plan for saving it. That's
just one small example of how the National Wildlife
Federation is working to save endangered species
from extinction. You can be a part of the effort. ~\I&
Join the National Wildlife Federation, Department ~
108, 141216th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.
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Bob Bailey is our gardening columnist.
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Leisure Living

nique" is a word that has been notoriously misused in recent years,
but it seems an appropriate word to
describe Windjammer Village of Little
River, a retirement and vacation community.
Located just off U.S. 17 at the South
Carolina Welcome Center, Windjammer
Village is not far from the delights of
numerous Grand Strand golf courses,
tennis courts, restaurants, amusement
parks and the beach. Grocery stores,
pharmacies, apparel and hardware
stores are just a few minutes' drive to
North Myrtle Beach. Ocean View Memorial Hospital, in the north end of Myrtle
Beach, is about 20 minutes away; and in
1978 a fully equipped regional hospital
will be in operation on the easily accessible S. C. 31 7 bypass.
For all its convenience, Windjammer is
situated in a uniquely buffered area surrounded by wooded land. An electronically controlled gate allows only residents and their guests entrance. The terrain itself is most unusual in its combination of rolling slopes reminiscent of
mountain scapes and wide-open marshlands.
One of the best ways to experience the
tranquility of Windjammer Village is to
stroll out over the marsh on the meandering boardwalk leading to the two lighted
tennis courts. Just beyond the tennis
courts lies the sparkling Intracoastal
Waterway, playground of pleasure boaters, water-skiiers and fishermen. For
boat owners there's a private concrete
ramp. Landlubbers can relax around the
picnic table and watch the parade of
yachts and runabouts.
The picturesque town of Little River
nearby is an amiable little village of colorful fishing boats, gigantic moss-draped
Capt. Juel's Hurricane House
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oaks and quaint antique and craft shops.
Another close neighbor is Calabash,
famous village of restaurants, which
serves up its uniquely prepared local seafood.
Just down the road from Windjammer
Village is Cypress Bay Golf Course, a
beautiful layout with its own airstrip for
private planes. Bay Tree, with its three
courses, Carolina Shores and Eagles
Nest are all nearby.
Of course the beach is what most
people want to be near, and it's only
eight miles away. Swimming, sunning,
shell-hunting and just walking are popular pursuits.
The modular construction system is
the homebuilding breakthrough of the
'70s. The major supplier of Windjammer's homes has built college dorms, all
types of business and residential structures here and abroad. The components
of the houses are manufactured to exacting standards in a climate-controlled
situation. There's no chance for siding,
wallboard or insulation to lie around in
the weather, or for poor workmanship to
lower the quality. Pre-engineered roof
and wall structure, complete insulation
which meets or exceeds highperformance standards, copper piping
for plumbing, and craftsmen-installed
trim and molding are some of the features.
Several floor plans (one-, two- and
three-bedroom) are available with decks
or porches. Kitchens have a drop-in
counter-top range and oven,
refrigerator-freezer and plenty of
cabinets. The utility room off the kitchen
has connections for washer and dryer.
Color-coordinated carpet and wallcoverings and elegant baths create inviting interiors. Exteriors are available in several
styles.
The rustic theme is carried through in
the architecture of the visitors' center and
clubhouse. In the clubhouse complex
are a large game room, a party room with
fireplace, and dressing rooms for the
Olympic-sized pool. Basketball and volleyball can be played on the courts next
to the clubhouse.
One of the main advantages of these
modular homes is that there ~s no long
wait for construction to take place. Owners can move in just weeks after an order
is placed. The prices range from about
$25,000 to $35,000.

Bobbie H. Lawson works in advertising
and public relations in Myrtle Beach.
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No Corinthian columns or
dates carved in stone over the
doors of the discount houses.
ain Street. Buildings about as high as the street is
wide, sun-rubbed brick and paint-blistered pine.
Olanta, Cheraw, McColl. Mammon resting on the
Sabbath in Prince George or Walterboro. The fixed
hands of a painted clock. Men motionless on benches.
Main Street in repose. Storefronts relaxing their
facades, lines slack as harness on a nail in the barn.
Blind eyes of warehouse windows sheeted with
plywood. Antique pilasters and medallions stuck on at
random like postage stamps in a child's first album.
Main Street in decline. The ganglia of highways and
cables no longer lead downtown. The old metaphysic of
the Center, the Hub, displaced by a new philosophy of
the Rim. Shopping centers dotting the suburbs like hangars for temporary airstrips, unconcerned with posterity.
No Corinthian columns or dates carved in stone over the
doors of the discount houses. They've screened their last
picture at the old Carolina in McColl. Carpets are stored
where Astaire used to dance nightly at seven and twice
on Saturdays.
Thirty years ago you could go down Main Street in
Columbia to the museum in the capitol building, and see
the widows of Confederate veterans rocking next to the
cases of swords and cannonballs. The buildings their
husbands built still line the main streets of their towns
like C.S.A. markers in a churchyard - variations on the
brick box or the country store, depending on their
means and optimism, or possibly on their rank. Some
brandish names and dates - Manne, Duvall, McCall,
1892: "I build this monument to my success - as I am,
so you may hope to be." Others, with peeling anonymity, stake humbler claims - to cigarettes, Cokes and
Pabst Blue Ribbon, the trivial habits of getting and
spending by which our lives are frittered away: ''Drop in
and talk, but close the screen behind you."
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The buildings of brick or stone
endure their gaudy face/ifts,
remodeled for chic or camp .
By some irony of the streets, time has elevated the barber shops and hardware stores to a rickety eloquence,
endowed their desolation with an Edward Hopper
look: the mystery of second-story windows, the genial
eclecticism of their wares. They survive their collisions of
biodegradable past and plastic future, sweet potatoes
and galvanized washtubs under the awnings, splashes of
red paint on door or window like lipstick on a waitress at
the diner. Or they go under with style, thermometer
from the fertilizer company working still, the Winston
decal on the door like a bulls-eye reading PUSH
The buildings of brick or stone endure their gaudy
facelifts, remodeled for chic or camp, struggling like Dick
Diver on his aquaplane to affect a giddy zest. In
downtown Florence, an allegory of renovation: three
stores like sisters at a rest home sock hop, three little pigs
with the wolf at the door. The pink improvident one the
first to go, its sign erased, a ghostly reflection wailing in
its window where Capezzios or Hermes used to glitter.
The earnest white one in office supplies, its ranks of
greeting cards on sale like rows of leaf tobacco, SUCCESS hopefully emblazoned on its window. And last of
all, like Scarlett, settling for a sawmill when Ashley failed
to oblige, the finance company, with shingled porch and
diamond-paned door, no builder with sticks or straw,
wolfpelt gray.
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Sun-rubbed brick and
paint-blistered pine. We skitter
from suburb to suburb,
ignoring the past.
It's not like Charleston, this jackpot style, raffish or
pretentious, of dubious lineage. Nobody dressed for the
St. Cecilia over the bank in McColl, with the doors that
flank its tessellated recess like those toys that predict the
weather - Hansel and Gretel on one side if the sun is
out, the witch on the other if it's raining. But since the
bank closed down and Western Auto moved next door,
the place has a whimsical appeal, like a crazy aunt
turned out at a rummage sale: Sam Spade blinds to
match its Tiffany glass, a stone bench dragged off-center
enough to reduce its mosaic to . . . INK, and A A Piglowski inside, ready to find what you need - a money
order or a piece of land, a license to hunt, a Roman
coin. Who knows if Piglowski, hunting denarii, ever gets
down to Walterboro - where G. T. Floyd sells insurance from his miniature pantheon, an orange-topped litter barrel crouched outside like a Viking module? Or if
Floyd, looking for something unlikely to die, has found
himself in Cheraw - where a ribbon of light still leads to
the end of the line, the bricked-over boast of B. C.
Moore & Sons, caught like the windows of a skyscraper
in a random moment of grace? The building is in a
coma. Who knows whatever became of B. C. and his
boys? You'll have to ask at McBride's, where the parking is free.
Sun-rubbed brick and paint-blistered pine. We skitter
on from suburb to suburb, ignoring the past. Main Street
alone holds steady on our abandoned course. Olanta,
Cheraw, McColl. Fixed at the center.

Benjamin Dunlap, associate professor of English at the
University of South Carolina, is a frequent contributor to
The New Republic. He is currently hosting a series on
classic cinema over the S. C. E1V network.
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om poser Gian Carlo Menotti's original idea was for an arts festival, a
meeting of talents and ideas, a total
immersion in all art forms which would
bring together veteran artists and fledglings.
"I was unhappy that the artist was no
longer thought of as an essential member
of the community," he said. "The festival would be a popular feast in which the
artist, once again a central animating
force in daily life, could nourish the
community at large." The festival
community, he said, would be "a place
where art would be a loaf of bread and
not a petit four. ''
With that, he set up his festival 19
years ago in Spoleto, a small hill town
two hours from Rome. Actors, writers,
dancers, musicians, poets and singers
from all over made the pilgrimage to
Maestro Menotti's festival town.
Rudolph Nureyev came, as did John
Gielgud and Henry Moore. Ezra Pound
brought his poetry, Edward Albee his
plays. Menotti sought out exuberant
newcomers through auditions all over
America. The neophytes would work
with the masters to perform and to learn.
The Maestro found an opportunity to
present many American artists to European audiences, claiming that the United
States was quicker to export its
technological rather than cultural
achievements.
But to fulfill the " festival of two
worlds" concept, Menotti knew that
Spoleto needed an American home. He
set out to find a city that
not only had abundant
performing facilities,
but a city that was a
work of art of well. The
city should be just large
enough, and just small
enough, to mirror its
Italian counterpart. His
search did not go well
and he was about to
give up until somebody
told him to go to
Charleston.
"Just as a composer
knows when he is inspired, I knew Charleston would be the
town. As soon as I set foot in it."
by Christine Reed
The work began in earnest but soon
word of internal trouble came. A little
shuffling was in order. When the dust
cleared the festival was on its way to
reality. In February Spoleto Festival '77
announced a hefty schedule of opera,
drama, music, poetry, crafts, film, ballet
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and visual arts. The gifted pianist Peter
Serkin would be directing the chamber
music performance with Charles Wadsworth, music director of Lincoln Center's
Chamber Music Society. A new play by
acclaimed playwright Simon Gray would
be premiering. Chamber groups of the
Spoleto Festival Orchestra and the
chorus in residence, the Westminster
Choir, would be performing in the different historic churches and later with choirs
from the College of Charleston and the
University of South Carolina. Artists, performers and technicians would present a
lecture series at the College of Charleston. The 139 drawings by Picasso, Miro,
Matisse, Braque and others from the
Serge Lifar collection would grace the
Gibbes Art Gallery. Films by independent filmmakers, readings by poets, performances by the Eliot Feld Ballet and
the Ohio Ballet would complement three
major music performances: Menotti's
The Consul, Haydn's The Creation and
Tchaikovsky's Queen of Spades. The
whole festival would end at Middleton
Place on Sunday June 5 with a minifestival finale , music and fireworks
worthy of Mr. Handel himself.
"There are sure to be some changes,"
warned the festival's music director,
Christopher Keene, "and lots of surprises. This schedule already shows a
remarkable range of activities. We are
more optimistic than ever that the festival
will fulfill our highest expectations."
The schedule Keene announced includes these highlights.
The Consul, Gaillard Municipal Auditorium, May 28, 30, June 3: $10 ($20
on May 30), $8, $6. Opera by Gian
Carlo Menotti. Directed by Gian Carlo
Menotti. Conductor, Christopher Keene.
Designer, Pasquale Grossi. Principals:
Marvellee Cariaga (Magda) , Sandra
Walker (The Secretary), Fredda Rakusin
(The Mother).
Queen of Spades, Gaillard Municipal
Auditorium, May 25, 27, 29, June 1, 5:
Opening Night - $20, $15, $10; other
performances - $10, $8, $6. Opera by
Tchaikovsky. Directed and designed by
Filippo Sanjust. Conductor, Guido
Ajmone-Marsan. Principals: Patricia
Craig (Lisa), Jack Trussel (Herman),
Magda Olivero (The Countess).
Haydn's "Creation," Cistern of the
College of Charleston, June 3: $5
(chairs), $3 (standing). Conducted by
Christopher Keene. Performed by the
Westminster, College of Charleston and
University of South Carolina Choirs,
with the Spoleto Festival Orchestra.
Sandlapper

Eliot Feld Ballet, Gaillard Municipal
Auditorium, May 28, 29, 30 and June 1:
$10, $8, $6. The Eliot Feld Ballet will
present a program of repertory works
which will change with each performance.
Ohio Ballet, Cistern of the College of
Charleston, May 27-June 1: $5 (chairs),
$3 (standing). The Ohio Ballet will present three separate programs in repertory.
Chamber Music Concerts, Dock
Street Theatre, May 26-June 4: $5 (general admission. Tickets may be ordered
in advance, but there are no specifically
reserved seats). Under the direction of
Charles Wadsworth and Peter Serkin,
the program will change daily. In addition to Wadsworth and Serkin (piano),
participating artists include James Buswell (violin), Richard Goode (piano),
Barbara Hendricks (soprano), Ida Kavaflan (violin), Yo Yo Ma (cello), Daniel
Phillips (violin and viola), Robert Routch
(French horn), Fred Sherry (cello), Carol
Wincenz (flute), and Michele Zukovsky
(clarinet).
Black Medea -A Tangle of Serpents,
by Ernest Ferlita. Dock Street Theatre.
May 31, June 1, 3 and 4. $8.50-$6.50.
Adaptation of Euripedes' play set in
1810 in New Orleans.
Mollie, by Simon Gray. Dock Street
Theatre. May 26-30. $8.50-$6.50. By
the author of the Broadway hit, Otherwise Engaged.
Westminster Choir, St. Philip's
Church, May 28 and June 4 : $5 (general
admission: tickets may be ordered in advance, but there are not specifically reserved seats). The Westminster Choir
will participate in the performance of
Haydn' s Creation (June 3). Members of
the Choir will also perform at the various
Church Concerts. Under the direction of
Joseph Flummerfelt, the Westminster
Choir is the chorus-in-residence of the
Spoleto Festival.
The Serge Lifar Collection of Drawings and Paintings for the Theatre,
Gibbes Art Gallery, May 25-June 5 :
Free. A collection of 139 drawings, watercolors and oil paintings of stage designs and costumes by such masters as
Picasso, Matisse, Miro, Modigliani,
Braque, Gris, and Leger.
Commedia dell' Arte and Related Italian Drawings 1500-1800, from the
Janos Scholz Collection, Gibbes Art Gallery, May 25-June 5: Free. A collection of
32 drawings including works by Ghezzi,
Tiepolo, and Guardi. Also on exhibit:
Recent American Etchings, from the
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Smithsonian Institute; Selections from ing films by independent film makers.
the S. C. Arts Commission permanent Works will include shorts, documentaries
collection.
and animated films.
Spoleto Festival Brass Quintet, variSpoleto Lecture Series, College of
ous dates and locations throughout the Charleston Alumni Memorial Hall, May
Festival including Opening Fanfare and 25-27, May 30-June 3: Free. Lecture
Concert (May 25), Cistern of the College series will feature various Spoleto Festiof Charleston: Free. Members of the val artists, performers, and technicians.
Quintet include Peter Knudsvig (trumpet
One of the most appealing aspects of
and program coordinator), Alan Dean the Spoleto Festival is that it never ends.
(trumpet), Douglas Hill (french horn), As one seasons closes, plans for the folMel Jernigan (trombone), and Daniel lowing season begin. Visitors become
Perantoni (tuba).
" regulars," watching and participating in
Mini-Festivals, various outdoor loca- the careers of Festival performers. The
tions, May 26-29, June 1-5: Free. Filled festival also serves as a catalyst for makwith surprises and spontaneity, the ing people more aware of the arts and
Mini-Festivals will feature story tellers, in- more attentive to their local arts organizastant theatre, gospel music, puppets, tions. For 12 days, individuals of differmime, and a variety of unexpected art ent backgrounds and nationalities will be
communicating with each other and with
forms.
Church Concerts, various churches their audiences through the arts in an
(specific locations to be announced), atmosphere Menotti has described as
May 26, 27, 29-31 , June 1-3: $1 payable " Unpredictable, ephemeral, elusive of
at concert. A series of different concerts description."
"The Festival, like a fireworks disperformed by various chamber groups
play,"
he says, "must be experienced
from the Spoleto Festival Orchestra and
first-hand."
the Westminster Choir.
Spoleto Film Program, in the Arcade
Theatre, May 26-June 4: $1 payable at Christine Reed is director of operations
the door. A series of five programs featur- of Spoleto Festival '77.
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ven Creepy herself did not know
how old she was; none of us knew
whether her hair was black or gray.
Every now and then a crinkly wisp would
escape from under the white cotton cap,
but the color was nondescript The cap,
gathered at the outer edge and surrounded with a ruffle, was her insignia
long before I was born. It was actually a
compromise. Creepy was used to wearing big hats in the hot sun, and she continued to wear one even after she was
"moved indoors." But besides taking up
a lot of room in the kitchen, the hat
looked out of place. So one of "the
boys" (our uncles; Creepy always called
grown men "the boys") suggested the
cap. No one ever saw her without it
again.
The uniform she wore was always
covered with a homemade bib apron
trimmed in "briar stitchin'." The aprons
varied in character because of the
haphazard manner in which Creepy acquired her apron cloth. Much like we
gave Mama Inman "beads" for every
special occasion , we gave Creepy
"apron cloth," with the notable exception of a few purchases of "Sweet La La"
(Lorrilard snuff).
Beneath the hem of the apron, below
the thick cotton stockings, were a startling pair of ankle-high tennis shoes;
black for winter, white for summer.
Through four generations Creepy
fried pies, churned butter, spread the
beds and pumped the swing for children
in the big old front yard in the country.
She answered to half-a-dozen names or
more - "Creepy," "Lum," "Mariah,"
"Creep," "May" and "Mary." She
answered perhaps more quickly to
Mama Inman' s "Oh, Mary" but those
last few years the nickname "Creepy"
suited her perfectly. It indicated the ease
with which she worked and the speed of
her Converse All-Stars. Yet every morning before the sun was up, Creepy
walked silently through the lower pasture
to the kitchen. No one heard her arrive in
those early hours, but by the time the sun
was above the trees the smells of bacon
and coffee had filled the Jong back porch
and wafted through the dim back hall
and on upstairs where we awakened.
In winter the fire in the wood stove was
a real welcome after the chilly dash
through the Jong connecting porch to the
kitchen. The cloth on the table was
spread with all the good things you can
think of. The mush blurping on the back
of the stove, however, was the bane of
my existance. No matter how much I said
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it, Creepy doctored it until it was
palatable. The usual method for this was
mashing sausage in it. This concoction
was wasted so often that finally when
Mama Inman told me, ''Eat your mush,''
Creepy replied, "Mush makes Jane
gag." The pickiest eater of the clan was
even humored by a small drop of molasses in every little square of her waffle.
Dinner was at noon - no earlier, no
later. The only relief for that in-between
meal hunger was by way of Creepy' s
good graces; Mama Inman was intractable. The snack might be anything from
"raw" dressing to one of yesterday's biscuits, but it was delicious because it was a
secret.
In the afternoon it was a different
story. Hot or cold tea, toasted biscuits
and odds and ends on the old stove
warmer were at hand. Supper was said
to be "make-shift" because Creepy had
gone home, but by today's standards, it
too was a real meal.
In summer we ate our meals on the big
connecting porch where we usually
found a breeze, or in the cool dining
room. The heat never ruffled Creepy' s
feathers, and she sometimes remarked,
" It's good to sweat."
Creepy knew the likes and dislikes of
all the kith and kin, preparing her meals
to agree with everyone present, from
"old" butter for Mama Inman's taste to
rice with stewed tomatoes for a greatgrandson. But her shining hour was
Thanksgiving Day. The china closets
were almost bare after the tables were
set. Creepy prepared the spread that day
as casually as if she were feeding three
people instead of three dozen. Turkey,
country ham, rice and gravy, dressing,
candied sweet potatoes, oysters, butter
beans, pickles, corn, biscuits, tipsy cake
or fruit cake and ambrosia or orange
charlotte lined the counters in the old
kitchen and back porch. Creepy worked
calmly, kneeding dough, stirring a little
here and there, letting us young-uns
sample. After all our patient waiting we
children were at Jong last told to "Help
your plates." We were rushed down the
sideboard first - " . .. little of this?" " ... some of this?" - so the hunters
and the other grown-ups could take their
time with us out of the way.
The blessing was said, and Creepy
wandered in and out calmly with hot
biscuits and tea. This delightful easygoing disposition of hers not only earned
Creepy her nickname, but the affection
and esteem of all who knew her.
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A fully documented glimpse at the life of
Up-country South Carolina when this section
was the frontier, including the main house,
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Now it is 1977, 101 years after Mama
Inman was born in "the year of the Red
Shirt Ride." The spot where Creepy' s
kitchen stood is bare; fire took it away. A
new kitchen is connected to the house.
Sara Lee containers are in the freezer,
and meals are slap-happy affairs compared to Creepy' s. The air conditioner
replaces the cool breezes I remember
sweeping through the old kitchen. The
butter mold is in the cabinet, and so is the
old pink-flowered biscuit plate, seldom
filled with home-made biscuits any
more. Creepy and Grandmother have
gone away; but how often we think of
them.
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Peel and slice lengthwise two large raw
sweet potatoes. As they are sliced, drop
into salt water to keep them from turning
brown. In heavy round pan put one full
cup granulated sugar, one stick of margarine, and a half cup water. When margarine has melted and mixture is hot, add
your drained potato slices. Bake in a
325-degree oven until potatoes are tender to a fork and glazed. Baste frequently
while in oven.
Quail in Cream Sauce
Parboil cleaned quail in salted water
until tender. Make a medium-thick white
sauce seasoned with salt and a large
amount of black pepper.
Add the drained cooked birds to the
white sauce and simmer 30 minutes.
Serve with hot biscuits.

S.C.'S MOST COMPLETE SELECTION
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DOU FURNITURE
CUSTOM BUil T
DOLL HOUSES BUilT
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
EXPERT CRAFTSMANSHIP
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Home And Office Remodeling • Gifts
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THE FRONT PORCH
804 AUGUSTA STREET
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Make into patty cakes and dredge in
flour. Fry in hot Crisco until brown on
both sides. Drain, serve hot.
Fried Apples
Use winesaps or other tart apples. Cut
in eighths, unpeeled, and drop in salt
water. Drain and put in a heavy frying
pan in which a stick of margarine has
been melted.
Cook with lid on over medium heat,
stirring occasionally, until they are softening. Add a little water and put lid back on
until done (soft mushing). Remove lid
and sprinkle liberally with sugar to taste.
Let sugar dissolve and serve warm.
Homemade Crackers
Roll thin rich biscuit dough. (Add a
little extra shortening to your usual biscuit recipe, five tablespoons lard to two
cups flour).
Cut into oblong crackers, prick well
with fork and bake as for biscuits until
golden brown.
Serve with soup or eat cold for a
snack.
"Creepy" Spaghetti
In a round, buttered casserole (not too
deep, about nine inches) put four ounces
cooked spaghetti.
Over this pour:
One can tomatoes which have been
stewed with one large chopped onion,
seasoned with salt, pepper, one teaspoon sugar, and margarine to taste.
Cover with a generous amount of grated
medium sharp cheese. Bake in 325degree oven until cheese is melted
(about 20 minutes) and serve hot.

Fried Pies
Cook one cup dried peaches or apples
Burris Pie
in water until tender. Drain and mash
1 % cups cooked, mashed dried
while hot. Sweeten to taste and add
peaches (*stew peaches in a little water
small dab of butter. Let cool.
Roll out a rich (extra shortening) bis- over low heat til soft - drain)
While warm add:
cuit dough and cut rounds. Put a heaping
% cup sugar
spoonful of fruit in center and fold over.
1 tsp. flour
Crimp the edges around together to form
pinch salt
a half-moon pie. Fry in hot Crisco; brown
1/.i stick margarine
on one side, turn and brown other side.
2 beaten egg yolks
(These can be made large or small.)
% cup milk
% tsp. allspice
Fried Sweet Potatoes
Mix all together and cook in raw crust
Peel and slice lengthwise raw sweet
350 degrees until set.
at
potatoes. Drop slices in salt water. Drain
Make
meringue of the two egg whites
and fry on both sides until brown in hot
Crisco. Drain and sprinkle while hot with and four tablespoons sugar and spread
over. Bake 20 minutes more at 300 dea little sugar.
grees. Let cool.
Fried Potato Cakes
Boil, peel and mash Irish potatoes.
While hot, add salt and pepper. Let cool.

Jane Roper Hart is a free-lance writer
from York.
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Rebellion
atAGthe Citadel
~u.. , ..O< . . .

The Class That Did Not Graduate
by Sally Graham

" In the midst of all the war talk, a
wretched affair occurred at the
Citadel which seriously threatened
the life of the institution." (From
The Story of the Citadel, by Col. 0. J.
Bond.)

antagonistic to the high aims of the
Class of '98 ... " (Account of the rebellion by a member of the class just
named, from a document in The Citadel
archives.)

". . . . There were those who re"The Class of 1898 was in every
respect the equal of any class that garded him (Cadet Cantey) as a reever attended The Citadel. It was a ligious fanatic; but, so far as I am
class of very high ideals and lofty able to recall, there was no one who
aims, always working for the good questioned his sincerity. If he wore
name of The Citadel and living up to his religion somewhat too much on
its highest traditions . . . a very his sleeve, he left no doubt as to
loyal and ambitious class . The where he stood, always speaking up
causes which led up to the rebellion for what he thought to be right and
of 1898 and which culminated in condemning what he deemed to be
the dismissal of around seventy- wrong, an admirable trait in my
two cadets centered about Cadet thinking then and now." (From The
Sergeant Major S . 0. Cantey, who Riot at The Citadel in 1898, an account
was the leader of a minority group by Col. John W. Moore, Class of 1900.)

May 1977

"The incident centers around . . .
a Sergeant Major much too anxious
to enforce rules and regulations, a
typical senior class eight weeks
from graduation, and a Commandant of Cadets a bit partial to the
Sergeant Major." (From The Class
That Did Not Graduate, by Richa rd
H. L. Marshall, in The Shako, literary
magazine of The Citadel, graduation issue, 1966.)
" ... No one regrets the affair
more than I do, and I do not relish
being reminded of it. I rest happily
in the fine relation I h ave had during
late years with many of those who
resented me at the time. " (From a
letter written by the Rev. S. 0. Cantey to
Col. John W. Moore, Dec. 4, 1958.)
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- to come to his room after Taps for the
feast. The officer-of-the-day was of
course unable to accept the invitation,
since he was on duty and his absence
would have been noticed; the revelers
assured him that his portion would be
saved and given to him later. No one else
declined the generous invitation.
The party was in muted but full swing
when suddenly word was rushed to the
celebrants that the officer-in-charge,
Capt. 0. J. Bond, had ordered a surprise
inspection. The message arrived in time
for all the first-classmen to return hastily
to their own quarters, where they were
then found by the inspectors, bedded
down as they should have been, and
apparently sleeping the sleep of the innocent.
But what the inspection revealed was
that five cadets - obviously all underclassmen, since all of the first-classmen
had been in Cadet Josey's room - were
AWOL.
As a matter of fact, not five, but six
cadets had broken garrison that night to
attend a dance at the Sumter Guards
Armory, directly across the street from
The Citadel. (One can but marvel at their
audacity, since the dance was held in a
Col. Asbury Coward, Citadel superintendent room whose open windows were easily
visible from certain quarters of the milin the nearly 80 years since it hap- tary academy, and of course their unipened, much which had been writ- forms rendered them easily identifiable.)
ten about the "riot," or "rebellion," One of the six had taken the precaution
at The Citadel in April, 1898 has been of placing a stuffed dummy in his bed; he
lost, and most of what had been related was therefore not reported.
has been forgotten. Enough remains,
The five who were reported were
however, to relate the basic facts, al- placed under arrest the following day,
though from this distant vantage point it and shortly sent home; they were soon
is almost impossible to determine where allowed to return, merely losing all leave
the blame actually lies.
until the end of school - a remarkably
Obviously there is much blame. light punishment, particularly when one
Someone - probably several individu- considers what their transgressions cost
als - had to be responsible for a debacle others.
The question immediately paramount
which resulted in only a sixth of the 1898
senior class receiving diplomas in June, in the minds of most of the corps was,
all the others having been given dishon- who had reported these errant cadets
orable discharges; in addition to which, and thereby caused the ensuing inspecsome 40 underclassmen were either tion?
It was shortly learned that Cadet Sgt.
suspended or dishonorably discharged.
Maj. Samuel Oliver Cantey, a secondThe facts of the matter are these:
Around the latter part of March, 1898, classman from Summerton, was respona first-classman (senior) named Ben Sid- sible. His room was on the side of the
ney Josey received a box of food from barracks which overlooked the Armory;
his home in Darlington County. Since we the dancers could be seen from his winhave the assurance of cadets of this era dow. Cadet Cantey had reported this to
that desserts were never served in the Capt. Bond, the officer-in-charge, who
mess hall, we may assume that Josey's had thereupon ordered an inspection.
A great deal of ill-feeling arose toward
box contained some of the sweets that
these healthy young men no doubt Cadet Cantey, the crux of the matter
craved. Cadet Josey decided to share his being that as sergeant major he was
bounty with his fellow first classmen, and never available for guard duty, and
he invited them all - 28 besides himself therefore was not required to report any
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misdeeds he might chance to see.
Feeling ran so high that a committee of
cadets visited Cadet Cantey and asked
him to leave The Citadel. He refused. A
letter asking that he be withdrawn from
the institution was sent to his father, who
thereupon came to Charleston, conferred with the superintendent of the college, Col. Asbury Coward, and as a result of this conference, refused to take his
son out. An account by a member of the
senior class states that a request for
Cadet Cantey' s dismissal was made to
the school authorities, who likewise refused to do so.
The corps of cadets decided to take
matters into their own hands.
In a touchingly gallant gesture, those
organizing the affair refused to allow the
five cadets who had been guilty of breaking barracks and attending the dance
(thereby precipitating the entire occurrence) to participate in the movement to
oust Cantey. Some 70 to 80 cadets (depending on whose account is considered) affixed their signatures to a resolution swearing on their honor that they
would force Cadet Cantey to leave the
institution by the night of April 4, at the
latest.
About 11 o'clock that night, a committee of 20, representing the larger group,
banded together and headed for the
third gallery and Cadet Cantey' s room.
News of the plan had earlier reached
Col. Coward; unaccountably, he apparently said nothing to any of the cadets; he
did, however alert the chief of the
Charleston City Police, and when the
20 reached Cantey' s room, they found
it barricaded from within, and guarded
from without by Superintendent Coward
and Lt. John F. McDonald, who was
both professor of military science and
tactics and also commandant of cadets.
Lt. McDonald ordered the cadets to
retire to their rooms; his order was not
obeyed. Col. Coward told them that they
would get into Cantey' s room only over
his dead body; the cadets answered that
they meant no harm to their superintendent, but that they intended to get Cantey.
Thirty armed city policemen then appeared in the quadrangle below. The astonished cadets were wildly indignant at
this. Their reaction was so strong that if
the police had mounted to the third gallery, there might actually have been
bloodshed. But Charleston's Finest remained at ground level, and physical violence was avoided.
There is no specific record as to how
Sandlapper

Coward and McDonald managed it, but
somehow that night, "by a smart maneuver," according to one witness, they
got Cantey out of his room, spirited him
to the railroad station and sent him home
on the early morning train.
By dawn of April 5, the rebellious
cadets could say that they had accomplished their mission. The sergeant
major was gone.
The school authorities had no intention of letting the rebels get away with
having taken matters into their own
hands.
The cadets who had played active
roles in the rebellion - including, apparently, those who had signed the antiCantey resolution as well as those who
had actually advanced on Cantey' s
room on the night of April 4 - were
promptly placed under arrest. Within a
very short space of time, several meetings of the board of visitors were held,
culminating in the dismissal of some 64
cadets. (Some accounts mention as
many as 70, 72 and 75; however, the
annual report of the board for the year
1897-98, lists 24 first-, 11 second-, 12
third-, and 17 fourth-classmen, for a total
of 64.)
So much for the facts of the rebellion;
as to who was really at fault, opinions
differ.
The member of the Class of '98 who
had described Cantey as "antagonistic to
the high aims" of this class goes on:
" ... Two or three weeks before the
rebellion, Cantey was summoned before
a court of inquiry by the authorities ...
for neglect of duty . . . he was severely
reprimanded along with his acquittal.
The first class hadn't a thing to do with
his being court-martialed, yet he seemed
to think so, and his resentment became
all the more bitter and vindictive. He
waited for his opportunity, and he struck,
as he thought, at the first class in the
following way . . . one of Cantey' s
roommates, looking out the window
from their room, saw these cadets dancing over at the Sumter Guards Armory.
He said, 'I see cadets over there.' Cantey
was in bed, but when he heard it, and, as
sergeant major, knowing that no cadets
had leave to go out that evening, he
jumped out of bed and said, 'These are
first-classmen, and now is my time to get
even . . . I will report them,' which he
did.
"Had Colonel Coward and the authorities, who knew the rebellion was
brewing, made an honest effort to stop it,
they could easily have done it ... They
handled the whole situation incompeMay 1977

tently ... It was a regrettable affair, but
an affair that the boys who were sent
home have never regretted. Under the
same circumstances they would do the
same thing again, perhaps with greater
zeal."
One wonders if Cadet Cantey, or Col.
Coward, or Capt. Bond would echo this
sentiment. Or did each of them perhaps
reflect that if he had had a second
chance, he would have reacted very differently?
Col. John Moore, Class of 1900, does
not share the preceding writer's strong
dislike of Cadet Cantey. He says:" ... he
[Cantey] was charged by a member of
the section with showing partiality. The
Board of Officers ... exonerated Cantey
and castigated the cadet who had sought
to discredit him ... This incident is mentioned here because of its connection
with the statement one has heard that
Cantey was actuated by the motive of
spite." And he observes: "The initial responsibility for what happened was that
of Lieutenant McDonald, who from his
first day of duty at The Citadel, had suffered by comparison with his predecessor." He refers to McDonald's actions as
"unwise" and "ill-advised in the extreme," and then says, "The 'Cantey
Riot' would not have occurred had Captain Bond simply stated to Cantey and
those with him that . . . as Officer in
Charge he could not take official cognizance of information coming to him
otherwise than from those whose duty it
was to give it . . . . Had Lieutenant
McDonald or Captain Bond or Colonel
Coward, or all three of them, seen fit,
even as late as the day on the night of
which the 'Riot' occurred, to appear before the corps and give all the facts, the
intensity of feeling against Cantey would
have been mollified, and many, probably most, of the unfortuante cadets,
some of whom were as fine men as ever
matriculated at The Citadel, would have
been saved."
Another document in The Citadel archives brings out a fact which must be
considered before judgment is passed on
Cadet Cantey.
Apparently Commandant McDonald
felt that the discipline of the corps was
deteriorating. He was not popular with
the cadets, and must not have received
the cooperation of the majority of them,
especially the first-classmen. He had,
probably unwisely, discussed the situation with Cantey, and had told him and
some other second-classmen that he was
"commissioning" them to take steps to-
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ward improving conditions. Cantey' s
roommate was one of those "commissioned" cadets; it was he who awoke
Cantey and pointed out the cadets at the
dance in the Armory; the two then conferred with other members of
McDonald's "committee," after which
they went to the quarters of Capt. Bond,
who was the officer-in-charge. Cantey,
as highest ranking cadet present, acted
as spokesman for the group, telling Bond
what they had observed. He explained
their "commissioning" by the commandant and asked that the whole matter be
ignored if Bond thought that the report
should not be entered.
Obviously, Cantey and the other
"commissioned" cadets felt that they
were acting properly and doing their
duty. The fact is, though, that aside from
showing poor judgment in discussing
disciplinary conditions with Cantey and
the other second-classmen, the commandant was authorized by nothing in
the regulations to place anyone on a
"committee" of this sort. This should
have been pointed out to the cadets who
went to Bond's quarters that fateful
night. Bond, however, ordered the inspection and reported the missing
cadets. There is no question that the responsibility for the entered reports was
that of Capt. Bond.
A reading of the account - such as it is
- of the episode in The Story of the
Citadel, by Col. (then Capt.) 0 . J. Bond
gives the strong impression not only that
Bond wishes the whole thing had never
occurred, but also that he has no intention of discussing the matter. (One looks
in vain in the index for "Cantey" or "Rebellion," and finds the only reference to
the "wretched affair" in Part II, Chapter
VIII, which tells of the decade from 1892
to 1902.)
After the brief introductory paragraph
with which this article opened, Bond
states: "No young man who has been
one year a cadet can be ignorant of the
essential features of a military school. At
the civilian colleges, there may be forms
of student government to take care of the
discipline; but in a military college, every
one, from the president down, is subject
to clear-cut regulations . . . . Of the
sixty-four cadets who were dismissed by
the Board of Visitors in April, 1898, for
refusing to obey the orders of the
superintendent, and for having entered
into a combination in violation of the
regulations, there were some no doubt
who were guilty only on the second
count, and suffered with those others

with whose fortunes they had unadvisedly tied their own. The Board considerately decided that these members of
the two lower classes who were dismissed might be readmitted at the beginning of the next session upon certain
conditions, but that in the case of the
members of the two higher classes, for
whom no excuse of immaturity or inexperience could be offered, their action
was final. Twenty-four of the twentynine members of the senior class, therefore, lost their diplomas within three
months of graduation."
And with that, Bond concludes his
rather petulant remarks about the event
which, by his own admission, nearly
wrecked the military college. Nowhere
does he say what had happened, or to
whom, or how, or why it had occurred.
adet Cantey, who bore the dubious
honor of having the Rebellion of
1898 named for him, returned to the
school and was graduated from The
Citadel on June 30, 1899. In 1900 he
was licensed to preach by the Methodist
Church, and the following year he joined
the South Carolina Conference of that
denomination. He was active in the
ministry for 59 years, serving many
churches throughout lower South
Carolina, and retiring in 1952. He died in
1968, at the age of 91.
There is not now alive a single
member of the cadet corps of the turbulent year 1897-98; The Class of '98, with
only five members actually graduating,
did not hold a reunion until 1948, the
50th anniversary of the would-becommencement. The reunion included
many of the 24 who had not received
diplomas. There was some hopeful
speculation that perhaps honorary degrees might be given, at that time, to
those who had never gotten them. Officials at The Citadel, however, apparently
felt that awarding such degrees, even
after all those years, might be interpreted
as condoning the behavior of the "rebels," and so none were granted.
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Recent statement by a younger
brother of one of the expelled firstclassmen: "Whenever it was learned that
he was a member of The Citadel Class of
Ninety-eight, someone was sure to say,
'Oh, yes - that bunch of rebels.' It
shadowed his entire life; it haunted him
always.''
Sally Graham is a free-lance writer from
Columbia.
Sandlapper

fiction
ROLLING ALL THE TIME, stories
by James Ballard, University of Illinois Press, in Paperback, 168
Pages, $2. 95 ($6. 95 Clothbound).
Even now, critiquing cudgel in hand, I
am of the opinion that most book reviewers are spoilers, with rancor flowing
through their veins instead of blood, all
close kin to the explosive, sad end of a
horse. I say this because it seems to me,
having read hundreds of reviews, that
the average book reviewer seems to relish the hack and hew of his assigned task:
tearing down another man's reputation.
Even praise, when rendered, appears to
be begrudged, as if it were literally costing the reviewer something out of pocket. No doubt I make too much of this;
on the other hand, few working writers
will probably disagree.
We now come to James Ballard and
his current offering, a collection of seven
short stories. What we have here is a
'minor' writer, one hardly more creditable than a 'Sunday painter' type who
insists on inflicting his work upon the
public despite marginal talent. I hasten to
add that Mr. Ballard can write; he has the
mechanics down pat. The problem is
that the gentleman appears to be at a loss
as to what to do with the tools of his trade
... if Rolling All the Time is fair example
of what he can do.
One man's poison may well be
another's nourishment. It seems so in
this instance. George Core, editor of
Sewanee Review, would have us believe
that James Ballard, by way of this book,
is right up there with the best, saying:
"Two of the stories, 'Rolling All the Time'
and 'The Feast of Crispian' are brilliant
short novels, and they alone are worth
the price of admission." A loud 'no' to
that Mr. Core is either short-sighted or
he is exceptionally kind, over-grading in
a generous fashion the work of a striving
plod-along. At the moment you are
probably addressing yourself as to my
obvious contrariness. "Where does this
guy get off? First he slams his kind, then
he trots off, doing the very thing he's
condemned." Please bear with me.
Writers who make it their business to
'tum me on,' earn not only respect and
gratitude but then and there become
subjects for inquisitive pursuit. On finding such a writer, I want to read everything the gentleman (or lady) has written,
the so-called promising first novel, the
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at-times Jess-rewarding second, often the
professionally turned out third, the short
stories (if any), the articles, and yes, even
those bits of obscurity that are, in many
cases, a budding author's first fling at the
printed page. I am not so moved by
James Ballard. Failing to 'tum me on,'
he'll not be pursued. For my money,
Rolling All the Time is small potatoes,
hardly satisfying as reading fare. Mr. Ballard's publisher (University of Illinois
Press) asks $2. 95 the copy, an excessive
price for what's contained in the book:
seven dry-as-dust stories that will only
leave you gasping for relief.
In purchasing a book, I habitually demand my money's worth, but at the
same time I do not necessarily insist on
perfection, well-content to leave what
might be termed 'high art' to those sweating it out in more ethereal circles than I
bump around in. Still, I want value; I
want a 'good read' and frowns of large
proportion crowd my brow when I feel
myself cheated, suckered as it were, by a
book publisher's snares, the entanglement of blatant puffery, the exaggerations which may be likened to a particular book's cover (paperback) bearing the
likeness of some sweet young thing, all
smiles and curves, when all the time the
pages therein drag out the final throes of
some warty old harridan ... something
you are not expecting. On such occasions, "gosh oh gee" does not paraphrase, does not even mildly translate
what falls from my lips.
Our country is gifted with first-class
literary talent. At the top of the heap is
the critically acclaimed, the master
craftsmen, of whom Edmund Wilson
may be said to be representative. Certain
members of this group, conscious of their
status no doubt, swing wide by resorting
to pontifical purple prose, often running
the risk of obfuscation on their part and
thorough befuddlement on the part of
the reader. Give me instead the solid
journeyman writer, creator of the bulk of
our literature. Representing this type of
writer are the likes of Saul Bellows and
Leon Uris. To keep things in local
perspective, I add George Garrett(Death
of the Fox), James Dickey (Deliverance)
and William Price Fox, who is the creator

of some of the best, most readable, most .
entertaining fiction to come down the
pike in many a year. What I do not need
is the likes of James Ballard. I cannot
afford him. He calls to mind too much
the disharmony of high school bands
and orchestras, the sounds of which are
all too leaden.
A Tennessean now said to be living in
Atlanta, Mr. Ballard geographically qualifies as a Southern writer, a member of
that now diminishing breed of chronicler,
the bulk of whose work fires up the skies
of not only the South but the whole of
literary America. If this author's star is
visible at all, it is distantly so, an ashen
speck - the more so if his stories stand
as prima facie evidence of overall ability.
Rolling All the Time carries us forward
from the not-so-hilarious '30s to the
present or an approximation thereof. Mr.
Ballard concerns himself with 'everyday'
people and the drag-out of their unfathomable lives. No crime here. The ordinary circumstances of our lives has
been subject matter for much great literature but in the hands of this author, it is
subject matter best left alone. Rolling All
the Time is deserving only for its brevity.
Unlike most Southern writers, Mr. Ballard does not seem to know how 'to spill
the beans.' He does not know how to
'pile it on,' flesh out his stories, his
characters, make them livable and believable, imbue his work with feeling, to
say nothing of guts, all of this, even allowing for the limitations imposed by the
short story form.
For those who are interested, Mr. Ballard has published a novel, The Long
Way Through, and his stories have appeared in such places as Atlantic
Monthly, Massachusetts Review, Northwest Review, New Mexico Review, and
Tri-Quarterly; one was reprinted in
Martha Foley's The Best American Short
Stories, 1953.
So you see, I may well be wrong with
my opinions. To find out for yourself,
may I suggest the public library?

C. P. Williams is from South Congaree.
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The best writing - you see, I am deHOW LONG THE HEART REMEMBERS, by Mary H. Hollingsworth. termined to say something nice - occurs
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, in the chapters devoted to the family's
move from the Georgia mountains to the
1977, 198 pages $7.95.
southern part of the state, in search of
I would like to say something nice more productive farmland. It is in these
about this book, for it is, at least as Web- chapters that Mrs. Hollingsworth recreates with some skill the family's sense
ster defines the word, a "nice" book of
loss, their homesickness and their
agreeable, even pleasing. It has a quality
of innocence that makes me want to say realization that the "good life" will have
agreeable things about it. Very well, to be found elsewhere. They experience
the indignities of sharecropping and, for
then:
the first time, the phenomenon of racism.
Mrs. Hollingsworth has described in
The Abbotts never give up. I suspect
detail the struggles of a farming family, the reader may require a similar spirit of
the Abbotts, in turn-of-the-century endurance and optimism in order to
Georgia. The narrator, a young girl conquer this book
named Lowell, tells the family's story in
an anecdotal fashion. I can imagine her
now, a grandmother, telling these tales to
an assembly of politely attentive but With this review we welcome Lee
slightly bored grandchildren. The McAden Robinson to the pages of Sandcharacters ring true, no doubt because lapper. Ms. Robinson lives in Charleston.
the novel is based on the author's own
childhood. From a historical point of
view it is an interesting story: We learn
about the coming of the first automobiles, the influenza epidemic, the
non-fiction
effects of the 19th amendment. giving
women the right to vote. There is a little THE FEVER CALLED LIVING: A
too much detail, though. Do we really BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL OF
need to know about the arrangement of EDGAR ALLAN POE, by Barbara
the furniture in almost every room of Moore. Garden City, New York:
every house the Abbotts ever lived in?
Doubleday and Co., 1976. 350
Mrs. Hollingsworth follows the family pages, $8.95.
as it proceeds from disappointment to
A reviewer should not spend much
disaster, from baby to baby to baby,
time
going after a bad book, and I will
from bad to worse. Papa Abbott is a
not.
The
Fever Called Living deserves
cheerful character who never loses his
in fact, only because some
attention,
unthinking optimism even when it seems
readers
may
be drawn to it as a book of a
clear that a little less optimism and a little
more thinking might benefit his long- genre popular these days - biographical
suffering family. Miss Lillian (yes, really) fiction. Gore Vidal's Burr is probably the
is the book's heroine, if it has one - the best recent example of the type, and
daughter who consistently shows a fight- Barbara Moore's Biographical Novel of
ing spirit and an imagination temperated Edgar Allan Poe is clearly an imitation of
it. One even wonders why Ms. Moore did
by practicality.
not call her book Poe.
Vidal, for example, came upon a
The story derives its pathos and power
from the reader's sense that it really hap- clever device for supplying a few basic
pened (we are told this on the book jack- details about Aaron Burr: The book
et). It is easier to forgive corny situations starts with a newsman's reaction to the
and cliches if we know that somebody marriage of Burr, then 77, to Eliza Jumel.
actually lived them. Mrs. Hollingsworth' s As the newsman considers the article he
descriptive powers are weak Her prose will write on this occasion, he runs
is, for the most part, dull and disjointed. through the major facts of Burr's life,
Now and then she waxes poetic, but the laying the foundation for Vidal's book
poetry is predictable and cliche-ridden, a Barbara Moore takes this expedient as
little like Thomas Wolfe at his very worst:
her own. The Fever starts with Rufus
Imprisoned within walls of limited Griswold and Horace Greeley as they
space, we were bound by alien and cope with the news that Poe is dead.
unwonted fetters that chafed and re- Their job, of course, is to write an
strained spirit and body ... (page 37) obituary for the writer; they plunder the
morgue of the Tribune, unearthing the
And so on.
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primary details of Poe' s life. These first
pages, then, identify The Fever as a
spin-off, as an attempt to capitalize on
the success of Burr; and a weak job it is.
The attraction of this kind of book, I
think, is that it promises a good read
without being frivolous; that is, it promises to be fun and educational as well.
And there is nothing I prefer more than
painless education. But Ms. Moore' s lesson aches like a nurse's first shot. And
what should have been a good and informative time turns out to be dull and
barren of fact.
The plot: poor, broke, young Poe trying to keep body and soul together while
cracking the New York literary establishment. The first sub-plot: Virginia Poe
spitting up blood. The second sub-plot:
Poe composing "The Raven" - he can
stop on the busy sidewalks of New York
to knock off, ' 'Last night with many cares
and toils oppress' d / Weary I laid me on a
couch to rest. " Characters: Other than
the starving young poet who shares his
West Point coat with his dying wife, there
are several stuffy editors who sit around
discussing the making and breaking of
literary careers, and for local color, a
good many rowdy Irishmen loitering on
the streets of Gotham. The writing: as
wooden as any cigar store Indian. Ponder this exchange between Poe and Augustus Shea:
Poe began to frown at the decaying
mat of last year's leaves beneath his
feet. " Fame?" he said slowly, like a
man tasting the wine of the word.
Then bitterly he repeated it.
" Fame? I idolize it. I would drink
fame to its very dregs. Call me a
fool, Shea, but I'd like to have incense ascend in my honor from
every hill and hamlet, from every
town and city in this country. Fame?
Glory? They would be life-giving
breath, and living blood. Surely no
man,, really lives, unless he is famous.
"Then set your cap for it. Let nothing stand in you way. God knows,
I've never known a man more able.
You should have been famous long
before now."
(pp. 34-35)
With such inspiration, it is no wonder
Poe became a legend.
The most promising themes of the
novel - Poe's curious relationship with
Mrs. Clemm, his mother-in-law, and the
guilt he felt for being unable to afford
proper medical care for Virginia - canSandlapper

not breathe in the atmosphere of Ms.
Moore' s prose, and the story never
comes off. One does not enjoy advising
people not to read a book, but readers of
Sand/apper might want to miss The
Feuer.

Bill Koon teaches English at Clemson
Uniuersity.

POCAHONTAS, THE LIFE AND
THE LEGEND, by Frances Mossiker: New York, Alfred Knopf, Inc.
1976. 332 pages plus appendices, 8
pages illustrations, $12. 95
So much has been written about this
tragic young lady that it is difficult to
separate fact from fiction. Nevertheless
this is exactly what the author has attempted, with a considerable degree of
success.
We first see Pocahontas as a 12-yearold tomboy, turning cartwheels in front
of the Jamestown settlers or otherwise
playing with the palisade boys of the English colonists. It was well known that she
was the favorite daughter of the great
Powhatan, ruling chief of a powerful Algonquin confederacy. She showed early
admiration of everything English and,
while still a teenager, she was to defy her
father and the council of chiefs and elders by saving their distinguished prisoner, Capt. John Smith, at the risk of her
own life. By all accounts Pocahontas
threw her arms around Smith's prostate
figure, risking her head beneath the upraised clubs of the executioners. The author makes a good case for this scene
being an adoption rite for Smith who was
thence to become a favorite of the tribe.
The resulting "Peace of Pocahontas"
would last until after the princess' death.
Pocahontas came and went frequently
into Jamestown, usually bringing corn or
venison to save the colony from the starvation which always threatened them.
But an episode not usually mentioned is
her flight from her own village and a brief
marriage to Kocoum, a "war captain"
with whom she fled to Potomac, a tribe
subject to Powhatan but more independent than the other tribes of the confederacy. It was during this exile from her
people that she was kidnaped by the
English, imprisoned on the Treasury, a
ship commanded by Capt. Samuel Argall, who housed her in the best quarters
available - the gunners' room - where
she was always treated as a princess.
May 1977

There is considerable evidence that
Pocahontas collaborated with her captors, even after they told her that Smith
was dead, and showed her his "grave."
She had never ceased to love Smith, had
probably married Kocoum on the rebound and could not have visited Jamestown again without incurring the severe
displeasure of her despotic father. Now
that she would be forced to associate
with her captors, she could not be accused of treason.
Like all colonizers, the English professed a great concern over the souls of
the Indians, their first task was to convert
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their royal captive. Rev. Alexander
Whitaker, assisted by Sir Thomas Dale,
the marshal and governor, and a young
gentleman named John Rolfe, taught
her the church litany, and how to read
and speak English creditably. In an unbelievably short time the Indian girl was
wearing a long dress, shoes and a
whalebone corset. She renounced the
theology of the Powhatan Indians and
requested baptism. On this occasion she
was given the Christian name of Rebecca, the Old Testament "Mother of
Millions." It was not long before she married Rolfe, a widower and the father of
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Virginia's great tobacco culture. She
bore Rolfe a son, named Thomas, doubtless in honor of Sir Thomas Dale.
In 1616 Rolfe planned to return to
England, taking with him the Lady Rebecca, her two-year-old son, her uncle,
Uttamatamakin - or Tomak - with a
whole company of Indian attendants.
The voyage was made aboard Capt. Argall's Treasurer.

was erected, unveiled by a representative of the American embassy:
''In the same Gravesend garden, in a
clump of redbud trees transplanted from
the Virginia tidewater, a larger than life
statue of the Powhatan princess was
erected . . . the gift of the people of
Gravesend, the County of Kent, in which
her slight bones, her red flesh, moldered,
her New World dust forever mingled
with the dust of the Old. "
Rolfe reluctantly left little Thomas in
the care of Sir Lewis Stukely at
Plymouth. The boy was subsequently
adopted by his paternal uncle and raised
to manhood. In or about 1635 he returned to Virginia where a large amount
of land awaited his arrival. By permission
of the Council, young Rolfe visited his
mother's people, risking the ire of white
Virginians as well as harm to his own life,
the Colony being at war with all tidewater tribes following the uprising of his
uncle, Opechancanough. This visit was
the last contact with his relatives on his
mother's side. At age 29 he was married
to Jane Poythress who bore him a
daughter, also named Jane. This Jane,
the granddaughter of Pocahontas, married Col. Robert Bolling. Thousands of
proud Virginians are descendants of
Pocahontas: The author estimates the
number of Pocahontas' descendants as
two million.
"But," the author says, "the Powhatan princess was not to be confined
within genealogical tables, nor could the
First Families of Virginia exercise rights of
exclusivity over her. She has escaped
into legend."
In retelling the story of this legendary
heroine, Frances Mossiker has carefully
documented her sources. Her book is
supplied with copious notes, bibliography and a generous index.

documenting and detailing the changes
which have taken place in Southern politics - and more importantly the social
and economic factors which have
shaped and guided those changes.
The authors use a consistent frame of
reference throughout the book: a
measuring and judging of the extent to
which two long-standing themes in
Southern politics (racism and populism)
have been dominant or recessive in the
The ship arrived at Plymouth, May or
post-1949 South, and how these two
June 4, 1616. The Indians were a great
factors
have been affected by the accelcuriosity to the English. After attending
erated
rate
of industrial growth and the
the theatre, Pocahontas, the belle of varrise of " modem" Republicanism. Folious social functions, was introduced to
lowing the general pattern Key estabKing James and his Danish consort,
lished,
Bass and DeVries deal in the early
Queen Anne. In the presence of royalty,
chapters
with "The Emerging South,"
Pocahontas showed herself the princess
"Two-Party Politics" and "Black Polishe was considered by her hosts.
tics. " They then devote a chapter to each
By 1617 Rolfe had made plans to reof the 11 Southern states, separate chapturn to Virginia. He had been appointed
ters on Congress, organized labor and
Colonial secretary and recorder general
the future of Southern politics.
by the Virginia Company, the promoters
The chapter on Congress is particuand financial backers of this colony.
larly good. It documents the increasingly
There is suggestive evidence that
moderate voting pattern of Southern
Pocahontas may have been reluctant to
Democrats and the distinctively conserleave England. She had been in ill health
vative voting pattern of Southern Repubfor some time, suffering from a respiralicans. In almost every area of public poltory complaint - probably "consumpicy, Southern Democrats elected since
tion" that had already stricken half of the
1968 have voted more closely with
Indians in the party. All that is surely
Democratic congressmen from other
known is that she became acutely ill
parts of the nation, and have "oted a
Within hours of embarking for the voyage
more liberal or moderate pattern. On the
home. Upon arrival of the ship at
other hand, Republicans elected from
Gravesend the stricken girl was lifted
the South during the same period have
tenderly on a litter and borne to a
demonstrated a voting pattern more
neighboring inn, where she was given
conservative than almost any other idenevery care then available to medical scitifiable group in Congress - certainly
ence. Unfortunately at that date the most
more conservative that the average Reuniversal treatment was purging and
publican.
bleeding.
Uttamatamakin
and
These trends result from two factors.
Matachanna were with her to the end
First, many former Democrats who were
and it is likely that the former, a noted
of a more conservative bent have moved
shaman, made every effort to employ
over to the Republican party. Second, an
Indian methods of healing, consisting
increasingly significant black vote, whose
largely of clouds of tobacco smoke and
politics tend to be liberal, have become
the use of a loud gourd rattle.
active in the Democratic party and conA minister of the Church of England Columbia physician Chapman Milling is tributed significantly to the election of
was summoned and, it is presumed, author of the recently re-released Sing- Democratic congressmen. Thus as congave her spiritual comfort and reassur- ing Arrows as well as numerous articles servatives left the Democratic party
ance. It is recorded that she knew she on Indian life and lore in the South .
others with politically liberal tendencies
was dying but did not fear death, reassurjoined, leaving an arch-conservative Reing her husband that she was not afraid
publican party and a significantly modand that their little boy was alive and said THE TRANSFORMATION OF erated Democratic party. Democratic
"'tisenoughthatthechildliveth". When SOUTHERN POLITICS, by Jack congressmen have reflected this changthe end came she was hastily buried be- · Bass and Walter De Vries. 1976, ing composition in the party's base in
neath the floor of the chancel of St. Basic Books. 527 pages, $15. 95.
their voting.
George's Parish Church, the date reFrom the 408 pages of highly interestThis book is the best, most com- ing and enlightening information one
corded in the Parish Register as March
21 , 1617. Over a century later her bones prehensive work on Southern politics can glean several major conclusions.
were reinterred in the churchyard. When since V. 0 . Key's Southern Politics in First, while race and questions relating to
the churchyard was leveled and all the State and Nation , published in 1949. racial matters continue to be significant in
tombstones removed a memorial plaque Bass and De Vries do an admirable job of Southern politics, they do not dominate
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and overwhelm all other considerations
as they once did.
Second, the growing industrialization
and urbanization of the South have affected changes in Southern politics as
much as any other factor, particularly in
creating a base for the development of
the Republican party and in providing a
diversification of the South's economy,
which inevitably influences both the substance and style of politics.
Third, much of the change in substance and style of Southern politics is a
result of the exploding growth of the
number and percentage of black voters.
As the authors so aptly phrase, blacks
have been transformed from "objects to
participants" in Southern politics.
Fourth, the development of the Republican party in the South has varied
from state to state, being dependent on
such local factors as local Republican
party leadership, the presence or absence of controlling personalities and
movements in each state (George Wallace in Alabama, for example), and the
varying inpact of presidential politics.
South Carolinians will find the chapter
on our state of particular interest. Bass
and DeVries do a commendable job of
tracing the main forces which have influenced South Carolina politics during the
last 30 years. Much of their emphasis
centers on the moderating influence of
the four Democratic governors (Hollings,
Russell, McNair and West) who served
from 1959 to 1975, and the growing size
of the black vote. They also point out
correctly and accurately that South
Carolina has what is probably the best
organized, financed and led state Republican party in the South. How this came
about is detailed in an interesting and
relevant fashion, as are the much discussed happenings of the 1974 gubernatorial contests.
Two criticisms of this work are relevant. First, and perhaps a minor consideration, is that the authors seem to place
approval on those personalities, movements and events which are new, moderate or progressive. Such a shortcoming
is not reprehensible in itself, but one does
detect a tendency on the part of the authors to draw conclusions which are not
based on the evidence presented. It
seems logical to assume that their conclusions are based on political predispositon.
Second, and perhaps more substantive, is that the authors fail to treat
adequately the interplay between
economic development and demands of
May 1977

the past three decades and the civil rights
movement. Specifically, the absence of
racial strife has been one of the principal
ingredients in continuous, active
economic development that resulted in
location of new manufacturing plants,
creation of new jobs and increases in
profits. Arkansas and Alabama are two
states which suffered from early racial
strife. Economic development and
growth came to a sudden and long-range
halt in these two states. While there were
other considerations present, most agree
that racial problems were directly related. Simply put, business people did
not and do not want to invest in states
where the political leaders cannot control
racial problems which disrupt economic
activity.
Following the Arkansas and Alabama
experiences, there is clear evidence that
generally conservative midd le and
upper-middle class business people took
the lead in several Southern states in
devising programs, methods and
techniques of preventing similar difficulties in their states. These methods included the use of private and governmental programs to achieve a peaceful transition to an integrated society.
Conservative businessmen generally shy
away from the use of governmental action to achieve social ends. But when
economic development and profit
growth are threatened, something has to
be done. This combination of liberal and
conservative forces has been an intriguing and beneficial phenomenon in recent
Southern history - in fact one of the
most important untold stories of the
South during the past three decades.
Perhaps the authors should have treated
it more fully.
This book will make useful and enjoyable reading for academicians, media
people and laymen. It adds substantially
to the understanding of the flow and development of Southern politics.

girl who is starting marriage and a career,
(b) a gift for a person who has just retired
and is going to keep house for the first
time, (c) a thank-you gift, tactfully inscribed, for someone who has a whole
shelf of exotic cookbooks and can hardly
boil water, or (d) a cookbook for anyone
who wants a book that puts it all together, the Southern Living Illustrated
Cookbook is an excellent solution to
these and similar problems.
The author begins with a discussion,
photographs (many in beautiful color)
and drawings of what a kitchen should
have: suitable floor plan, large and small
appliances, and all the little useful and
desirable small items (including the
make-do items like cans instead of biscuit
cutters). Then she tells you how to shop;
even though you may think you know all
these lessons, you could learn something
new here. And for a beginner, this section should be a constant guide.
Now you store the food at home, making sure you always have certain staples
so a trip to a store won't be necessary just
as you are about to start mixing the most
important part of your menu.
Next, there is a discussion of the preparation of various foods, beginning with
directions for boiling water. The sections
of questions and answers should be helpful here. Here is the secret of making that
perfect Southern cream gravy. If you are
not quite satisfied with your pie crust,
you may need to look at these directions.
The next section is devoted to planning a menu and cooking. There are
about 500 recipes, all of which are definite as to ingredients, method of preparation, cooking temperature and time, and
methods of serving. I emphasize the
word "definite;" how many times have
you been discouraged by a recipe that
did not include some important detail?
There is further help: a section on
building your own library of cookbooks
with specific recommendations (not
mentioned but for anyone who is really
interested in Chinese food The Classic
Donald Fowler, chairman of the S. C. Chinese Cook Book by Mai Leung is a
Democratic party, holds a doctorate in truly beautiful must); a section of timetapolitical science from the University of bles, herb and spice charts, and a useful
South Carolina. He is a partner in the glossary.
Ullman, Fowler, Jefferies public relations
This is not a cheap book, but I really
and advertising agency in Columbia.
believe it is worth every penny, for the
beginner in the kitchen as well as for the
more experienced.
SOUTHERN LIVING ILLUSTRATED
COOKBOOK, by Lillian Bertram
Marshall. Oxmoor House, 1976.
454 pages. $14. 95
Mildred S. Archer is a free-lance writer
If you are needing (a) a present for a from Spartanburg.
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EXPLORING THE MOUNTAINS OF
NORTH CAROLINA, by Faris Jane
Corey. Drawings by Philip Moose
and map illustrations by Jeanette
Shirley. The Provincial Press, 1972.
77 pages.
If you are only interested in hiking or
backpacking in the mountains of North
Carolina, then Exploring The Mountains
of North Carolina, by Faris Jane Corey
will not be of much interest. But if you
enjoy driving into the North Carolina
mountains several times a year or if you
are a recreational vehicle camper or
strictly a motel camper, then this aesthetically appealing motor-travel guide
should be tucked into your glove compartment. In this 77-page paperback,
Ms. Corey briefly describes 20 tourist interest areas along western North Carolina's unique Blue Ridge Parkway between southwest Virginia and northeast
Georgia. Except in severe winter conditions, the Blue Ridge Parkway is easily
accessible to many motor tourists from
several surrounding states. Ms. Corey informs those unfamiliar with the impressive topography of the Blue Ridge that
this area has: 40 peaks that rise over
6,000 feet; Mt. Mitchell, the highest
mountain in the eastern United States,

two-thirds of its 6,000 square miles covered with luxuriant coniferous and deciduous forest; and ubiquitous waters
flowing east into the Atlantic ocean and
west into the Gulf of Mexico. Compared
with other sections of the country, this
scenic area of the Southeast has limited
areas of undeveloped lands that are protected by various federal agencies and
local residents who have a strong instinctive cultural heritage.
Unfortunately this book, or any book
with a similar theme, will clearly show the
commercial and industrial development
of this beautiful environment where delicate ecological balance is essential to its
existence. Ms. Corey's description of
" ... extensive boating, water skiing, fishing and other recreational activities in this
rugged wilderness of Eastern America",
sounds a cruel contradiction. Beautiful
acreage is made accessible to the public
by development corporations and landowners who, in some cases, have completely disguised nature.
Included in each of the 20 sections is
an illustrated map showing highway
numbers, detailed points of interest and
approximate mileage between destinations. The maps are done by realistic
landscape artist, Jeanette Shirley, a native North Carolinian.

America has stored up lots of memories over the past
200 years. The story of her land and her people
stretches from 13 struggling colonies and leaders like
George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and
Thomas Jefferson, to the 50 proud states she now
calls her own. She's kept these memories-the
documents, photographs, maps, films, and sound
recordings that are our nation's history-preserved
for all and forever, in the National Archives.
In some ways it's like the Nation's memory bank
- crammed with all the written records and nostalgic
remembrances of times and lives that are past.

People interested in Appalachian local
color will be delighted with plenty of
comment on subjects such as the murder
of John and William Linville by the Indians in 1 766: George Vanderbilt's exquisite resurrection of French Renaissance style in 1888 into the Asheville
countryside; and the literary figures who
lived in western North Carolina such as
0. Henry, Thomas Wolfe, Sidney Lanier
and Carl Sandburg.
One does not usually become emotionally or very intellectually involved in
a travel guide but Ms. Corey's book
evokes contrasting feelings of total
quietness when describing the 3,800
pristine acres of the Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest compared with the screaming
despair of the culturally embarassing
manner in which the proud Cherokee
Indians patronize the millions of tourists
who each year cram into the
Cherokee-Bryson City area to see the
"amazing dancing chicken" and buy the
children "genuine Indian paraphernalia" made in Japan. Exploring the
Mountains of North Carolina, is beautifully illustrated throughout by Blowing
Rock artist Philip Moose. Mr. Moose, an
artist of international statute, shows with
his black-and-white drawings the peaceful attraction of the Western North

You can get a closer look at our nation's
great treasurehouse of history when you become an
Associate of the National Archives. As an Associate
you'll have a special relationship with the Archives ...
you can participate in historical travel programs,
lectures and seminars, receive the comprehensive
Archives magazine, Prologue, enjoy discounts on
many special interest publications and much, much
more. Above all else, Associates show their support
for the important work the Archives is doing on
behalf of all Americans.
To find out how you can be a part of the
National Archives, and more about its work, write
Associates of the National Archives, Washington,
DC 20408.
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Carolina mountains, the universal
beauty of nature, and a delicate, flowing
ecosystem saying to her motor visitors
"take care of me and I will be here for
your future generations to enjoy."

Lewis M. Jones, owner of The
Backpacker in Columbia, has extensively traveled the western North
Carolina mountains for ten years.

Start your Su0101er
off with a Splash!
Let us help you enjoy the white
water adventures nearby.
In addition to our complete line of
Kayaks and accessories, we
offer quality equipment for
backpacking and rock
climbing.

WIND-CATCHERS:
American
Windmills of Yesterday and Tomorro w, by Volta Torrey. Stephen
Greene Press, Brattleboro, Vt. 226
pages. $12. 95
Although the author begins with the
earliest windmills of the Old World and
brings their lore up to date, drawing on
science, history, literature, politics and
art, his emphasis is on American
windmills. This is therefore the story of
American windmill design as it evolved
through our history, especially in the
Plains states, and the future potential of
improved wind-catchers, not for the milling industry, but as energy producers.

Thurs-Fri 10 til 8
Mon, Tues, Wed,
Sat 10 til 4

7

Wade Hampton Mall
Greenville, S. C.
803-232-0915
Backpacking Specialists
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Describing in detail many types of
windmills throughout the country, design, specifications and capabilities,
weaknesses and dangers, Mr. Torrey,
explaining the new science of aeology,
takes wind devices all the way from a
home-built installation generating electricity for a mechanized farm in Iowa to
NASA and ERDA and other such projects which foreshadow a new and greater use of wind in the near future. With the
alarmed public now examining the dangers from nuclear power plants, there is a
rapid increase of interest in windcatching
as one of several alternatives in energy
production.
Notable scientists have predicted that
by the twenty-first century hydrogen will
eclipse oil, coal and gas as our principal
fuel. William Heronemus, an ex-Navy
captain now teaching at the University of
Massachusetts, is just one of many outstanding advocates of wind-driven turbines
to
generate
electricity.
Aerogenerators could be used to produce hydrogen by separating it from the
oxygen in water. In this new field there is
now some activity in Oklahoma, .Oregon
and Hawaii. Physicist Edward Tell er
suggests concentrating on wind use in
Hawaii where it is certain of success because of the constant trade-winds.
The Federal government, which spent
only $200,000 on wind energy in 1972,
created in 1975 the Energy Research
and Development Administration
(ERDA), providing it $7 million dollars
for some 40 projects, indicating the
high-level interest in studying this much
needed source of energy.
Many fine illustrations make author
Torrey's exposition not only very clear
but an exciting challenge as well. Longtime newspaper editor and science writer, Mr. Torrey, living now in Washington,
has for some time concentrated on writing for the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and NASA. Appendices
provide eager experimenters with lists of
published helps for the handyman, a bibliography by chapters, lists of windengine manufacturers and associations
(both foreign and domestic) and a list of
sources of windmill plans. This is a book
with a strong appeal for young and old,
especially university students; a book to
buy and to keep, a book most libraries
should have.

MAYA JOURNAL, Illustrations and sions to his gifts for us with the publicatext by William Halsey. The R. L. tion of Maya Journal. After reading this
Bryan Co., 1976. 167 pp., $12.50. journal you may find that the next time a
friend wants to tell you about his trip to
If you cannot have the actual experi- the Yucatan, you will find yourself interence of traveling to the Yucatan Penin- rupting by saying, "Yes, I know that land
sula, Bill Halsey's sketchbook Maya . . . I have been there."
Journal is the next best thing. Mayan
civilization seen through the eyes and
particular talents of this Charleston artist
becomes a dramatic, poetic, very real Phyllis Giese is a free-lance writer from
Columbia.
and sensory experience.
The book is more than a sketchbook
(Bill and wife Corrie McCallum pub- A FAITH OF OUR OWN. by Roger
lished a sketchbook in 1971) because Lovette. Pilgrim Press Books. 143
just enough text has been added to give pages. $6. 95.
the reader a sense of history, of poetry,
This is the second book to come from
and to aid the even flow of interest from
the pen of Robert Lovette, currently servsubject to subject.
The text is written in Spanish as well as ing as pastor of the First Baptist Church,
English, giving the material a sense of Clemson. In a short, two-part book, Mr.
remoteness, mystery and authenticity Lovette describes the faith relationship
that influences the English reader proba- almost exclusively in terms of the human
bly as well as the Spanish reader. The dimension. Most of his many illustrations
Spanish translation is done by Virginia grow out of his varied and broad pastoral
Benmaman of the College of Charles- ministry, which is reinforced and supported by numerous references to toton.
Sharing this trip with Bill Halsey is a day's pastoral and psychological counnice experience for all of us who have selors and other writers.
The first part of the book deals with
known him and admired him these many
years, but for those who didn't know him topics of love, working creatively, sexualbefore the book becomes a portfolio of ity, grief and death. The most meaningful
Bill as well as of the Yucatan.
and penetrating chapter is the one on
The first page, a sketched map, marks "Leaming How to Love." Lovette bethe locale for our journey. Bits of history gins with a life situation, effectively reand information added to the sketches lates the incident Biblically and then
give us a fragmented background and broadens his understanding of love that
attitude needed for further appreciation is compelling to the reader. Unfortuof the book. The black-and-white draw- nately, the remaining chapters in this secings, mostly pen-and-ink, are sketches of tion don't equal the dimension and
people, landscapes, monuments, ani- strength of the opening chapter.
mals - anything that is important to the
The last half of the book takes a look at
Yucatan and to Bill. It is especially in- concerns faced at one time or another:
teresting to see the influence of Mexican fears, self-hatred, loneliness, unresolved
sculpture on the world-famous sculptor, anger, suffering and recovery of hope.
Henry Moore, and Bill's sketches makes Too much time, here and elsewhere
the viewer see that influence. The tem- throughout the book, is spent on describples and cities become monumental and ing the human condition, and too little
real as we close the book on this marvel- revealing the power that comes from the
ous experience.
faith relationship in Christ. The Christian
Moved to want to continue this Mayan life has a well-defined beginning and
trip? The last pages of the book deal with there must be the act of faith which
instructions as to how to reach the cities places a person in a new relationship to
and ruins for visiting. There is also an God. The primary importance of that reextensive bibliography for the explorer lationship is not strongly conveyed.
desiring more information.
The author is quite correct when he
Bill Halsey is the dean of contempo- says that the need today is for people to
rary painting in South Carolina. His "have more than a second-hand acpaintings have been exhibited in the quaintance with God." His generous ilWhitney Museum, The Metropolitan lustrations describe well the predicament
Museum of Art, The Boston Museum of people face. He enables the reader to be
Fine Art, The Chicago Art Institute, the in touch with added help by providing a
William H. Archer is a free-lance writer Baltimore Museum of Art and many good bibliography at the conclusion of
from Spartanburg.
others. Now he has added new dimen- each chapter. Had the author drawn
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more of this reading into his book, and
called forth Biblical and theological insights more strongly, we might embrace
more firmly the faith which the title promises and which he has found for himself.

Rev. Henry C. Barton, Jr., is rector of St.
Martin's-in-the-Fields Episcopal Church
in Columbia.

LAND DIVING - Poems by Robert
Morgan. Louisiana State University
Press. 70 pages. $3.95 (paper);
$7.50 (cloth).
What do we anticipate from poetry?
Compacted human emotion that it is, the
many varieties are designed to achieve
different results: reminiscence, insight,
germination of social change, a pinch of
right-saying.
Depending on the poet's skill, we
sometimes get two or three for the price
of one. In Land Diving, Robert Morgan's
new book, the expert imagist peers over
the shoulder of the scientific observer to
find gemstone quality in the ancient rubble of the Blue Ridge mountains.
Featured poet in a new issue of The
Small Farm magazine and author of two
previous volumes, Morgan grew up in
North Carolina and is an English professor at Cornell University. His occasional
insertion of words that are unfamiliar to
the general reader reveals this orientation; but he focuses the cerebral on man
separate from society, not involved or
mired in it.
The reverse migration of the '70s (a
pox on the frustration of urban problems, a return to rural simplicities) has
been preceded by the appearance of a
realistic nature poetry, which is neither
the romantic musings of distant onlookers nor the worshipful approach of
neo-Waldenites, but a reaffirmation of
man's bond with natural phenomena
despite technology and electronics. For
some, it is nostalgia, a search for roots;
for others, it is a venture forth from comfort and boredom into the drama of survival. Poetic exploration of man-innature was not, of course, buried with
Frost; Wendell Berry, James Dickey and
Gary Snyder, for instance, deal in different ways with their encounters with the
elements, the secrets earth gives up to
seekers.
Though Morgan's speech patterns do
not reflect the fringes of Appalachia the
way his material does, "place," that preMay 1977

£erred stock and occasional bankruptcy possible a delicious and varied diet deof Southern writers, permeates most of spite the absence of salt
the poems in this collection. The impact
A doctor-written for_e word gives
of fundamentalist religion, the weather's clarification of what a medically preinfluence on mood as well as terrain, the scribed salt-restricted diet means, and
mountain topography - all are here. A acquaints the reader with fundamentals
few of the poems suffer from self- of healthful eating. Roth's text provides
conscious diction when the search for sodium content information for various
original expression overrides the natural foods, a description of the magic of herbs
fiber of the subject; but the majority re- and spices, and a complete cookbook of
produce experience clearly, as in recipes for salt control. Her cookery in"Steep," "Going Barefoot," and nota- cludes appetizers and soups, meat and
bly in "Dark Corner," where one stum- fish, poultry and egg dishes, salads and
bles onto a regional stereotype freshly breads, sauces and desserts. Roth's
and chillingly redrawn. Only when Mor- menus vary from everyday basics to
gan succumbs to the urge to draw the gourmet dishes, such as Cream of
reader's conclusions for him does the Pumpkin Soup and Filet of Beef in Wine.
built-up tension sag. Best of all are the The recipes are an inspiration to any
sharp, spare images - cut as if from clear culinary artist, whether or not a student
quartz - which characterize such poems of a salt-restricted regimen.
as "Headlights," "Feed Room" and
Diet information is complete and well
"Progeny."
researched. Roth uses fine language; her
If you grew up in the country or feel an "delicate and delicious" descriptions of
affinity for the mountains, Morgan's "fine dining" are written to encourage
book will bring you home again; if not, the maintenance of sodium restricted
here is an authentic tour of the region. diets. lllustrations add some charm to the
But beyond nostalgia and vicarious ex- recipe pages; color photographs, howperience, there is another level - an ever, would have provided additional
encounter between perceptive, intelli- appeal. Nonetheless, Salt Free Cooking
gent man and the diversity of natural with Herbs and Spices creates mental
laws, one from which Robert Morgan illustrations of fine eating as its creative
extracts and compacts with skill.
gourmet names garnish the recipes with
a flavorful touch.
Each chapter is prefaced with basic
information for specific food categories;
Poet Alice Cabaniss is from Charleston. recipes provide guidelines as to best use
of each dish for various salt-restricted
diets. ·Procedures are easy to read and
SALT-FREE COOKING WITH follow, with serving size and substitutes
HERBS AND SPICES, June Roth. for various diets denoted.
Salt Free Cooking with Herbs and
Foreword by S. K. Fineberg, M.D.,
is the "salt of the earth" for those
Spices
Henry Regnery Co., Chicago, 185
on sodium restricted diets, and should be
pages, $8.95.
"prescribed whenever a low salt or saltSalt has many magical powers. We free diet is dispensed by a physician." As
depend upon it for curing meats, pickling well as assisting those on salt restricted
vegetables and seasoning foods. The diets, June Roth's "Tastemaker Award"
omnipotent magic of this seasoning, book offers delicious and healthful dinhowever, is medically suspect. June ing for the entire family.
Roth's text cites research which establishes a correlation between salt intake
and high blood pressure. As a matter of With this review we are happy to wellife preservation, doctor's orders may re- come Sharon Collins to the pages of
quire salt shakers be removed from some Sandlapper. She lives in Columbia.
dining tables and spice racks to control
high blood pressure (hypertension) with
THE OGLETHORPE LADIES and
a sodium-restricted diet.
A medically prescribed diet must be the Jacobite Conspiracies, by Paconsistently and strictly maintained to be tricia Kneas Hill. Cherokee Pubof value. Extreme monotony and rigidity lishing Co., 1977, 177 pages.
of diet have been the solutions of the $7.95.
past. Now June Roth offers aid for those
who must restrict their salt intake; her
Let me admit from the outset that I am
recipes for herb and spice cookery make not a historian. I examine this book from
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(803) 271-8003

the point of view of the common reader,
one who has, at best, only the vaguest
freshman-history-course notion of what
went on in England and France during
the eighteenth century.
Patricia Kneas Hill's The Oglethorpe
Ladies is accessible to this "common
reader." She has had the good sense to
lay a firm foundation of facts about this
confusing period before confronting us
with details of the lives of the Oglethorpes. The facts are here, in perhaps
too great an abundance; this is not easy
or light reading, and only those whose
interest is truly aroused by the idea of
eighteenth-century ladies plotting to
overthrow a king will be likely to find
their way to the end of the book.
While James Oglethorpe was busy
founding the colony of Georgia, his sisters were energetically promoting the
restoration of the Stuart line, which they
believed to be the only legitimate
monarchy. These ladies were not mere
bystanders. They were active conspirators; they wrote letters, sheltered
like-minded comrades, planned invasions and traveled perilous routes in
elaborate disguises. This sounds like
serious business, and indeed it was. You
might be wondering why, in this age of
the Discovery of Women, somebody
hasn't made a movie about the Oglethorpe ladies. After all, the story has almost everything: drama, intrigue, romance, adventure, humor. Unfortunately (for them and for the pretender to
the throne) James Oglethorpe's sisters
went about the business of conspiracy
with considerably less competence than
did their brother in his efforts to colonize
Georgia. The Oglethorpe women had an
astounding capacity for bungling things.
They were industrious, energetic and
imaginative, but they were also hardheaded and indiscreet. Most of their
carefully laid plans were clumsily executed. No wonder you've never heard of
them.
Ms. Hill's history is not as imaginative
as her subjects, but it is decidedly more
organized. Her sense of humor is intact
and she avoids the stultifying dryness
that is the plague of many historians. The
footnotes, thank goodness, have been
relegated to the back of the book, where,
along with a lengthy bibliography, they
await the serious student of the period.

Lee McAden Robinson is a free-lance
writer from Charleston.
(Please tum to page 66)
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Garth Is Dead

The Cassandra Crossing is supposedly
a "suspense" film; its problem is that
there is very little suspense. I won't tell
the ending, but it is unlikely that many
viewers will care whether the quarantined train with its possibly viruscontaminated passengers gets across the
Cassandra crossing (a rickety railroad
bridge) safely into Poland or not. An impressive cast has been assembled, but
the actors are given little to do. Burt Lancaster is the villainous American who
wants to send the train and its unlucky
travelers to certain death; Ingrid Thulen
is a doctor who weakly opposes him.
Richard Harris comforts Sophia Loren;
Ava Gardner lends glamour to the proceedings. Martin Sheen plays a gigolodope smuggler; 0. J. Simpson is cast as a
cynical priest. The European location
scenery is pleasant; the routine direction
is by George Pan Cosmetos. (R)
Fun with Dick and Jane will make
many a newly affluent young couple
laugh, but it will perhaps also make a few
folks think twice before going further into
debt George Segal and Jane Fonda portray a suburban couple who are suddenly confronted with the fact that because the husband has lost his wellpaying job as an aerospace engineer
they are no longer able to live In the
manner to which they have become accustomed. Eventually Dick and Jane,
after seeing the unpaid-for plants taken
from their yard and sufferlng other such
indignities, resort to theft, quite by acctdent at first. The audience cannot help
but side with the bungling, budding criminals because of the engaging performances of Segal and Fonda. After all,
they are just trying to maintain their
standard of living; besides, they rob the
telephone company. The often clever
script is by David Giler, Jerry Belson and
Mordecai Richler; the trio of writers do
not, however, come up with a script as
consistently good as Belson's Smile,
Richler' s The Apprenticeship of Duddy
Kravltz or Giler' s The Black Bird. In the
supporting cast John Dehner is very
good as Jane's father, and Ed McMahon
is suitably repulsive as Dick's drunken,
crooked and lecherous boss. Ted Kotcheff directs. (PG)
(Please tum to page 62)
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If you have been contemplating a venture into collectibles, seriously consider
autographs. It is a field rich In personal
aesthetic and financial rewards.
Exactly what constitutes an autograph? The word "autograph" is derived
from the Greek, meaning "written with
one's own hand." This, for the purposes
of a collector, means an original letter,
document, manuscript or even a slgnature.
Money is not a prerequisite to building
a decent collection of which the beginner
can be justly proud. My collection began
at a very early age with a 25-cent purchase of a cowboy movie star's autograph. It was most likely a facsimile signature, but to me, it was a cherished prize.
The fever set in and to this day no miracle
cure has been developed. Each acquisition, large or small, re-creates that same
feeling of accomplishment and fulfillment That's the way it should be.
The key to assembling a respectable
collection is not necessarily to be found
in the exotic and expensive archive
exhibits, but In choosing an area, any
area, and pursuing this field, as opposed
to a smattering of good pieces from several fields, which all add up to nothing
related. More than anything else, the collector should feel satisfied that he, or she,
is accomplishing something worthwhile.
Somewhere in the dark recesses of an
old trunk in the attic Is a ribbon-bound
pack of letters from your father or grandfather - or even earlier ancestors. These
letters are precious family possessions
yet they tell a story, a history If you will, of
a bygone era. Perhaps your father or
grandfather fought in World War I or In
World War II and these letters tell of
faraway places and of people and of adventure. These letters could well form
the nucleus of a fine collection.
Many genuine autographs may be obtained for the price of a postage stamp
and a few minutes' time. Your U.S.
senator can obtain for you genuine slgnatures of national figures. Most senators
and representatives have long-reaching
political ambitions and are pleased to
have all the grass roots support they
can muster; therefore, most will gladly
oblige. The greatest problem here Is the

(2) Herald Franklin Stout Stout and
Allied Families. (NJ to all states.) San
Diego. 1970. hardbound. 651 pp.
Indexed, Illustrated. $25.
STOUT. Bollen, Cox(e), Gilchrist,
Hoffman, Lynch, Nash, Reid, Royal,
Surrat(t), Timmerman, Wyckoff and
hundreds more. Illustrations: coat of

(Please tum to page 63)

(Please tum to page 64)

Actually, this is a column on published
family histories, and the title was just to
catch your eyes, but Garth really is dead
- just ask any Mary Hartmaniac. (I
never did learn the identity of "Big
Honey". Please write In).
This month, I want to try a new approach to the idea of "reviewing" books.
The real intent of all this, as I see it, is to
present a number of books of genealogical value to the reader. Therefore, this
time, I intend to showcase the genealogical content of the books, with a minimum
of fanfare. We'll see how it works. Aside
from the usual bibliographic notation,
author, title and so on, I'll point out after
the title, the states covered. The surnames given major attention will appear
capitalized, followed by surnames receiving lesser mention - In all, not exceeding ten names. Next will be identified the
approximate number and type of illustrations, for your information, (unless there
are only a very few). Then, particularly
interesting or helpful items found will be
mentioned, followed lastly by the complete address from which the book may
be ordered. So, away we go.
(1) Edward Pugh Cannon. The Cannon

Family 1734-1974. (SC, ALA, TN,
MO). np. nd. softbound. 108 pp.
Indexed, illustrated. $5.
CANNON (O'CANANN) - Bryant,
Hutchinson, Lindsey, Love, Maffett,
Pennington, Reid, Spearman. Illustrations: (40+ ): coat of arms, edifices,
tombstones, vouchers, grants, portraits,
waterways, scenes of community life,
historical markers, diploma, military records, sales of estates, maps. Contains
lists of emigrants from England 17731776, extracts from or copies/ abstracts
of land transfers, marriages, wills, census
returns, military lists.
Edward Pugh Cannon, P. 0. Box 83,
Poplar Bluff, Mo. 63901
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(Continued from page 61)

Scott Joplin - The Sting made Scott
Joplin's music familiar to almost
everyone, and the ragtime revival in the
United States mushroomed. Of course,
Joplin had been recognized as a great
composer long before he was taken seriously in the United States. Certainly this
American music maker deserves a cinematic tribute, but this biographical film
doesn't fill that void. Billy Dee Williams
tries valiantly to flesh out the character
the script fails to provide, as does Margaret Avery as Joplin's wife. The only
actor who doesn't add greatly to the
weak script is Art Camey, whose inept
performance is a real disappointment.
This movie was originally intended for
television, and unfortunately looks it.
There are too many close-ups, and the
big screen tends to emphasize all the
movie's flaws. Not even the exciting
times (Joplin was born in Texas in 1868
and died in 1917 ) are taken advantage
of. The composer's life is reduced to two
struggles: Joplin's fight against syphilis,
which he contracted while working in the
good-time houses where ragtime music
got its start, and his struggle to produce
his opera Treemonisha before he died.
Joplin's Treemonisha was finally presented in 1975-76 in Washington, D. C.
and New York City, and a superb recording was made, Deutsche Grammophon
2707 083. Note that a foreign company
recorded this American classic; it was
also a European recording of Joplin's
Red Back Book (Angel 36060) that won
awards in the classical music field several
years ago. Perhaps it will take a European filmmaker to do justice to Scott
Joplin's memory.
The Sentinel - Just when I thought
that the big-budget horror film fad was
finally over, The Sentinel comes along.
This stupid film about a suicidal young
woman who is inexplicably chosen to be
the guardian at the gate of Hell is hopefully the last of its genre to plague us for
a while. The plot, although it makes very
little sense, centers around a pretty Baltimore model who comes to New York.
(This thankless role is played by Christina Raines, who scored solidly as Mary in
Nashville.) She moves into very strange
surroundings with sinister companions
when she takes a fashionable Brooklyn
Heights apartment. Sound like Rosemary's Baby? Believe me; it is nowhere
as good in spite of the talents of some five
actors. Arthur Kennedy, Jose Ferrer and
John Carradine appear as priests; Ava
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Gardner is a real estate agent in league
with the devil; Chris Sarandon, Burgess
Meredith, Martin Balsam, Eli Wallach,
Christopher Walker, Sylvia Miles and
Tresa Hughes also appear. Much of the
blame for the failure of The Sentinel lies
with the British director Michael Winner,
known in the United States as a frequent
director of Charles Bronson films such as
Death Wish. Of course, the basis for any
good movie is a good script, and The
Sentinel doesn't even have a decent
one. (R)

a well-deserved Oscar nomination this
year as Adrian's brother in Rocky). The
trio then take over a Titan missile silo in
Montana and threaten to blow everybody up unless the President tells the
American people "the truth" about Vietnam. Oh, yes, they want some money
too. Next the President (Charles Durning) becomes their hostage and ... well,
every now and then the movie actually
gets exciting. Richard Widmark, Melvyn
Douglas, Joseph Cotten, and Roscoe
Lee Browne all appear as Presidential
Thieves - Herb Gardner was un- advisors of one sort or another. Director
doubtedly trying to write a story as win- Aldrich is capable of creating a suspensening as hisA Thousand Clowns when he ful mood, and the movie clicks when the
penned Thieves for Paramount. In a re- politics are forgotten and the will-heversal of the usual procedure, the movie press-the-button-or-won't-he action is
script was turned into a Broadway play focused on. (PG)
which starred Marlo Thomas as an eternally optimistic and idealistic New
Pumping Iron
Yorker. Perhaps Manhattanites never
Inspired by the surprising success of
get tired of comic exercises about the the book written by Charles Gaines and
agonies of living in New York City, but photographed by George Butler, this is a
for me Neil Simon exhausted that theme documentary about the sport of bodylong ago. Now Danny's smiling daughter building. If that sounds deadly dull is in the movie version of Thieves, and well, it isn't. This film is spritely, entertainfans of TV's That Girl will probably enjoy ing and occasionally informative. The
the movie; however, as hard as Ms. "plot" is organized along the lines of
Thomas tries to be bright and bubbling, preparing for the big contest, and a surshe is finally overwhelmed by the prising amount of anticipation is built due
pseudo-soulful script. Although she is to the fact that the audience gets a
obviously supposed to be the heroine chance to see some of the contestants in
and her husband (Charles Grodin, the "at home" situations, and the audience
play's director) is supposed to be the often finds out just why and how the
"villain" of the piece (she teaches in a men's interest in bodybuilding came
ghetto school whereas he is a principal in about. The audience sees Mike Katz
suburbia), I found myself sympathizing (former professional football player) with
with the more realistic husband far more his children before they share the agony
often than with his childishly immature of defeat with him. The audience also
wife. Grodin' s performance is a pleasant sees the psychologically upsetting tricks
surprise after his oily, villainous that some contestants play on each
stereotype in King Kong. Irwin Corey other, such as Ken Waller's hiding an
(also from the play) is admirable as the opponent's T-shirt to get him rattled. (It's
wife's taxi driver father. In spite of some interesting that both the Mr. Universe
bright spots, Gardner's script about the and Mr. Olympia winners are experts at
lack of communication between people shattering the confidence of the other
completely failed to communicate any- contestants.) Later the audience sees
thing to me.
Lou Ferrigno training with his father,
Twilight's Last Gleaming - Director who quit his job to become his son's
Robert (Whatever Happened to Baby manager-trainer. Ferrigno oddly comes
Jane?) Aldrich must have attracted this across in the film as rather simplefilm's fine cast by telling them it was their minded - not at all the impression he
patriotic duty to appear in this liberally made on television's Superstars show
slanted opus. I find it hard to believe that when he thanked the organizers for makthe actors could actually have read the ing the distinction between the sports of
absurd script before signing on. Very weightlifting and bodybuilding, thus alearly in the film the noble hero (Burt lowing him to participate in (and win) the
Lancaster as a conscience-stricken gen- weightlifting event.
The scenes shift from California to
eral) is put in prison, but he escapes with
two cronies, Paul Winfield (who earned a New York to South Africa and even to a
1972 Oscar nomination as the father in Sardinian village where the audience
Sounder) and Burt Young (who received meets the likeable Franco Columbu
Sand/apper

-----------

· - -

helping a friend by lifting a car out of its
parking place. While meeting the various
bodybuilders shows the audience their
differences in personality, the film is
dominated by the charismatic Arnold
Schwarzenegger, who made a successful
acting debut last year in Stay Hungry.
Schwarzenegger's dedication to his sport
emerges as admirable rather than fanatical; undoubtedly one of the aims of
Pumping Iron is to make bodybuilding
seem like a more "normal" sport and
move it out of its underground subculture into the mainstream of American
athletics. The major difference, of
course, from our other sports is that "the
contest" is not actually a demonstration
of an activity but of results which glorify
the male body more than a Miss America
contest does the female form. However,
bodybuilding is much more accepted as
a valid enterprise in other parts of the
world, and it is said to be the fastest
growing sport in America.
Pumping Iron would lose much of its
audience if it were not for the polished
professionalism with which the film has
been made. Two aspects which deserve
particular commendation for keeping the
movie entertaining are the music and the
film editing. Michael Small's music is
jaunty and satirical, complete with a
" Pumping Iron" theme song. The editing of Geof Bartz and Larry Silk is expert.
(Mr. Silk is the editor of the Oscarwinning documentary Marjoe, and Mrs.
Silk is the former Elizabeth Wyman of
Aiken.) The directors are photographer
George Butler and cinematographer
Robert Fiore.
Pumping Iron is not going to be everybody's sort of film entertainment, and
the film will not change the prejudiced
minds of some people about the "art" of
bodybuilding. The massive physiques of
the sport's title-winning participants will
cause various reactions - from repulsion to fascination to admiration. Your
reviewer has not started pumping iron,
but he did join a physical fitness class at
the YMCA.
-John Akins, Jr.
Antiques

(Continued from page 61)

autopen, which is widely employed in
signing routine constituent correspondence and is a subject within itself. Then,
there are the actors' guilds and agencies,
which have a very acute sensitivity to the
public-relations aspect of the theatre.
They quite often will assist in acquiring
autographs and signed photographs of
leading stage, television and motion picture personalities.
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Perhaps your taste is strictly confined
to a state, an era or particular profession.
Let's hypothetically say that you are a
law student and are very interested in
jurisprudence. You would like to have a
representative collection of the circuit
judges in your state. Simply compile their
names and addresses and write a short,
to-the-point, letter (these people are
usually very busy), enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope and mail it. The
odds are strongly in your favor that a
reply will be forthcoming. Next, you
might want all of the federal judges in
your state; simply repeat the process.
The Supreme Court may prove a little
more challenging, but it can, and has,
been done. Sometimes this may require
the assistance of a third person, but by
now you have established contacts
within the legal profession and are on
your way to becoming known. There is
doubtless someone who has aided you
with his or her own autograph that will
intercede for you. Most leading attorneys
are authorized to argue cases before the
Supreme Court, and you probably know
of several. Your senators or representatives are standing in the wings to help
you on the center stage.
For the time being, forget a collection
of all of the signers of the Declaration of
Independence. These are expensive.
Two are almost unobtainable. This is
true for presidents. These are desirable,
some are relatively inexpensive, but
some demand a price far out of line with
their value. Save these for later when
you have contacts in the field and are a
full-fledged member of the fraternity.
Patience, prudence and perseverance
will pay dividends.
Some years ago forgeries by Robert
Spring and Joseph Cosey sold for $2 to
$5. Then came along collectors of famous forgers. Today a good Cosey of
Abraham Lincoln will sell up to $100 and
a Spring of George Washington commands an even higher price.
One could legitimately inquire as to
the availability of fine, old autograph
material. The question could also well
arise as to the better and more desirable
items being forever locked in the vaults
of archives and institutions. The answer
is, simply, that no archive or institution
can possibly hope to acquire all of any
one individual' s contribution to his or her
field. The University of Virginia tried that
with Thomas Jefferson. These agencies
do a splendid job of protecting for posterity historical and literary documents, but
previously unrecognized materials come

to light and on to the public market place
almost daily. Then, too, there are estate
dispersal sales that · place in the
mainstream letters and documents long
out of circulation. Professional dealers
are an excellent source.
One word of caution: Know who you
are buying from. Buy only from reputable dealers whose livelihood is buying and selling autographs and manuscripts. These people simply cannot afford to be intentionally dishonest. A mistake, sure - everybody makes an honest mistake now and then; but with a
reputable dealer, mistakes are minimal
and refunds are prompt. Dealers are anxious to help novice collectors and will
guide them to the best of their knowledge. This is mutually good business.
The collector receives advice of an expert and a friend, who in addition remains on the lookout for items that will
enhance a particular collection. The
dealer in return gets a customer who is
aware and dedicated.
Another good source is from old
families who want to see their papers
preserved and are suspicious of libraries
and archives. Often these people sell
Great-Grandpa's war letters for a modest
amount or, in the vast majority of cases,
make a gift of them to reliable and
trustworthy collectors.
Few collectors ever achieve completeness. Presidents, specific signers,
governors, or some other finite category,
possibly, but a broad sphere such as the
Confederacy or South Carolina authors
could go on to infinity as an 'open' collection, regardless of how comprehensive it
may be. Here the reputable dealers really come to the forefront. Dealers cover
the entire spectrum and even they never
know what will become available; from
these sources empty holes will be
plugged and gaps closed. Too, dealers
usually publish lists and catalogues
which offer price and condition. Depending o n th e d e aler , these lists and
catalogues are usually free to customers
and are available to non-purchasers at a
subscription rate. Nearly all auction
houses offer subscription catalogues of
items to be auctioned. Autographs, as
with some other collectibles, are worth
exactly what they will fetch on the open
market and there is nothing more open
than an honest auction.

Burrell M. Ellison, Jr. is a free-lance writer from Lancaster who specializes in collecting South Caro/iniana, autographs,
manuscripts and artifacts.
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arms, portraits, maps. Arranged in family
group fashion, based on generation system. Index of Stout middle names indicative of descent from other surnames.
Index to all names. Deals only with descendants of Richard Stout of NJ. Yours
truly and family on page 583. Other volumes on Germanic Stouts (Staudt),
Tong (Tongue), Finley and allied lines
available from author.
Rear Adm. H. F. Stout, USN-Ret.
5065 54th St. San Diego, Calif. 92115
The next four works are from Mildred F.
and Harry D. Roberts. Much original research in many states. Generally all contain extracts from and abstracts and
copies of deeds, wills, private collections,
grants, census returns, lists of soldiers,
affidavits, tax lists, marriage, immigration, cemetery and Bible records, land
lotteries, newspaper accounts and more.
Much tedious work done for you in many
states.

Order these publication from their respective authors at 29500 Heathercliff
Road, #168, Malibu, Calif. 90265
(7) Elza B. Cox. Ambrose N. Cox, Sr.
Descendants 1772-1972. np. 1973.
hardbound. 626 pp. indexed, illustrated. No price given.
Major mention of these and more:
AKERS, BOND, COX, DAL TON,
HARRIS, KEITH, MITCHELL, PHILLIPS, TURMAN, WEEKS. Illustrations:
(25+ ) coat of arms, portraits. Fold-out
map plotting locations of various settlers
by name in Indian Valley, Floyd County,
Va. A good and novel idea.
Order from Elza B. Cox, P. 0. Box
186, Southmont, N. C. 27351.

(8) Raymond Martin Bell. TheBaskin(s)
Family. South Carolina - Pennsylvania. with Stephens and Martin
notes. (IRELAND, ONTARIO, VA,
SC, PA, NY, OH). Washington, Pa.
1975. 49 pp. Indexed, illustrated.
$5.
BASKIN(S), STEPHENS, MARTIN,
(3) Mildred F. Roberts. Henderson MOODY, McGINNIS, Ellis, Foster, MurFamily Research. (SC, VA, TN, MO, phy, Pickens, Roddey. Illustrations:
PA, TX, ALA, OH, KY, IND, GA, maps. Surprising how much can be put
NJ, ILL, ARK, MISS, NC, IOWA). into 49 pages. A place name index, a
Malibu, Calif. 1973. softbound. 95 Baskin(s) index, and an "other name"
pp. indexed. $10.
index. Immigrations. Maps of areas
HENDERSON. Ackerman, Bishop, settlers resided in. Accounts of losses susBowling, Burton, Chapman, Davy, tained in wartime. descent charts.
Dougherty, Montgomery, Tappin. State
Order from Raymond Martin Bell,
and County Index to areas in which indi- Washington and Jefferson College,
vidual family research was done.
Washington, Pa. 15301
(4) Harry D. Roberts. Harrison Family
Research. (SC, KY, VA, ALA, GA,
TN, NY, IND). Malibu, Calif. 1975.
softbound. 50 pp. $7.50.
HARRISON. Bowie, Coley, Kilcrease,
Marion, Mercer, Quarles, Reynolds,
Spencer, Welch.
(5) Harry D. Roberts. McDaniel Family
Research. (SC, TX, MO, OH, ARK,
MD, MISS, ALA, VA, TN, GA, NEB,
IND, KY). Malibu, Calif. 1974. softbound. 63 pp. indexed. $7.50.
McDANIEL. Baker, Crouch, Easley,
Frazier, Goodman, McFaddin, Raybern,
Walton, Windom. Index of all names
other than McDaniel.

(9) Virginia Beard Asterino. A Beard
Mosaic - David Beard and his Descendants. Urbana, 0 hio. 1973.
3 71 pp. indexed, illustrated. $00.
BEARD (BAIRD), BRANCH, CARTWRIGHT, CLARK, NEAL, ODUMN,
SELLARS, TAYLOR, YOUNG. Illustrations: coat of arms, portrait. Includes
examples of family letters, census extracts, will abstracts, Quaker records,
deed abstracts, tax lists, court minutes,
records of orphans and wards. Brings
together large amount of family history
and information from secondary
sources. Descendant index and nondescendant index.
Order from Mrs. Virginia Asterino, Urbana, Ohio 43078

(6) Harry D. Roberts. Roberts Family
Research. (SC, NC, KS, KY, MO,
ARK, OH, ILL, ALA, GA, TX, MISS, (10) Joseph A. Groves. TheAlstonsand
WVA, TN , WY). Malibu, Calif.
Allstons of North and South Caro1974. softbound. 63 pp. $7.50.
lina. Atlanta. 1901. reprinted. Easley, SC, 1976. hardbound. inROBERTS. Bonner, Dodson, Guerry,
Harvey, McManus, Nobles, Poinsett,
dexed. illustrated. $30.
Van Braan, .Whitson. Index of names Major attention to: ALSTON, ALLSTON, DAWSON, HASELL, KEARother than Roberts.
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NEY, KIMBROUGH, LABRUCE,
MORTIMER, PAWLEY, WARD and
others. Illustrations: (50+ ), coat of arms,
family records, portraits, costumes, family heirlooms, edifices. Copies and
abstracts from original records, tombstone inscriptions, royal grants, Removable descent pedigree chart showing descent from William Alston of Stisted, Co.
Essex (temp Edward I).
Order from Southern Historical Press,
% The Rev. Silas Emmett Lucas, Jr. ,
POB 738, Easley, S. C. 29640
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Mrs. Carol S. Scott of Rock Hill wishes
to know what can be done to correct an
established DAR line which has errors in
it. A highly-placed official in the DAR
informs us that the DAR would be happy
to correct any errors you might find in
their records. Send your correction (and
documentation) to: The Registrar General, National Society of Daughters of the
American Revolution, 1776 D Street,
N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20006.
- George Franklin Stout

Dining (Continued from page 9)
All of these prepared delights resulted
from the expert teachings of Clema' s
mother in Puebla, an area known for its
food, and Rainer's father, a chef in Germany. Rainer readily confesses that he
leaves all the cooking to Clema. He is
traffic manager and purchasing agent for
Imperial Casket Co. in Batesburg and
uses his spare time to play with the Columbia soccer team.
The atmosphere is cozy, the influence
of both continents subtly melded together and the people are nice. To
Clema and Rainer we say, "Adios, auf
wiedersehen, 'ti! we eat again."

Joe Pinner is chief announcer of WIS- 1V
in Columbia.

Gardener (Continued from page 9)
energy for the production of new blades.
The blade, or leaf, is the heart of new
grass production. When mowing, remove the leaves and clippings so that the
sun and air can get to the ground. This is
most desirable at this time of the year,
because droughts and hot spells of
summer are still a long way off. A
healthy, well-groomed yard now is insurance against weeds later in the summer.
Sandlapper

Keep your grass healthy and attractive
by fertilizing regularly, especially with nitrogen, during the growing season. Remember to keep the grass well-groomed
but do not mow closer than one and one
half inches.

Pruning
There is no "best" time to prune
shrubs; no hard and fast rule fits all
plants. In general, any severe pruning of
evergreen shrubs such as junipers, boxwoods and hollies should be done just
before growth begins in the spring, but,
there is no reason why any shrub can't
be pruned anytime during the growing
season to maintain the desired shape.
There are exceptions to the dormantseason pruning rule. All spring flowering
shrubs, such as azaleas, camellias, flowering quince and forsythia should be
pruned right after they bloom. This will
allow plenty of new flower wood and
buds to develop for next years bloom
crop.
Another example is the blue hydrangea. These too should be pruned as the
flowers begin to fade. Hydrangea bloom
buds are set in late summer and severe
dormant season pruning could remove
all bloom buds.
Plants such as holly and pyracantha
that produce their fruit on last season's
growth have to be pruned with this in
mind. Pruning should consist of thinning
out some branches and heading others
back to leave some of last years growth.
This way you will leave plenty of flowering and fruiting wood for the current season and also encourage new growth for
next season's crop.
Remember, you will not injure a plant
by pruning anytime during the year, but
all flowering and berry-producing shrubs
should be pruned during or immediately
after the flowering or berry season.
Mildew
Mildew strikes anytime during the
growing season. Watch out for powder
mildew, which gets it name from the
white or gray powder spores on infested
leaves and buds of roses, zinnias, crepe
myrtle and many other ornamental
plants. It also attacks many fruits and
vegetables. The fungus usually attacks
new growth and not only ruins the appearance of plants, but will ruin flowers
as they are formed. In addition to the
powdery spore masses, infected leaves
are usually curled or twisted. The damaged leaves usually turn yellow and drop
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from the plant.
Do all you can to protect the leaves of
any plant. Keep them green and abundant. The plant will do well because the
leaf manufactures the plant's foods. The
minerals are taken in through the roots
and taken to the leaves, where through
the process of photosynthesis food is
produced and sent to all parts of the
plant.
Powdery mildew can be controlled
with preventive sprays containing Benlate, Karathan, Phaltan or sulfur. If the
disease is already present, use Karathane
or Benlate. Do not use sulfur if temperature exceeds 85 degrees F.

Shady Spots
If you have a shady area and are looking for a flowering annual, try impatiens,
coleus and begonias. All these will do
well under a wide variety of shade conditions, except in low, dense, dry areas.
You will find many varieties and hybrids
with varying leaf colors and shapes, as
well as many flower colors and sizes.
Best of all, impatiens, coleus and begonias will provide full-season color from
early spring until a killing frost takes them
out They require little care but do need
lots of fertilizer and moisture to keep new
growth and flowers coming. If plants get
too large, you can prune them back and
they'll soon snap back with new growth
and more blooms.
Growing Vegetables
May is a good month to start or to
continue your vegetable program. The
soil has warmed up to where everything
will grow with a bang. This is a good time
to start over if your April plantings are not
doing so good.
Gardening space is scarce around
many homes where real estate is highpriced. Many gardeners in the city make
use of space that others overlook. A fiveto ten-foot wide space will produce a Jot
of vegetables. You may have a space
that is less than five feet wide; this area
can be used profitably. The only problem is that the sunlight cannot get into the
area unless the house and fence are
rather low. You might have a fence
which you can plant against. The fence
will act as a backdrop to reflect needed
light and at the same time act as a support for vines and bushes.
If you plan to use your side yard as a
vegetable garden, see that it gets nearly a
full day of sun in early spring. If so, as a
general rule, you will have sun on it all
summer, since the sun will be getting
higher in the sky until late June and will

not return to its early spring position until
the latter part of September. If your garden area fits into this situation, select
vegetable plants that are rather small or
vines that can be trained. You may be
able to train beans up a telephone pole
or light post, and cucumbers up the
fence, and tomatoes up and around the
poles. Placement of tall plants is most
important: If com is planted along a
fence it will not shade other vegetables.
To soften the shade of the poles on
which the beans are running, wrap it with
aluminum foil, which will scatter the light
everywhere. Just tack the foil on the pole
and string a strong line over it for the
beans to climb on. Be sure to plant at
either end of the planting space, tall vegetables that would reach above the
shade of the fence. Then put smaller
plants toward the middle where you will
find the most sun.

Tree Care
I was called recently to look at a fine
oak tree that was dying limb by limb. It
was very clear to me that the tree would
soon be gone. What happened? The residents built a patio on to the house four
years ago. At that time they excavated
and put the soil around the trunk of that
fine oak. The moral of the story is never
disturb in any way the root system of a
tree growing in the yard. The damage
may not show up immediately, but in
time you will find the tree showing signs
of stress and eventually dying.
A good tree care program begins with
a general understanding of man's role in
relation to trees. In regard to your own
trees, you will find that you usually have
four possible courses of action to choose
from. Whatever you do will have a profound effect on vour trees.
Look for hints of trouble. There are a
number of signs and symptoms that indicate development of decay in a tree.
Usually they go unrecognized until it is
too late. Early recognition of these signs
and symptons, followed by proper
treatment, can do much to prevent the
damage caused by decay and the waste
of many good trees.
Consider these facts:
• Trees take many years to grow. The
effects of planting a new tree or cutting or
pruning an old tree will be felt for many
years.
• Health of a tree is a major fact in all
situations.
• Diseases are major causes of tree
problems. The diseases that cause the
(Please tum to page 66)
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Gardener (Continued from page 65)
most damage are those associated with
wounds. Wounds start with processes
that can lead to decay.
• Decay can lead to low quality, unsightly and hazardous trees. Decay involves the action of many wood inhabiting microorganisms over a long period of
time.
• Trees are some of our best friends.
They provide shade, beauty, homes for
wildlife, wood products, paper and many
other benefits.
• Trees provide these benefits only as
long as they are healthy.
Those of us who love trees the most
may knowingly cause them damage or
injury as the result of building and road
construction, soil compaction, air pollution, lawn and garden equipment, lawn
and garden chemicals, improper pruning
and improper planting. These are major
injuries we cause. Be aware of them and
of some prevention and treatment
methods that can be used to help our
trees stay healthy.
Soil Compaction Injures Trees
Soil compaction around trees is often
caused by people, pets, bicycles and cars
in parks and other recreational areas as
well as in heavily used areas surrounding
public buildings, business centers and
multi-unit residential dwellings. Injured
exposed tree roots are hazardous to the
trees and to people. Compacted soil cuts
off water and oxygen to tree roots. Dying
leaves on mature trees and dying
branches on young trees may indicate
compaction injury. All traffic patterns
should be designed to prevent soil compaction. Public cooperation and respect
for trees are needed.
Jobs for May
1. Mulch plants with bark, pine straw, or
other coarse material that will allow
air and water to penetrate. A mulch
will reduce watering by half and
weeding by three quarters.
2 . If you suspect problems with
nematodes, now is the time to treat
your plants. Use two teaspoonfuls of
liquid Nemagon to one gallon of
water to treat nine square feet.
3. Check camellias and other plants for
scale insects. If present, spray with oil
and Malathion and Cygon. Many
scale insects hatch out in May and
June. The best time to kill them is
before they cover themselves with
wax. Spray in May and June. If you
have Florida wax scale (blobs of gray
66

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

wax the size of a pencil eraser which
appear to be filled with blood when
mashed) spray a third time in July. If
practical, pick off all you can see.
Plant petunias, zinnias, marigolds
and other tender annuals, dahlias,
caladiums and vegetables.
Pinch (prune) chrysanthemums to
make them bushy. Make the last
pinch in early July.
Watch for aphids, red spider and
other insects. Do not spray unless it is
necessary and then be sure to use the
right chemicals.
Plant warm season grasses such as
bermuda, zoysia, centipede and St.
Augustine.
Do not forget your roses. This is one
plant on which you must do preventitive spraying. Black spot must be prevented; it can not be cured. Spray or
dust about once a week.
- Bob Bailey.

Peacocks (Continued from page 9)
Life, there must be a place for the animals in our plan for civilization and our
growth and development.
But at the same time we shouldn't
forget that we must also have room for
the people and that also goes for the
beaches.
It's unfair to assume that just because
Kiawah Island is being developed into a
coastal resort or a developer finds he
must take down some sand dunes in
order to develop the property he owns
that it necessary follows that either one
wants to destroy. A business friend once
commented to me that "most consumers
have the impression that most businessmen leap out of bed each morning with
the specific idea and purpose in their
minds of raping the world and that just
ain't so." And I think that is probably
pretty true.
Oh, I am sure businessmen are profit-motivated or otherwise they probably
wouldn't be in business. There are businessmen who are motivated by avarice
and greed but there are others who are
not and many who are men of taste,
intelligence and community- and public-service-minded.
As far as I am concerned any developer who would deliberately destroy
the aesthetic beauty of an area in which
he plans to build, whether it is coastal or
in the mountains, would be defeating his
own purpose.
But happy to relate, this hasn' t
seemed to happen in South Carolina.
I'm not sure why. Perhaps South Carolina is blessed with the most tasteful, intel-

ligent and conscientious builders of the
twentieth century. Perhaps the laws and
guidelines which were laid down by
which they could develop the coastal
areas were good and wise - but whatever it was, it worked, and we are all the
better for it.
And so, in general, my hat is off to the
builders and banks and developers who
are responsible for developing the South
Carolina coastal areas with taste and an
eye toward preserving its beauty while
making them habitable and accessible
for people.
- Buck Miller

Bookshelf (Continued from page 60)
TREES FOR SOUTHERN LANDSCAPES, by William D. Adams.
Pacesetter Press. 86 pages.

Mr. Adams' stated purpose is to provide a book that will guide and direct the
layman in selecting and caring for trees
for Southern landscapes. As he points
out, most such books have been prepared in other parts of th~ country and as
a result the recommended species may
not do well under Southern growing
conditions.
There are many examples of a right
tree in the wrong place, and the author
cites the silver maple, touted as a fastgrowing shade tree and thereby planted
widely throughout the South. Under
Southern growing conditions though,
this tree grows no faster than many of our
native species, and it is host to many
insect and disease problems to which our
native species are resistant.
Mr. Adams presents an interesting discussion on the selection of a shade or
ornamental tree. Since a tree may not
reach its full growth potential for 15 or 20
years, size is a most important criterion in
tree selection. Shape of the crown, color,
size, shape and texture of the leaves are
also important considerations. The
layman should appreciate that different
tree species have different soil and shade
requirements.
The book includes sections on the care
of trees, common tree pests, transplanting, pruning, fertilization, grafting and
the protection of trees during construction. The section on common pests includes pine beetles, borers, aphids and
scales, and the diseases caused by fungi:
leaf spots, root rots and Southern pine
rust. The author handles these important
(Please tum to page 68)
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art
June 5-July 3
COLUMBIA - Exhibit: Sixth Annual
Dutch Fork Art Association. Columbia Museum of Art.
June 26
SENECA - "Starving Artists Sale". No
work priced over $10. Blue Ridge Art
Association.

festivals & fairs
May 21-22
CAMDEN - 5th Annual Historic,.Camden Crafts Festival. Historic Camden,
Highway 521, South.
May 25-June 5
CHARLESTON - Spoleto Festival
USA Combines famous masters of
the arts with many of America's most
promising and exceptional young talents.
June 9-12
MYRTLE BEACH - Twenty-sixth Annual Sun Fun Festival.
TRENTON -

Deborah Deeanter
This elegant decanter is hand-cut and etched
from the finest 24% p.b.o. lead crystal, tastefully crafted in West Germany. Standing 12"
high and measuring 5 Yi'' wide, the Deborah
Decanter will hold a fifth of your finest wine or
spirits in shimmering clarity. Surely this beautiful piece will become a treasured family heirloom. At this special price, order several for a
truly exquisite crystal ensemble.
just $30. plus $1.50 postage & handling

llJJi~

Dept. C5

~ 5 1 1 1 N-H-;•A~.
Colesville, Md. 20904

June 17-18
Ridge Peach Festival.

June 26
CHARLESTON - Arthur Middleton's
Birthday Celebration. Middleton
Place Gardens.

June 16-21
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH - PGA
Tours Spring Qualifying School. Bay
Tree Plantation.
June 24-26
BEAUFORT - Sayra Open Regatta.
Sponsored by the South Atlantic
Yacht Racing Association.
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"The Fossil Fish"
in Gold Plated Mounting with 24' ' Chain.
(shown actual size)

$29.95 Each (includes postage)
(5 or more $27.95 ea. / Del. 3 wks.)
THIS OFFER GOOD THROUGH MAIL
ORDER ONLY

----sports ----•

June 9-12
HILTON HEAD ISLAND - Tennis Cup
Nationals Tournament. Palmetto
Dunes.

presents

Stone slab contains "The Fish"
which was cut down to a convenient size for jewelry and carefully
treated and preserved. The soft
rock and the fossil brings out the
natural beauty of the specimen.

June 20-26
HAMPTON-VARNVILLE - Hampton
County Watermelon Festival.

June 9-12
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH - Ladies
Professional Golf Association Championship. Bay Tree Plantation.

Jerome-Jason-Keith

SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE HOUSE
Umited Edition Print of Pen and Ink
Drawing by J. Antley
This is the latest in a series of drawings of
Columbia's Historic buildings by J . Antley
Edition limited to 500 16x20 prints (image
size 13x17)
Signed and numbered $11.00. Other limited editions available at $8.50:

To: Jerome-Jason-Keith
Bankers Trust Tower
P. 0 . Box 5853
Columbia, S. C. 29205
D Check
D Money order
D Master Chg. D BankAmericard

card number
Woodrow WIison Boyhood Home
Hampton-Preston Mansion
Robert Mills House
Governor's Mansion
Above prices Include shipping. Send
orders or Inquiries to:

exp. date

Please ship _ ___ Fossil Fish pendants to:
Name _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

Address - - - - - - - - - -

J_ Antley Art Studio

City/ State

903 Palmetto Drive
Cary, N. C. 27511

Zip
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theatre
June 3-5; 9-11
ABBEVILLE - "A Thousand Clowns"
Presented by the Opera House
Players. Abbeville Opera House.

miscellaneous
May 27-28
EASLEY - Depression Glass and Antique Fair Show and Sale. Sponsored
by Piedmont Sandlappers Depression Glass Club. Easley Mall, Bypass

~I
ICE BALL LITES

123.

Handcrafted, heavy-weight
crystal, shaped to resemble
a ball of ice.

May 28-September 3
GREENWOOD - Square Dance every
Saturday night. Greenwood State
Park.

$12.00 a pair (Includes postage.
Send check or money order.)

Come spend a few
peaceful hours where
the British spent
a rough year.

We have fine wildlife, seascape and
Low-Country prints; decorative cypress
barnwood accessories for the home;
handblown glass, jewelry and other fine
gifts.
THE CYPRESS SHOP
P. 0. Box 292

.,/\·r.,r.:~:~~5·
.'

,,.
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'
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June 3-August 26
WALHALLA - Square Dance every
Saturday night. Oconee State Park.

June 10-12
CHARLESTON - Colonial Crops and
Crafts Festival. Agricultural experimentation and related crafts based on
early Charles Towne settler's records.
Charles Towne Landing.

S. C. 29566

I

- - . .,,~...!:"¥-&.if'1"(Between the South Carolina Welcome Center
and The Ship's Wheel Restaurant)

See the past come to life in an
exciting narrated slide presentation. Then go on to find out about
the town, the people and battles
in two restored log houses filled
with unique museum exhibits.
Tour several significant archeological sites and see the reconstruction of the historic
Kershaw-Cornwallis House now in progress.
HISTORIC CAMDEN

A Revolutionary Restoration
Broad Street

Camden, S. C.

CONCERNED about
your son's EDUCATION?
Give him the advantages of an ideal
school environment, free from controversy and disorders. We believe
~
that regular study habits and reason~~.
able supervision are still essential to
·~
good education.
College preparatory, grades
"~'::'"
·~
7-12" and P.G. Fully accred.:. ~'<·
ited. Honor Jr. ROTC. All
sports.
Phone Col. Lanning B. Risher. Hdmstr. 803-432-6001, or
write

June 18-19

,a

NEWBERRY - Newberry County Rose
Show.

---•t

l

June 22-24
DUE WEST - South Carolina Cinderella Girl Pageant. Erskine College.
8 p.m.

([mnb1•n .!Hilit.tr!! .Ara1h'll1!!
Camden, South Carolina 29020
Students admitted of any race, color, national or ethnic
origin.

Beautifully Cool!
Perlculum brings back an original ceiling fan. It's beautiful,
nostalgic and fu!)ctional. One of the best air cooling units
Invented and uses less electricity than a 150 watt bulb. An extra is
that flying Insects will not come near a room with a ceiling fan. It comes
In chocolate brown, brass or chrome plated finish with wooden blades.
Chocolate brown with metal blades 36" -$149. 95, wooden blades
$169.95 or 52"-$219.95, brass plated 52"-$389.95, chrome
plated 52" -$369. 95. Light adaption klts-$9. 95, globe not
included. Freight collect.
Send checks, Master Charge or ~~ '
BankAmericard Numbers to:
-.(,/
Money back guarantee.
P.O. Box 6421

lti

Columbia, S.C. 29206
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June 18
LATTA - Tenth Rotary Club Horse
Show. Dillon County Saddle Club
Arena.

Bookshelf (Continued from page 66)
facets of tree care authoritatively well.
The major weakness of the book is the
section devoted to specific tree species.
Of the more than 110 species of trees
included in this section, less than onehalf of them are common in South
Carolina. Some of our native trees that
are included - pecan, persimmon and
sassafras - are rarely planted to beautify
the landscape.
While there is much valuable information for the novice landscaper, the same
weakness that Mr. Adams condemns in
other publications - non-native trees is a weakness of his own. Caution should
Sandlapper

sandlapper shopper

be used in making free use of the species
recommended for planting.

Rhett S. Bickley is an urban forester with
the S. C. State Commission of Forestry.
This is his first appearance in Sandlapper.

MY BROTHER KENNETH by Albert

Coates. Chapel Hill, N. C.: 1976:
224 pages.
My Brother Kenneth, is a strong, and
at the same time, charming testimonial
from an older brother to a deceased
younger brother. Kenneth Coates will long
be remembered throughout the state. As
a professor at Wofford College for 46
years, he touched the lives of so many
who are now spread over the area. His
teachings and his influence spanned two
generations and his quiet, unassuming
manner remained the same through all
the years. Since this writer, as a child,
knew him as a young, newly married
college professor, it becomes hard indeed to conceive of his being 70 when he
died in 1974. He never lost his boyish
appearance, even with a little added
weight and graying hair, because his serenity still shone through in his face.
Albert Coates, the author of the book,
is professor emeritus of law at the University of North Carolina. He testifies
from the very beginning to the effect his
admiration of his brother, eight years
younger, had on his own life. The book,
therefore, is shot through with the esteem of the older for the younger, the
same esteem Kenneth Coates's young
students felt for him as a young professor, not many years their senior when he
first came to Wofford in 1928. The lives
of the two brothers are traced through
their growing-up years, with an emphasis
on Kenneth's ability to put first things first
and to press doggedly forward toward
his aim of being a teacher. He continued
his idealism, though with sacrifice necessary for himself and his young wife, at a
time when financial situations were
shaky everywhere. When a second generation came to Coates's classes, they
found him just as worthy of respect and
admiration as their fathers had - or
perhaps even more so, because he had
grown with the times through the adversities he had overcome.
His editorial writing for the Spartanburg newspapers and for radio station
WSPA continued on even after his teachMay 1977

7400 Woodrow Street
Irmo, S. C. 29063
781-2844
Builders of quality gunite (concrete) and vinyl liner in ground
swimming pools - any shape
or size.

, Jr,,.'
r-

Authorized Anthony
Pools Equipment
Dealer

-

STAINED GLASS MINIATURE

Carolina Wren &
Jessamine Pillow

Charming stained glass decorative piece will brighten a
mantel, delight a window, adorn a table. A gift that
says something forever. Freestanding in vibrant colors.
Each panel is 5" x 7".

f L

&:/di~
~~

South Carolina state bird and flower, hand
painted on a decorator pillow. Size 12" x 12" on
imported ecru linen. Hand finished with wool
yam "finger cording" and tasseling. All other
state bird & flower pillows, chair covers,
footstools available upon request. Pillow, as
featured :

$7.95 ppd.

#

a.._L,/IJ/~

Md. res. add4% tax.

Depl.SCS, loa..OS
15111NewH,mpthlreAV9.
ColHYllle, Md. 20904

C-8 McAli1ter SQuart

$26.50 including postage.
(Delivery 4-6 wks.)

Greenville, S.C. 29607
(803) 271-9080

Authentic 17th & 18th century reproductions in
tin and wood enhanced with freehand oil
painted designs that give individuality and
charm to your home.

37 Northwoods Mall
Charleston, S.C. 29405
(803) 797-6633

LEAF 'n' MATCH
IMPORTERS OF SELECT
PIPES, TOBACCOS, CIGARS

& ACCESSORIES

PRINTS
BROWN BAG
Greenville County Museum of Art
Greenville, S.C.
EXHIBITORS GALLERY
Charleston, S.C .
FOX GRAPE GALLERY
Hilton Head Island, S.C.
HAMPTON Ill GALLERIES
Greenville/Taylors , S.C.
McNEAL GALLERY
Charlotte, N.C.
NEW MORNING GALLERY
Asheville, N.C.
YACHT COVE ART GALLERY_)
. Columbia/Lake Murray, S.C.

-------------------

• SAVANELLI

• GBD

• CHARATAN

• LORENZO

• COMOY

• PETERSON

OVER 30 CUSTOM BLENDED
TOBACCOS AVAILABLE
Sank

Master

American

Americerd

Charge

E,cpr"'

WE MAIL ORDER WORLD WIDE

Addre.ss - - - - - - - - - - -

City
Zip - - -

State_ _ __
0SEND CATALOGUE
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104 inches of linear wall! That's more
than 8 feet and look what you've got!
Two refreshment cabinets, bookcases,
shelves for stereo components , TV
cabinet and extra storage space . Come
to our Ethan Allen Gallery and we'll
show you wall units for entertaining!
Come on over to our house ...

I (. . .

~ ts
..,I
;-mi.
. An Ethun.
\llcn ( ;ullcn·
LRISC

1184 N. PLEASANTBURG DR GREENVILLE. S. C. 268-2061
7TH ANNIVERSARY SALE THAU MAY 28TH

PATTERSON SCHOOL

(/;Jr the finest

J

imported
&antique
Oriental rugs

Bfst:aO&''S
Sale~ · Cleaning Repair
170~ ,\\<Fadden Street
Columbia 252-8171

Are You Interested
In Antiques?· Collectibles?
You Should Subscribe To:

THE ANTIQUES JOURNAL
A notional monthly magazine on antiques and

collectibles of volue lo
the beginning collector

,..,

~-~

and to the connoisseur.
Now in our 31st year of
continuous publication.
Edited by John Mebane

An Accredited
Episcopal College
Preparatory School
Boarding Boys
Co-Ed Day
Grades 7-12

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PATTERSON HAS:
8 students to a class!
Tutoring each afternoon!
Supervised study halls!
An advisor for every student!
1300 acres in the mountains!
Sports and recreation for all!
Teachers who CARE!

Route 5, Box 170-S
Lenoir, N. C. 28645
Telephone 704/758-2374

nat ionally recognized
author and authority on
antiques. Authoritative
articles on all phases of

the antiques and collectibles hobby. Also contoins
For Sole and Wonted ads.

ONLY $7.95 for 12 large issues
(AN EXCELLENT GIFT)
Fill out coupon and send with remittance to:
The Antiques Journal
P. 0. Box 1046X5
Dubuque, IA 52001

Address - - - - - - - - - Clty_ _ _ ___.State,_ __
Zip
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0 Send Gift Card

Morton B. Glenn, M.D. Nutrition Consultant

r 949 X 'Northfield, Rd., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598

ings days ended. In fact the request that
he continue kept him on as long as his
health permitted.
Albert Coates has written the book
well, whether it were about his own
brother or someone else. It is interestingly assembled, with intimate pictures of
the family, past and present, and with
intimate references to past incidents. It is
obviously a labor of love. His younger
brother's ability to teach "creative writing" (which was always one of his most
enjoyed courses) must have rubbed off
on him, and the book is a "creative"
piece of memorabilia. He has given the
book to the college with its proceeds
(donations voluntary) to be used in the
Kenneth Daniel Coates Memorial Fund
for providing books for the Wofford College Library - a generous gesture but,
more than that, a lasting monument from
one brother to another with posterity as
the beneficiary. It brings back nostalgic
pictures to those of us who knew him,
and this portion of a letter he wrote to a
new president of Wofford in 1968 sums
up Prof. Kenneth Coates's philosophy:
"And now a final and very personal
word for you. Keep this pledge in your
mind and call me on it publicly or privately is I seem to be violating it next year
or in the weeks before you become finally and completely President of Wofford.
"I pledge to you that I will do my very
best - and I think my best in this case
will be good enough - not to fight you
behind your back on any decisions you
may make; that I will put the face I can
upon any decision of yours that I think is
not for the best interest of Wofford College, and that if I feel I have to disagree
with you about it, you will be the first to
know it.
"And now this codicil which is for your
eyes and heart along: As of this moment
in time, I am your man, believing in you,
trusting, hoping with you, and for you, as
you enter upon very difficult times, with
this one reservation only: being a
Coates, I am first of all my own man. I
hope you would not want it otherwise.' '
That spirit, Albert Coates says, was
Kenneth's first, final and lasting gift to
Wofford, Spartanburg and South
Carolina.

Elizabeth Daniel Whetsell is a free-lance
writer and reviewer from Orangeburg
and a frequent contributor to Sandlapper.
Sand/apper

interesting,
unusual ite1ns and services
>=<>=<>=<>=< ANTIQUES>=<>=<>=<>=<

>=<>=<>=< HORSE & RIDER>=<>=<>=<

CHESlNITT GALLERIES 144 Chestnut Street,
Spartanburg, S. C. Fine 18th and 19th century
furniture and accessories. Open 10-5 MondaySaturday. 803-585-9576.

RIDING BOOTS IN STOCK and custom made.
Cotton sport shirts, khaki pants, English caps,
leather belts, gloves. Complete line of equipment
for horse and rider. The Tack Room, 130 E. DeKalb, Camden, S. C.

>=<>=<>=<>=<>=< ART :>=<>=<>=<>=<>=<
Sand/apper is planning on publishing an article
about William Aiken Walker (18.38-1921). If you
have one of his paintings and would allow a
photograph of it to appear in Sand/apper, please
let us know. We would need a good quality color
slide (or if a black and white piece of art) a good
quality B/W photograph. Contact Bob Rowland
779-8824 or write P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia SC
29202.
Artists and illustrators interested in doing freelance illustration work for Sand/apper magazine.
Contact Harry Hope or Bob Rowland. 779-8824.

>=<>=<>=<>=<>< BOOKS><>=<>=<>=<>=<
HAMPTON BOOKS. Old and rare books, prints,
posters, maps. Rt. 1, Box 76, Newberry, S. C.
29108. Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi. No. of
S. C. 34).

>=<>=<>=<>= FURNITURE =<>=<>=<>=<

PAWLEYS ISLAND, LITCHFIELD BEACHES,
MURRELLS INLET, AND GARDEN CITY. Large
selection of oceanfront and water oriented houses
and lots. Also plantations and acreage, sales or
rentals. Dunes Realty, Inc., P. 0. Drawer 157,
Pawleys Island, S. C. 29585, phone 803-2374473; or, Dunes Realty, Inc., Atlantic Avenue,
Garden City, S. C. 29576, phone803-236-2116.

FAMOUS BRAND NAME FURNITURE at lowest
possible discount prices. Write for information:
Holton Furniture Company, Dept. SL, 805 Randolph Street, Thomasville, N. C. 27360.

TWO-BEDROOM CONDO, Fripp Island Beach
Club Villas. Ocean view, professionally decorated. $72,500. Tel. (803) 771-6700.

May 1977

CHAIR SEAT WEAVING for antique chairs. Caning, rush, splint and Shaker for antique chairs.
Rush, splint and Shaker tape instructions. $3.00.
Marion Sober, Box 294-S, Plymouth, Michigan
48170.

>=<>=<>=<><NEEDLEWORK><>=<>=<>=<
FOLLINE'S KNIT AND NEEDLEPOINT
STUDIO offers the most complete selection of
needlework supplies in the Southeast. We provide
the needle artist with all the materials necessary for
needlepoint, crewel, cross stitch, knitting, and
crocheting. Items of every description can be
found in our Needlepoint Gallery - including
Trame and handpainted, custom designed orders
of your house, pet, college emblem, professional
seal, church kneelers, and coat of arms: (Please
allow two weeks for delivery on special orders).
Graphs, 292 colors of DMC thread, Aida and
Hardanger Cloth in all sizes and colors are available for cross stitch. Old fashioned netting and
yam for placemats is available for those with a
nostalgic flair. For a nominal fee, we provide our
customers with a finishing service by European
trained women for pillows, bell pulls, etc. We also
offer free instructions with purchase of materials.
Folline's Knit and Needlepoint Studio, 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 29205, Phone 7792482. Hours 10-6, 6-days a week.

THE PROMISED LAND: The James Eaddy Family in South Carolina. Hard-bound book 359 =<>=<><. RESORT PROPERTY>=<>=<>=
pages indexed, 16 pages of photographs. Setting
- Williamsburg, Florence, Eaddy, Johnson,
FOR SALE: Large 3 bedroom condo. Hilton
Timmons, Singletary, Brown, Hanna, Godwin,
Head. Ocean Front, completely furnished.
Poston, Stone, Gaskins, Huggins, Chandler. His- $70,000. Call (803) 794-0362.
torical, Anecdotal, biographical sketches. The
Promised Land, Box 32, Hemingway, S. C.
29554 $25.00.
FOR SALE: 2-BEDROOM furnished condo, Hilton Head Island, excellent location, completely
$29,000. Assume mortgage of
>=<>=<>=<>=<>=<FOOD>=<>=<>=<>=<>= furnished.
$21,000. Tel. (803) 449-5286.
THE BASIL POT RESTAURANT: Soups, casseroles, hanging plants, fresh vegetable dishes,
FOR SALE: LARGE 3-Bedroom condo. Ocean
imported cheeses, wines, fresh cheesecake, ceilFront in exclusive Arcadian section of Myrtle
ing fans. Late night live entertainment on
Beach. Completely furnished. $90,000. Tel.
weekends. 2721 Rosewood Drive, Columbia, SC
(803) 449-5286.

MILD MEXICAN MENU Means Many Magnificent Munchies at Mexi Texi Taco Place. Hwy.
276, Mauldin and Belton Hwy., Anderson, S. C.

>=<>=<>=MISCELLANEOUS=<>=<>=<

FIREPLACE SCREENS - Custom made with
wire mesh or glass doors for any shape or size
fireplace. The Anvil, P. 0. Box 204, Camden, SC
29020. Phone 432-2639.

WINE MAKING is a fascinating hobby. Free wine
and beer making supply catalog. Arbolyn, Dept.
SL, 2602 Devine Street, Columbia, S. C. 29205,
Phone 771-4122.

FUND RAISING. ls your school, club, social or
civic organization in need of a fund raising project?
If so, consider selling subscriptions to Sandlapper
as a means of raising additional operating or project funds. Sand/apper, the magazine of South
Carolina and a magazine any school or organization would be proud to sell. For further information write to Sandlapper Magazine, P. 0. Box
1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202.

INTERESTING. UNUSUAL ITEMS AND SERVICES ADVERTISING RATES. A single insertion: 7(ll! a word; three consecutive insertions:
6(ll! a word; six consecutive insertions: 55q a
word; 12 consecutive insertions: 5(\! a word.
Minimum insertion 10 words. Copy must be received in our office by the first Friday of the month
preceding the month in which the advertisement is
to appear. P. 0. Box number and telephone
numbers count as two words each. Abbreviations
and zip codes count as one word each. A check or
money order made payable to Sandlapper
magazine must accompany ad copy.

SANDLAPPER BINDERS for your copies of
Sandlapper magazine. Cost delivered $7 each,
includes sales tax. Send your orders to Sand/apper, P. 0. Box 1668, Columbia, S. C. 29202.

>=<>=<>=<>=<><WANTED><>=<>=<>=<>=<
FOODS EDITOR for part time work. Duties would
include coordinating with editor on recipe articles,
preparing food, collecting props, selecting photography location and working with photographer
on final photography. Call Bob Rowland, 7798824.
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endpiece
We need your help.
By this time we hope you've had a
chance to read your April issue and
perhaps think about it a bit. It was what
we call in the magazine business a
"theme issue," and was devoted mainly
to a vacation theme.
Did you like it? If you did we'd like to
know about it.
If you didn't we'd like to know that,
too, whether you disliked the whole idea
of a theme issue or just disliked something which we included or were disappointed in something you hoped to find
in our vacation theme issue but wasn't
there.
The reason we would like your input is
because we are thinking of making our
vacation theme issue an annual event.
But we need to know if you liked it or

didn't; whatyoulikedordidn't; whatyou
would like to see in our vacation issue in
April, 1978.
But we'd like even more help from
you.
We are thinking about some other
theme issues during the next 12 months.
For example, we are thinking about
devoting the September, 1977 issue to a
"Made-in-South-Carolina" theme. With
the great interest in renovation, restoration and renewal we have tentatively assigned a theme of "Renovation, Restoration, Renewal: Homes, Neighborhoods,
Communities" to the March, 1978 issue.
And finally, we think one of the summer issues-possibly June or July,
1978-would be appropriate for a
theme issue devoted to "Summer Pleasures and Recreation."

Do you have an idea for an article
which might be appropriate for one of
these theme issues. If you do (and you
feel up to writing it yourself) drop a letter
to me telling me about it. If the idea
sounds good to our staff we'll give you
the go ahead on it.
Even if you know of a good article
idea, something happening in your
community which might be a good article idea for one of these theme issues
(but don't feel up to writing it yourself)
share the idea with us and we'll assign
someone to do the story.
So help us out by sharing your
thoughts, opinions and ideas with us on
our upcoming theme issues of Sandlapper.

Bob W. Rowland
Editor
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